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Specials to the Portterrific and destructive
.'
in the State Aug. 10th.
iis the dwelling and farm
Mr. Hates were struck by
lined with their contentsKb".
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away,
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destroyed by another
ist
Brown field,
Mil bury
ngs were burned to the
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Spring,
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dihwaite, a boarder, was
ring the headboard, with
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woman.

Another bolt

the Whiting house, givv, the proprietor, a
slight
king down a In u se in the
iuesday. the 17th, another
was
experienced.it is
bee that Julius Wolff, the
'nereliant of \ew York,
sardine industry, is to
»■
property of the defunct
ome salts Co., and erect at
la! gest sardine factory in
m-piling and wharf, already
ail
unpleted, would cover
and the dozen tine cellars
eo.in could be utilized foi
w.»ikingmen. The site is
is an ideal one for such a
Ik Marston, coi respondti;e Maine Federation of
:•*>. i.as issued a card
aning at Brunswick Sept.
1 iie president and one
a
li eoustituent club will
by the Saturday club of
A.; interesting program is
urge attendance expected.
>patch says that tne Flec'•alts Company is to be re*uce.
Mr. Pierson is indirectors to experiment
at Plant X>. l, and if the
tu lie made to
pay twelve
ant No.
will he finished
the original plans.
The
he experiments will be
tense interest.A coronas
held in Rockland Aug.
'nine iuto the deatu of
Rockville, who was found
iuesdav morning. The evitliat Mr. Fisk vho, was 90
ad come to his death from
and the jury so found.
Maine sons of Veterans,
ports the mustering in of
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held at Winterport, Aug.
17th, and royally did the Winterport people
was

eutertain the veterans.

It seemed that

did
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history
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ment
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Black, F.

mit
It

so

was

same

last year.
Officers were elected

company

mem-

historians i

serve as

follows: PresiJohn
Whitcomb; Secretary, Daniel W.
Clark.
Vice
Billings: Treasurer, A E
Presidents, same as last year ; Executive
Committee, Samuel Morrison, Ambrose W.
Ellis, Henry Hastings.
The following comrades were present at
as

j

F.

:igm

nuzeus

01

Remarks,

for

solo,
Remarks,

Singing,

round,

united people.

ver a

With intense

of north
in a common
of one com-

sous

as

J, Palmer of Monroe respond-

1 have the pleasure and honor, in behalf
the comrades of the 20th Maine Regiment
h -re assembled, to express our grateful appreciation aud to sincerely thank you lor
y> ur very cordial welcome, and courtesies

j
1

ended.
This regiment’s service

ex

severe.

It

was

was

organized

in

short, hut veryBangor, Oct.

11, so2, under command of Col. N. H. Hubbard, To serve u ue months. Left the State,
Oct. 2dd with Plo men for Washington, D. C.,
Spear.—*.
on Aov. ;»th they embarked for
Fortress
company L
Jotin lhompson.jL Uremin,
Mon ue, V. A
arrived at Hampton Roads
H. E. Jellison.—3.
on T ie 11th, next was ordered to Newport
Company D. L. Plummer, E. Lufkin, E. News, where
they remained until Dec. 1st.
B. Maddox, F. Grant, G. W. Ritchie, T. S. ! This
day they embarked on board steamers
Ford, L. Curtis, A F. Smith, A. Wbeelden, for New Orieaus, arriving in that city the
J B. Colson, B. Emerson, O. Plummer, J.
16th, and immediately proceeded to Baton
Nealley, A. W. Hopkins, D. W. Dickey, Kouge. where they were assigned to 3rd BriA. I. Mayo, J. C. Crockett, J. A. Soverign,
gade of Grover’s Division. They remained
J. W. Everligh, c. A. Perkins, R. Perkins. at Baton
Kouge until the 12th of March,
—21.
1863, when they joined in the reconnoissance
Company E. J. H. Thomas, J. Pattee, ! to Fort
Hudson, returning ou the 16th, and
D. H. Paine, P. Swau.—4
on the 28*h of March embarked for DonaldCompany F. A. E. Clark, S. T. Conant,
La. Early ou the morning of the
sonville,
N. B Milliken.—3.
14th of April they were engaged with the
Company G.
A, Wadsworth, C. T. enemy a; Irish Bend near Franklin, La., and
Kuights, F. Billings, W. J Bailey, W. A. met with severe loss. They arrived at Fort
Heal.—5.
^
Hudson ol the 30th of May ami were engagCompany H. J. Hamilton.
ed in
a Battery until June 12th,
Company I. John Gilmore, Isaac Mason, when supporting
they participated in the assault ou
A. W. Ellis, I. A. Conant, O. Ryder, J.
that day aud then returned to their former
Knowlton, F. W. Patterson G. Wise, J.
position. After the surrender of Fort HudNash, Porter Lufkin.—10.
son they remained on duty inside the fortitiCompany K. D. W. Billings, P. S. Staples,
catioi at that place until the 26th of July;
M. M. Whittum, J. H. Kneeland, I>. S.
when they embarked for Maine and reached
Simpson, Eli C. Coison, H. M.arr, L. M. Ser- Bangor Aug 9, 1863, ami were mustered out
A. S.
gant, E. L. Emerson, H. W. Burril
of the U. S. Service the 17th by Lieut. F. E.
Nickerson, H. T. Crockett, P. S. Holmes, J. Crossmau, 17th U. S. Infantry, having lost
W. Black, Henry Overlook, A. Nickerson.
during the short term of eleven months,
—17.
kihed, 17, died of wounds, 15, died of disHonorary Members.
H. It. Dawson, E.
ease, 96, desertion, 12, previously dischargI. Bowden, T. Durham, C. N. Allen, H.
ed, 22, absent, sick, etc., 60, leaving 688 men
Staples, J. E. Wentworth, S. F. Stephens, mustered out at Bangor.
F. A. Griftin, O. C. Clifford, E P
Rowe,
Ot the nine hundred and fifteen men that
Eli Carletou, J. F. Churchill, H. M
Chase, left The State more than live hundred were
W. Grant, P. Colson. N. S. Piper, C. J.
young, unmarried men. Too much cannot he
Emmons, L. Carter, L. Cole, A. Johnson. said m praise of these young men. It has
—20.
been said “All that a man hath will he give
for his life.” And while all contribute of
The committee on resolutions reported as
their substance the soldier puts his life at
follows:
stake auif often yields it up in his
country’s
Whereas, by the Providence of God we cause. The highest merit, then, is due the
soldier.
are permitted to take part in the celebration
What I think about tins extraorof this 35th anniversary of our discharge
dinary war in which we are engaged, is
what every American citizen thinks. It is,
from the service of the United States; and
indeed
a great event.
whereas we are reminded by the report of.
Our soldiers aud parthe death of the comrades who have joined* ticularly our volunteer soldiers, are a great
source of pride to this
the great majority since our last meeting ;
country. They fought
Resolved, That while we cherish their with a dash and vim worthy of veterans, aud
the heroic patriotism they
memory with that of others gone before we
displayed in their
extend our sympathy and condolence to the wonderful series of fights is a source of
loved ones they have left.
great gratification to every American citiResolved, That we especially miss from zen. It is a different thing fighting on land
from what it is on sea. Not that I wish to
our ranks our comrade Capt. Charles Baker,
detra- t from the valor and skill of our sailwho was ever foremost in promoting the
ors.
At sea after a battle, the ship is washwelfare of our association.
Resolved, That a page of our records be ed down and the sailors don their natty
white uniforms and the officers go down to
devoted to an inscription of the names of
the cabin to well
those who have died since our last meeting.
spread tables. Ou land,
Resolved, That our sincere thanks are the soldiers in trenches are exposed to all
due and rendered members of the associa- kinds of climatic changes, often drenched to
the sk.n aud very often compelled to wait a
tion resident in Winterport, Warren Post
and Corps, Phil. Kearney Uamp.S. of V., and
long time for something to eat.
to
The soldier is exposed to every danger. It
citizens for the entertainment, extended
is|wonderful how our soldiers have done in
us on this our 13th annual reunion.
Resolved, That wTe sincerely congratulate the tropics. This is the first time that the
American army has operated in the tropics
the grand-daughter of the regiment upon the
advent of the great grand-daughter and in such large numbers aud they have so far
more than exceeded the anticipations of
most heartily endorse the action of the assotheir countrymen. It seems even to the
ciation this dav in the adoption of Catherine
casual
the
as
grand-daughter
observer that an overruling power is
Hilton
great
Leighton
of the regiment.
giving men their just deserts. Schley, over
whose
head others were promoted, gets his
J. W. Black,
j
chance at Santiago in the absence of the AdF. 8. Walls, / > Committee.
Milliken
miral.
)
Gen. Miles, held at Washington by the
N. B.

and

Miss Ada E. Larrabee visited friends in
Rockland the past week.
Mrs. G. A. Erskine and daughter Carrie

are

Supper

order,

next in

C.

Solo,
Plemarks,
Cornet solo,
Remarks,
Solo,

and at

Solo,
Remarks.
Duet,

Augustus Sprague, wife and son
are visiting Mrs. Belinda E.

Solo,
Remarks,

Miss Lena Sprowl
R. Dawson

Moody

ion.
A. A.
take

Solo,

one

tue same

corded them

successful and
by the 20tli

when the

members

cordial welcome

the

at

cemetery
Winterport. Col.
Mersey resides m California. He was seriously wounded and the skill of Dr. Atwood
saved

arm, if not his life.
The 20th was an active regiment and participated in many battles, including Irish
an

Bend, where several Winterport
killed and wounded.
the

It

hot

was a

regiment did itself proud.

and Monroe

..f

men.

were

tight

Co. D

Winterport,

The

men

officers

and
was

Frankfort

Capt.

were

George Dudley, Winterport; Lieut., J. W.
Eveleth, Winterport ; Orderly, K. T. Johnston, Winterport. Mr. Johnston is now in
the west. Capt. Dudley and Lieut. Eveleth
are now at Winterport.
At Port Hudson the 2oth went in to till
gap, and here
“Wade in, Co.

Capt. Dudley’s

famous

a

order,

Mrs.

past week.

the

Vincent Beckwith of Somerville and
Mrs. Mary Ward of East Boston are visiting
at Wm. H. Beckwith’s.
Mrs.

Gardner

Sidney

The 20th Maine was a Waldo county regiand its officers were Col. N. H. Hubbard of Winterport, Lieut-Col. Philo Mersey of Belfast, Maj. Bowler of Searsport, and
Surgeon Charles Abbott of Winterport. Col.
Hubbard 'and Surgeon Abbott are dead and

of N'orthport returned
Thursday from a visit to his

last

brother,

Gardner.

B. P.

Reunion.

Nineteenth
Maine Regiment Association was held in
this city yester ay. The weather was perannual

reunion

of

the

fect and early in the morning the comrades
and ladies b gan to arrive from all directions, coming by teams, steamers and rail.
At 11 o’clock a large company assembled at
Memorial Hall, md word was passed around
that buckboards would start at 12 for the
“English side” where a clam-bake would be
prepared. Promptly at the time the buckboards were ready and the veterans and

partaking of the luscious Penobscot Bay bivalves on the shore
ladies were soon

opposite

the

city.

After an hour or more thus pleasantly
spent the buck hoards were boarded for the
return trip and the party were soon back at
the hall. Here the pleasant quarters of T.
H. Marshall Post, G. A. It., always attractive, were made the more interesting to the
veterans by placards posted around the
walls, giving the names of the twenty-one
engagements in w hich the regiment participated, as follows Frederickburg, Chancellorville, Gettysbu g. Bristow Station, Mine
Run, the Wilderness, Spottsylvania, River
Po, Tolopotomy, North Anna, Cold Harbor,
Petersburg, Jerusalem Road, Deep Bottom,
Hatcher's Run, Boydton Road, Ream's Station, Strawberry Plain, High Bridge Farm-

ville, Appomattox.
The officers of the association were as follows: President, E. W. Ellis, Belfast; Vice
President, I. A. Gardner, Belfast; Secretary, Silas Adams, Waterville: Chaplain, J.
D. Emerson, Skowhegau.
The executive committee who

had

charge

of the

arrangments attended to their duty
promptly and effectively and everything
passed off smoothly and pleasantly. The
committee
consisted of John T. Frost,
L.
Hills, P
Ansel Wadsworth.

Isaac

At 2 o’clock

Strout,

L

T

Shales,

the veterans and visitors in

Memorial flail were called to order by Hon
Nickerson of Swanville, who called
Mr
upon Orrin J. Dickey for remarks.

A. E.

Dickey spoke briefly, giving the veterans of
the 19th a hearty welcome in behalf of the
Sons of
Veterans.
Henry R. Dawsou
of

Monroe

was

next

called

upon

soldiers and sailors in the
Spanish war. The meeting then adjourned
to the Police Court room to give the committee an opportunity to prepare for supper. The Journal went to press too early to
give a report of the business meeting and
subsequent proceedings, which will be fully
and skill of

reported

in

N

our

our

next issue.

Benj. T. Black of this city had his right
leg amputated at the knee in Bangor last
week, as the result of gangrene in the foot.

B

Sophia Lowell of Boston
days last week with Mr. and

lew
spen
Mrs. J. F

Sheldon.
Hon. W. C. Marshall left yesterday
atmeetings of the State Fair .truste-s in
Lewiston.
tend

Mrs.

Frank

Mabel

of

Pitcher and

C.

New York

the

are

daughter

guests of Mrs.

Thomas B. Dinsmore.

Harry Morrill,

wife and

child and

Miss

Abbie Meade of Natick, Mass., are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Cunningham.
L)r. H.
in

were

week

W. Small aud wife of Swan Island
Freedom, Belfast and Camden last

days'

few

on a

relatives.

visit to

Mr.

Age,

is

Mrs. Lowe and her daughter, Mrs. M<
Kenney, and children, ,.f
>est-r M <*s
arrived Saturday and are at the Lead farm,

North port

avenue.

Thomas Carter, Walter 1\ Carter
and Herbert W Knight of Malden, Mass
arrived Monday to attend the funeral
*f
Mrs Viola J Knight.
Mrs

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred A

C

0.

Hadley,

W.

Lena

wife

Estahrook

Gridin.

and

and

sou

Charlestown,

of

Miss

Mass.,

visited S. P. Hadley the past week
Miss M. Lena Ingalls of Lagrange left for
Rockland Mor.dav after a short visit t
her schoolmate, Miss Grace Pendleton.
Mrs. Mary A
Coombs went to Portland
Monday for a short visit accompanied by
her grand-daughter, Miss Marjorie Coombs.
J

Taber, superintendent of schools in

R

Unity,

was

with State

in Augusta Saturday, consulting
Superintendent Stetson on school

matters.

N-u-thport

Adams

from Whitman, Mass

have

to the York

farm, Mrs. A.’s former home, m ar Brown's
Corner, North port.
Edw. Jackson of Charlestown, Mass., is
visiting relatives in Belfast. IP- is employed in the blacksmith shops in the navy yard,
but is out on sick leave.
James

and daughter of
parents, Mr and
Mrs. J. N. Stewart, the past week. They
Mrs.

Mitchell

Portland visited Mrs. M.

went

to Union

s

Tuesday.

Eugene Sanger

of Bangor and John
Stevens of Belfast will he in attendance at
Drs.

Bangor fair next
Friday, inclusive, to

the

week from
attend to

Tuesday

cases

of

to

acci-

for

short v:*it

a

low

r

arrived
S

Mrs

at

Sherman’s where his wife has been •. swMr and Mrs. Fisher
ing for a few we* ks

will go

to

K itahdiu

days for
Lawrence

sh

Iron Works

in

few

a

stay before returning to

wt

Capt. John Johnson <rf Bangor, win itto get up a calvary
Troup in this

tempted
section

outbreak ot the Spanish war,

the

at

passed through here

on

his

join

the army

Indies
to

of

f

Maim*

o

rv

’!,

to

W-

*K,

or

st

w

n

u

:

n

Bowling Tournament.

A
W.

>s*on

>i

,t

occupation

Philippines, is cav
much better advantag**

so

L

r.

was

Monday. Capt J imson says
cavalry may yet be needed fro

II.

Healey,

Walter

Croekett, proprietors
alleys at Belfast, lo-eKUml

respectively,

Fermi id

J.

Ldw.

t5

u

ami

bow

>•

and

'ing

'aimi'

ii.

arranging f -r a toum nm-rit
between teams of the three places tin* Mining winter, and an. interesting s*
u
an*

•-

may hi*

games

looked for.

Mr. U- ales

has

leased another part of the eoliSenm 1 wildnig, adjoining his illeys, thus P-ngrin-n ng
the room :.o feet. Tin* alleys at*- t
be nmv
ed to occupy this added
space, iei.mg the
space

front for spe. tutors.

in

! aid

1

and

pool tables, etc. By moving the 'abb-s space
is left for one additional
alley, giving three
in piace of the two as before
arranged. The
change als >gives much better light, e*p. ;alat
the
rear and on the tables.
iy
The Belfas’

bow eng

ments are

in

dent.

ng l-

Fisher of Lawrence, Mass

.1

Misses Ella Smith and Flora Gross 'f
Brewer visited friends in Belfast, last week.
at

,,g
Be fast

her

>

t

alley

when

completed will be

these

improve,

of the best

one

he State.

Mrs. H. C. Q nimby of Bangor
were in
Belfast Saturday.
Mr. Quimby
came on business for the Manhattan Steamship Co., of which lie is the eastern man-

tee will be held

ager.

o’clock.

N. B. Milliken of Washington.D. C., made
The Journal a pleasant call last Friday
while on bis way to Camden from Winter-

All pupils who ar** study ing for
promotion
this vacation, or who are making up back
work, are requested to call at the mm
of
Supt. of schools to arrange for examination.

Mr.

and

port, where he attended the 2bth Maine

re-

union.

Mrs. Wm. H.

ton.

Springfield and Mrs.
August lbtli, Their only

rence, Mrs. Packard of
of Boston.

living brother, Leonard
port,

came

to

Clark

Belfast, and the

of

for

photographed

accompany his wife to Kataiidin Iron
Works. Mrs. Packard ami Mrs. Cate have
returned to Massachusetts.

Stephenson

Mrs.

and

daughter

her

Miss

Jamaica Plains, Mass., are the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Harris of Holbrook’s Island. Mrs. Stephenson was eighty
of

years old in June.
as

erect

as a

girl

of

She is

tall and

sixteen,

and

slender,

more

active

better preserved than some ladies of
sixty years. Any careful observer would
see that few, if any, of the hours of her life
had been spent in useless worry and dark
forebodings. Hers certainly is a beautiful
old age. The very atmosphere around her
seems tilled
to the brim with gladness.
Would that there were many, very many,
like her. Our tine old w orld would seem a
and fat

paradise.

May nothing

come

to her to

mar

the tranquility of the remaining years of her
life.
«

Supt. that

as

7

many Bel-

possible take the Stale examination to be held to-morrow, Fr dav, at
8 a. m. iu the High school room.
Correction.

A
To

thk

Editor

you correct an
The Journal, iu
Waldo

County,

Thk .Ionknal:

of

error

in

the

the article

ast

Will

issue

of

>ver the Hills ,.f
to Windermere." It should
“<

have read Brooks Cornet band instead of
Monroe. This hand furnish-- 1 th- best of
and

throughout

made

white

a

very

uniforms,

Cordon.

Those

the whole i,terra, uncut,
fine appeal m.
in their
led hy Drum Major John
.-

wishing

mus:-

casion will get their
money's
ploying tb«- Brooks Band.

w

Onkoi

lor

any

>rth by
hk

->

em-

Buys.

family

will

Alice

our

evening at

as

Winter-

utire

the first time for is years They
in a gn up by Hall, and
the picture will be an iutcr-stii g family
memento.
Mr. J. C. Fislier of Lawrence
arrived at Mr. Sherman's last Sunday ami
met

were

Monday

next

urged by

fast teachers

music

H. Sherman <»f the East Side has
been entertaining her four sisters—Mrs.
Morrison of Portland, Mrs. Fisher uf LawMrs. I.

Schools.

The regular meeting of the school commit-

Snow while here.

Cards have been received in this city announcing that the marriage of Miss Alice
Lenda Southworth of Thomastou and I)r.
Herbert H. Pluiner of
I'mon will take
place Sept. 1st at the home of the bride’s
mother, Mrs, Lucy Southworth of Tliomas-

Cate

I he Belfast

It is

Jenkins, wife and daughter Edna of
Provincetown, Mass., left for home Monday after a visit of three weeks in Belfast
and Monroe. They were guests of Mr. ami
Ira

and

spoke feelingly of the harmonious relations
which existed during the war between his
regiment, the loth Massachusetts, and the
19th Maine,the two being iu the same corps.
He also paid an eloquent tribute to the valor

Oliver Anderson left yesterday to
her old home in Harvey, Albert countv,

Mrs
visit

Sunday morning

moved

tiieir

are

Mrs. F. F Breen of Somerville, Mass., returned last Friday from a visit to her par-

in active service.

Mainfc

Taunton, Mass.,
visiting Mr. M.'s father. Geo W. Miller.

Hilda Tufts, win. ‘its
uncle. Lev. George F Tufts.
ami Isles boro, left M unlay imu:.
home in Wolfville, N S.

They are spending a vacation
Camp (1 round.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E

The Nineteenth

vicirity.

Miller and wife of

Miss

Willson and daughter Ethel of

D,” was given. Many members **f the regiment died from southern
fevers and from the results of severe strain

Tlie

Bert

visit in Boston and

a

Boston arrived last Saturday to visit. Mr.
ami Mrs. Albert C. Burgess.

Mrs. F. B.

|

Midland daughter Fi-ra l.-ft

Mrs. M. W.

the 17th for

Orrm J.

and

E. H. Heath, wife and two children of
Neponset, Mass., visited relatives in Belfast

ment

m

his

past week.

re-

her

Dickey, local editor of the Belfast
taking a short vacation. Tuesday
he attended the Sons of Veterans Held
day
at Camp Benson.

Mr.

as was ac-

Since the

Wednesday.

on

Hattie Payson <>f Koekland ;s visitbrother, Dr. John M. Fletcher.

Mrs.

ing

is

Eugene Madden of Old
Town visited Mr. M.’s brother George the

visit to

a

Clieuery.

were

N. E. Keen.

Chicago left Saturday
mother, Mrs. Ann M.

after

held

ever

aunt, Mrs

and Mrs. 0. W. Clark aud daughter
Marion of Boston arrived Wednesday to
visit Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman.

Horace Chenery of

home

lie

the electric

Elizabeth Heath of Patten was a
guest of A. G. Spencer and wife the past
week.

Nine years ago the association met

Winterport,

given

of the most

reunions

Hannal Tufts of Arlington, Mass., is

Mrs.

Miss

certainly

Maine.
in

on

George Bicknell of Meriden,
Ct., are visiting relatives in Belfast ami vicinity.

The meeting broke up about 10.00, and by
o’clock all were on their way home. This

was

motor-man

Mr. and Mrs.

Band concert.

enjoyable

Boston Friday to

went to

as

cars.

Good night.

11

Knight

position

a

with Mr.

Mrs.

Lucia Sliute of Sandypoint visited
her cousin, Miss Annie Sliute, last week.
H. C. Cassens went to Rockland
Monday
to “sub” a week for the foreman of the
Opin-

Miss Marion Crowley
Capt. C. O. Clifford
Miss Nina Mason
Mr. Joshua W\ Black
Miss Lida Nason

Solo,
Remarks,

Allen.

Miss

Mr. Andrew Johnson
Messrs. Crockett and Harlow
Hon. Fred S. Walls

Remarks,

Vinal-

of

liaven

Henry

Mrs.

George Dean of Haverhill
Sophia Lothrop.

Hattie Bates returned from Rockland last Saturday after a short visit.

Miss Mason

Mr.

Mrs.

Plummer of Waterville spent Sunand Mrs. A. Jacobs.

W. P.

Mrs. C. S. Stoddard of Lowell, Mass.,
visiting her nephew, J. F. Sheldon.

is

Lord of Bath arrived last week
relatives in this city.

visiting

from

Percy and Harry Miller of Taunton, Mass.,
visiting relatives in this city.

Miss

Mr. E. A. Spear
Miss Marie Ward well
Mr. Ellery Bowden

Remarks,

Lynn, Mass.,

Tuesday

to Boston.

E. F. Hanson left Monday for Bar Harbor
Petit Manan on business.

Irving

Mr. and Mrs.

Miss Ruth Jepson
Mr. Piper

Remarks,
Recitation,

of

Joel E. Dodge returned to Boston Saturafter a short visit in Belfast.

are

trip

visiting her

day

S

W. Lewis returned

returned Satur-

Belfast.

in

Stephen
business

day

Turner.

visit to

a

George Savery

to visit

o’clock
another large crowd assembled in the Hall
for the evening entertainment.
The program was a/ follows:
Overture,
Band
Mr. W. II. Lord
Remarks,
was

Newport Monday.
Mitchell and family

visiting relatives

Remarks,

largely composed

follows:

sister, Mrs. David E. Bird.

Mrs

Daniel Simpson
Audience
The band gave an excellent concert ami
was heartily
applauded by the veterans.

Cliftou N. White of Lewiston is visiting
friends in Belfast.
a

M. L.

America,

last Friday

G. A. Kimball and family of Dixmont are
visiting at B. P. Gardner’s.
Byron Hatch of Dorchester is visiting his

day from

H. R. Dawson
Miss Nina Masou
Hun. F. S. Walls
Mrs. Grace Lord

\ lolin

a

went to

Capt. Wadsworth
Miss Thompson

PERSONAL.

S. Brick went to Bangor
short visit.

F.

uns

:

\

j

PERSONAL.

rives there in time to take the command and
put in the finishing strokes. And in saying
this we in no way detract from the
gallantry and bravery of Admiral Sampson and
Gen. Shafter
I believe that the Almighty
Ruler of the Universe through the instrumentality of this great and intelligent people
can and will bring us
through this difficulty
as he has before brought us
through all proceeding difficulties of this country. Let us
believe as some poet has expressed it
“Behind the cloud the sun isstill
shining.”
Cornet solo,
Miss Nina Mason
Remarks,
J. w. Black
Song,
A. Johnson

and

Mrs. Belle

D. O. Bowen, B. F. SimpCompany A.
son, J. F. Fernald, J. B. Craig, M. Carleton,
Daniel Shaw, W. B. Cammett, True Ciliey, i
J. F. Cook, C. M. Smith.—lo.
Company B.
F. S. Walls, D. Moore, E. F.

to -47

me

successive year finds the great
republic you fought to save moving with increasing power and majesty ever onward
with the man'll of time, posterity will pay
yet deeper homage to the memory of the
citizen soi lier; and in the ages yet to come
the patriotism of America's loyal sons will
continue to be the inspiration of the hard—
the theme >f the historian.
Am you approach the eventide of life,
lightly may you carry the weight of age. as
time bears you onward through life’s
golden
autumn. After the heat aud encounters of
former years, may your days be rich with
happiness and fillet! with calm content.
May many reunions of this regiment still
rind the veterans in large assembly; and in
that final reunion which shall summon the
soldiers of ewry nation and dime, may you
answer the roll-call an unbroken band ; having fought a good fight and won the crown.

ed

roll-call:

over,
steam

uo

As each

bers.

Voted, That the

glad

in

atiou you behold the
and south alike now enlisted
cause and upholding the bonmon flag.

Walls, N.

notify

once more

But while you lament the cruel decrees of
you rejoice that to-day “Old Glory”

uieetiug be at EllsAug. 17th as he tide will perthat the boat can land at the wharf.
tlie committee to

meet

war

That the next

to

2 o'cloc

floatsgratnb

as near

left

ten

Their silent tents are spread.
And glory guards w ith solemn
The bivouac of the dead .’’

Voted, That the '.1st Maine be invited to
us at Ellsworth.

Voted,

more

“On fame's eternal camping ground

meet with
worth

streams went

march side by side you went forth to eondiet; shoulder to shoulder you endured the
storms of battle.
As you mert to-day the years of your maturer life recede aud the days of yOur young
manhood rise again. Once more you behold
a nation's life m peril; once more
you rush
to arms at your country's call.
At this time how vividly you remember
those valiant comrades who sleep to-day
'neatli southern soil.

and

S.

pressure.

Secretary of war that a Michigan general
might get credit for the land operations, ar-

union in ’8?* many of the veterans have died,
regam uo
community bold this assemblage there having been on that occasion more
of Maine's most gallant sons; and sincere is
the welcome they extend to you, gallant de- than 1,400 people at dinner, while on Wedfenders of our nation’s life and flag. But if
nesday there were only about 800.
the welcome of the civilian is heartfelt,
The committee of arrangements, to whom
fails
the
to
language
portray
gratification
which your presence affords your old time much credit is due, was composed of A. W.
brothers :u arms, comrades of the camp and Mayo, Mrs. Lesau, Capt. Clifford and
Capt.
held.
With you they shared the weary
Benj. Atwood.
town

Comrade J. Robinson of the Coast Guards
was made a member of the Association.
The following committees were appointed
F.
Finance—Isaac
Cook. Charles T
P. S. Staples.
Resolutions—J. W.
B. Mil liken.

out

the Winterport
departand trial tests were made
tire

TuT

NUMBER

Singing,
Remarks,

reuniou to
perpetuate the friendships and associations
formed in those early days so pregnant with
war and civil strife.
The record of your
heroic service has for many years adorned
the most momentous pages of our nation's
history. Inseparable from the valorous engagements of war are the victories of Irish
Bend and Port Hudson.
in

of the

Knight,

for 110

when the President again
called to Tiler Union Hall was packed with
people to listen to the exercises of the afternoon. which were under the auspices of the
Woman's Relief Corps. Prayer was offered
by Rev I> FI. Piper, followed by singing by
the choir.
Miss Lesan of Winterport then
gave the foilowing address of welcome:
)'•
»snf th.. Valiant 26th :
A third ui a century has passed siuce you
returned from the conflict of siege and battle,
laid aside the habiimeuts of the soldier, and
resumed again the avocations of peaceful life.
To-day the survivors of your noble regiAt

appointed.

was

spread

The
feet above the vane on the church
steeple, which is estimated to he 100 feet
'ugh The h*-semen seemed to thoroughly
understand their business, and it is evident
that a hr. could not make much headway in
the village.
than

regiment and compile
the same, and E. B. Maddox of Hampden

f

were

war.

o'clock

came

natural

Searsport,
Hampden
G. W. Ritchie of Winterport he a committee to appoint a comrade to collect material
Maddox of

tables

the

vet-

basement of Union

of ;lie new water system. The two hose
companies started at the same time and ran
a certain distance, and in
less than one
minute four streams were playing on the
buildings near the burch, with only the

The report *f the history committee was
read and it was voted That J. W Black of

Ovation to Sampson'-at Grant*' Tomb.

one

ment

ten years old,
order <>f musical abili-

held.

Honored.

Salute

uupiessivt.

At

1808.

N 1.w V• >Kk A ug. 20.
\ew Y oi k and
the surrounding cities fitly to-day signalized their appreciation
the Republic and
her victorious licet.
The imposing naval
pageant of warships was received in the
harbor of the largest city in the country
with acclamations of delight and admiration.
and the ovation from shore and
from the great flotillas of all sorts -i cra't
on tin* water was
significantly given to
the returning heroes and showed them
some idea of the esteem and admiration
in which they were regarded by the people.
Long before sunrise a gun was fired lrom
Castle William, Governor's Island, and
soon the people were astir,
the crowds
hurrying to the rivei to the early scene.
The New York and New Jersey shores
were crowded.
The river aud bay were
literally alive with craft alive with people,
ail cheering and good uatured.
As the
starry banners were raised aloft the bands
on the forts and on the
New
York
flagship
played the “Star .Spangled Banner,” and
the shores rang with patriotic cheers.
The citizens’ committee left the foot of
Cortlaudt street on the steamer Glen island aud proceeded down the bay, followed by a long retinue of all sorts and
descriptions of craft. At Tompkinsville,
Mayor Van Wyck aud the committee of
ten debarked and boarded the police patrol
The Patrol
then
boat, Patrol.
headed for the flagship with colors dying
and the band playing. The Staten island
shores were literally lined with people aud
they joined in the general acclamation
with the people on the myriads of boats.
The welcoming ceremonies were short,
uni

and the civil

President A. H. Mayo called the meeting to order, and the Association transacted
the following business: The records of the
last meeting were read and approved, the
treasurer’s report accepted, and 'he necrologist read the following report
Augustus A. Hurd, Co. A died at Belfast,
Jan. ]”>, 1898.
Capt. Charles Baker, C >. B., died at Belfast,
March 4, l8hS.
Silas I. Grant, Co. C.. died Nov. 10, Is;'7.
Alexander C. Morang, Co. C., die»l at West
Somerville, Mass.
Lieut
James E. Conners, Co. E died at
Franklin, Oct. !■>. 18;>7.
Wilson Biakt-, Co. H., died at Brooksville.
Vespasian Grimile, Co. H., died at Buehili.
Sauiuei S. Lane, C". lv died at Northport,
1807.
Joseph C. Bowen died at Searsport, July 2»>,

one.
are

was

sounded and the

the

time until 800 or more had been served.
such a dinner! Well, any of the veterans of Waldo county who have been to
Winterport and partaken of their dinners
1
will know all about it. There was everything needful and the ladies who waited on
the tables saw that all were bountifully
helped. The verdict of the boys was, Well
| done, Winterport! After dinner a smoke
talk was in order, and old times talked over
i and comparisons made of the present war

Kearney Camp, S. of V., uniformed
and armed, Capt. Roscoe Dotey.
Warren Post, G. A. R., S. Clark. Com-

ing

Hall, where

now

to

And

or

mander.
j
Veterans of the 2b th Maine, ‘.*2 men in line,
Capt.. Ben. Atwood.
On arrival of the steamer Castiue the column was again formed under c uninand of
Capt. Ansel Wadsworth and marched to
Grand Army Hall, where the business meet-

repaired

eraus

at a

Phil.

this country than the situation now
presents”.()ue hundred and fifty disappointed prospectors arrived at Seattle
Aug. 22 from Copper river, Alaska, on
the steamer Excelsior.
They brought
with them copies of a set of resolutions
passed at a recent miners’ meeting setting
forth that gold in paying quantities had
never been discovered in the
vicinity of
Copper river and that the Valdez Glacier
was impassable for large outfits.The
stars and stripes ,were hoisted over the
government buildings at Honolulu Aug.
12.
The ceremony was an impressive
Heroes

eight,

!

At an early hour the veterans began to arrive, and the committee appointed to look
after the teams was kept very busy, but a !
were well cared for.
At 10 a. in., a profession was formed to march to the wharf to
meet and escort the members coming hy
steamer from down-river towns.
The column was formed as follows
Winterport Cornet Band, Charles R. Eaton, leader.
Drum Major, G. H Duutou.

in

Naval

than

evidenced a very high
for one so youug.

internal revenue stamps to pension
This is
papers.
particularly the case iu regard to peusion
vouchers.
He wishes it to be known that
the law does not require stamps to be
placed upon any papers.The latest
stampede from Dawson City is to the
north fork of Forty Mile creek, on American
soil.
This news was brought to
■>eattle by parties arriving from Dawson.
They report that on August 2, word of
a rich find on
Forty Mile reached Dawson
and in 24 hours about 500 people had
started for the scene of the reported
discovery. They were mostly idle men.
The old miners did not have much faith
in the report.Henry Clews, the famous
banker, says: “in all my business exper’ence in Wall street, 1 have never seen a
uii^uttri

more

Tlie dinner call

ties

affixing

_

:

Regiment

hour. The chestnut trfes on Mt. Sunnna
have been burned. Constant explosions
are heard in the central crater, which is
vomiting ashes and flames.The firm of
DeFord A Company of Boston has been
designated by the President, until otherwise ordered, the fiscal agents of the
United .states in such ports of the islaud
of Porto Rico as are now or may hereafter come under the military jurisdiction
of the United States.
The bond required
is in the sum of *250,000.Commissioner of Pensions Evans said
Aug. 19th that

1

|

Winterport

[Reported for The Journal by H.R.Dawson.]
The 13th annual reunion of the 20th Maine

everything in their power to make
things pleasant for the visitors, and right
well did they succeed. The program for the
day was very tine as a whole, but some of
In Biuef.
The platform of the Indiaua its features merit more than a
passing noRepublicans endorses the course of Presi- tice. The Winterport band, under the leaddent McKinley: congratulates the soldiers
of
Mr. Charles R. Eaton, furnished
and sailors: favors immediate construction ership
of the Nicaraguan canal, owned and con- music for the day and nearly every number
trolled by the United States, favors an was applauded by the veterans. The adincrease in our army and navy to an dress of welcome by Miss Mary Lesau was
extent, necessary to carry out the plans one of the finest in the
history of the Assoand policies of the administration with ciation—she has rare
ability as a speaker—
reference to the annexation of the Haand the response by Past Dept. President
waiian islands.Vesuvius is again in a
State W. R. C., Mrs. Belle J. Palmer .f
state of active eruption.
Four streams of
lava are flowing down the mountain side Monroe, was finely rendered. The cornet
and at the rate of four hundred yards and violin solos by Miss Niua Mason, who

amid the hoarse shrieking of
quarter show 1:17'.* memI
camps. The division ! whistles and the hosannas of throngs on
L s report shows a balance
shore
and water, the mayor and the comj
->i74.The \Yashiugton mittee returned to the steamer Glen
•"’ad Co. is negotiating with Island.
litral Company fora ihrough
Then came the event of the day.
There
: "in Calais and
Bangor. was considerable wig wagging on the gray
al session of the First Maine battleships, aud the
police boats headed
s>tate eampmeeting associathe line. Then ca me the Glen Island, aud
held at the camp ground, then the battleships, began to
slowly move
ve. Etna, ten days,
beginning up the bay. There was a salvo of cannons
and the cheers from the people and tooting of thousands of whistles made an inThe Hong Kong' oorre- describable din. Soon the monster pageant was in line.
First came Sampson’s
he London Daily Mail, says:
•»f the capitulation of Maflagship New York, then Schley’s flagship
1 upon .‘Saturday between Brooklyn then the Massachusetts, Oregon,
‘•lenez and General Merritt Iowa, Indiana and Texas, and after them a
essiou of the Philippine moving mass of all sizes and descriptions
to
the United States.
A with flags waving and people cheering.
■ the
correspondent at Manila The great battleships moved slowly and
•tied Press, confirming the majestically.
As Governor’s Island was passed there
town, says the American
was a tremendous
report from the guns
upy every position formerly
that
did so much execution at Guantanl aniards, of whom *»,000 are
amo and
4 a single shot was tired at
.Santiago. The people on shore
Austrian, German and French and afloat went wild. They yelled and
\v ,i wonderful revulsion in
screamed, waved flags and jumped up
"tits <>n
the position of the and down in patriotic fervor. Aud so it
Austria recognizes that was all the way up to Graut’s tomb,
where there was a final demonstration of
it '.sent intervention, “witli">
patriotic fervor such as New York has
count the cost”.The
The pageant
"pondeut of the London never witnessed before.
Letters from tlie Philippines was viewed and cheered by hundreds of
It was a magnificent
Die testimony, as coming thousands of people.
Spanish sources, to the and indescribable scene.
capacity and admirable
The Lobster Law.
t
the Tagalo insurrection
/
aldo.Spain gives hints of
It was reported from Canada recently that
:iS of
a
“grave international the new lobster law would limit the size to
'he United .states pretends 11 1-2 inches. This was a mistake the
legal
iminating role in the Spanish size will be 10 1-2 iuches. The legal size
should
be
the
belated
same
on
all
the
Atlantic
pelago.A
dispatch
>-says all the foreign consuls coast. This question of the legal size of
Spanish commander to sur- lobsters should he taken up at the Quebec
usistance was useless, but the conference, as it is a very important matter,
'oid said he, as a military man, affecting a large and lucrative industry of
Canada and the United States. [Fishing
y the Spanish had done enough,
Gazette.
is have been
or
are
prepared
''Tuition at present looking to
Mackerel in the Weir. •
The War
army to Cuba.
is just now too busy with
Three thousand large mackerel were
* to take
up the question of captured in the weir off Wallis Sands this
aud brought up to this city by the
i; of
any army to be sent to morning
October. In fact, little or Messrs. Newton. Tuesday morning 1,000
"
were taken from this same weir.
mackerel
be done regarding troops for
Herald Aug. 17th.
."'hat actual necessity demands [Portsmouth
nimittee has made a report,
We have received No. 1, Vol. 1 of the
•1; u 1 ileet in southern waters is Bucksport
Herald, J. O Whittemore,
1 "iy moved, north and the naval
editor and proprietor. If is a neat and
Aug. 18th show that no less
little paper and The Journal wishes
worships, mainly of the newsy
,Alliary type, were ordered Wed- it abundant success.
_

\
;

mnuui,

The 26th Me. Reunion at

an

otia
A'i

nesday from Key West to Fort Monroe...
President McKinley has cabled Admiral
Dewey and General Merritt the nation’s
congratulations upon their capture of
Manila.The President has promoted
Capt. Sigsbee of the St. Paul three numbers ou the list of captains for extraordinary heroism.The navy department has
determined to build a hauling out station
for torpedo boats at Poston to cost *150,000.
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Secret

Societies.

The

report of the (Band Lodge f Maine,
Knights of Pythias, for the y ear 1x7, makes
a good
showing of the order m tins State.
The

year shows

lodges, 11;

gam in

net

a

gain in number of

membership,

ML’;

gam in

amount invested in

notes,stocks, bonds,« te.,
Sd,'.108.1*7; gain in amount invested in real
estate, £5.0;;iu>8; gain in total assets, >22,500.02; cash on hand in subordinate lodges,
£18,801.71.
EastSkaksmont. Charles Welch of Belspent Aug. 15th with his uncle, F. P.
Samuel ()gier of Camden spent
Mahoney
Aug. 14th at John Cumming's.... Mrs. Flora
OH and daughter Lizzie Barlett of Warren
spent Aug. 15th with Mrs. F. N. Marrmer
-Mrs. Alice Tower and two children of
Centre Belmont spent Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Marrmer....
Mr. ami Mrs. Lewis Morse spent last week
fast

....

at Temple Heights, Northport_School in
this district began Aug. 22nd, Miss Alice
Poor of Searsmont, teacher_Miss Eva
Donuell of Belfast is spending a
couple of
weeks with her grandmother, Mrs. Eii/.a
Donnell ...Mrs. > Fannie
Robinson
and
daughter Lottie, and Miss Ada Wetherbee
all of Somerville, Mass., are
visiting Mrs.

Gertrude Donuell.

W ith Our Nova Scotia Cousins.

and

VI.
it

opened

moist

cleared, and
of

face

night, but the
although the morning

kind and

w ere

and misty the

tiie beautiful harbor

baiked at Corbett's wharf
A.

sky

brisk bree:e ruffled the

a

W hitmy loi

on

as

we

soon
sur-

the steamer

visit to the tiag ship
hem wu. a ]>luasure accorded us through
the eomtesy of Yiei-Admiral Sir John
Fisher, K. ( 15. Men-ol-svar have their
da\>

!i

city

it

it

stay

on

we woe somewhat of
element during our brief
bt aid the flagship. Work begins

and continues until 4 p. m..

at

a.

m.

and

the

dulling, scrubbing,
painting, polishing, cooking, etc.,
men

sewing,
as we madr

were

“home turns."

pointed

est

The first object of interour guide was a Maxim

by
gun. invented by
lleiiown

heavy

<

<

about

0, cfliceisand men.
the slip the party testified
appreciatii'U of the courtesies re-

ii

ceived

l>y singinc

he ho

1

,i

im

■

t

is:‘
''

i’li
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b.’

am:

Mink the f

itii:g

ICS-

<

nc

1;

steamship

we

I!<>ur-

:>00
Fiio h.-adgeai and b-romast of tlie
v)l b ''ve]v P'bc. ami the stem
cut down
t

over

!V

i0

'1,i!

v

above

bet

two

wdir

11 •.e

<1

the

lagged

keel,
edges

the

Halifax by the Wreck
and in the decision -since

Commissi.-ue]-.
civen
t tiie captain and officers
of the
:
"■
are heU;
b''
entirely hlameles>.
the Wreck Commissioner
hi*.
i1 :
*i-i
1

'■■■■'■'
-;

’ci- that La 1>>
uigii'jne,as |
>'i ii1 s'ai ting- iroin Xeu
York.
T--c position at tlie time
of the!
‘•■'-“in

nines

the North Atlantic.
that ir is highly .Uof following tin- u*am
lanes si mdd be made moie
binding on all
steam.ns
navigating the Atlantic when
piviim between >ew fork and European

kart
vn V'" i
‘.l ;i;\"
ra'-: t>
."iiahit •!;]
il.«- i..cs

oi

me

.•

ports.
‘•Although in this inquiry 1 have not
been vailed upon or empowered to
make

ail.V investigation as te the conduct of the
mastci an
officers of Ea
Bourgogne, or
as to the navigation of that
ship', it is evident that had the
commander, Capt. Bob'1* 1 e. adapted the rules laid
down liis
\essel couM not have been in a position
indicated h> the disaster."
^
1 I
1
vt'iuir.des with the
1

recom-

mendation that
lishtd tor fast

lane routes be estabpassenger steamers between American and
European ports.
An investigation on the other side
oi
the Atlantic under the dnection of
the
blench Minister of Marine vindicates the
new of the
Bouigogu-eo.: having attempted to assure their ov u
safety reganlless of
>l at <d the
The report says:
passengers
1 lie view of the
did all
Bourgogne
that was humanh possible to
organize a
new

So the falling of the hair tells
of the approach of age and

and

ed

the British, banished from Jamaica
subsequently deported to Sierra
Leone.
It is surrounded by a deep moat,
and the huge stone walls and embankments look as if they would be absolutely impregnable to any attack. Within

by

these walls

the bomb proof barracks
for officers and men.
Narrow grated
windows in the granite that forms the

roots.

^

are

wall of the moat

outer

^

for which there is

are

prison cells,

in these

no use

piping

The entrance is under a
times of peace.
massive arch of stone and over a drawThe red-coated sentinel without
opposes no bar to your progress, and if
you question him refers you to the guard

just within the fortress. Here you
your name in the visitor’s book and
the sergeant of the guard details one of
loom

sign

his

look

I

t obtain ail the benefits
ft''in the use of the V ig.tr,
doctor about it. Er
mo lifflrultv with your genwhich may be euaily
Add ress,

•'

■■

■.

DR.

At

“Don’t 1-e

One

one

expects

to

in

;

nal

mast

naling

ot

example,

coming in
would be
of

a

govern-

highest

con-

\ aits of the Cita<
ity. is a tall sig-

and topmast, with two yards
The lower yard was used in sigand the uppei yard to indicate the

approach
For

the

«ii'

see

spick-span

full view of tin*

del,

across.

'i
li;:1!.-'. M h>< kino- over the chart with
KIeiuii;_. ! a>kcd him ii ii v as not possible i■
"'ii tin 'uo(, tht hitter
passage,
iml >t avoid
hv t'ueni) iyina' off the
iiii'inl: « f tin- mall: channel.
1 saw only
vc oi V,\ t*-; •, marked on the chair over
he slcalest spot at low water.
“Mow niucl: do you draw. cap‘:r'
Yhirlt ci. tcoT. allowing foi a little
Irao
‘There is a good tide to-night, and
water enough: but y. u aie too
long to
turn the corners."
“But pilot, with our twin-screws, I can
turn her around on her center, as 1 turn
this ruler.
“Well, I never was shipmates with the
likes of them: but it you will steer her,
I'll find the water."
“Are you certain, pilot, there is water
enough? It would never do to .in ashore,
at tliis time.”
“You sha’n’t touch anything blit the
eelgrass. Better get ready about eleven.”
I hesitated: and divining from my face
that I was not satisfied, he said as he
rose:

the place.

The place did not
expected to see it. The
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After the visit to the Citadel the party scattered, some- to visit the
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the shops, etc. A second visit to the Public Gardens convinced
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on the other hand
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quoted as saying that, judging by the
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attainments of the Defender, he ran build
and |
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King, Charles. A garrison tangle.
a yacht that should make ten or lifteeu
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seconds better time to the mile.
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MMM\ \ \ and its varied attraction^.
There
is no question that Xew York yachtsmen
‘Kipling, Rmlyard Life’s handi( <)>!»
L V EliV 1501>\
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cap: being stories >f mine own
E. L. STERNS, Secretary.
E (t BEAK.
the
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for
him to do it and
providing
people. 1897. K 62 1
will welcome the chance.
N> that alKirby, William. The golden dog.
together the prospects of the Shamrock
A romance of the <lays of Louis
do, not look very brilliant for success,
in
Quiuze
Quebec. 212.16
except what success is to be attained by
Prince Bismarck.u
♦Lowe, Charles
the improvement of acquaintance and
1896.B. B 54
good fellowship, and that no doubt counts \
a great deal.
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After our war year the
♦Marshall, Arthur Mi mjs. Lei
yachting diversion will be a grand relief
tures on the Darwinian
theory.
Horn tne strain of watching for news of
Edited by C. L. Marsha!;. !Hucur army and navy, and the sport will
hr
t-rated. IN', q.3147.20
entered into with all the zest that has ever
E
Mathews,
Schuyler. Familiar
characterized it in the past.
features of the roadside.
And even if the shamrock is defeated,
The
the chances for further challenges from
flowers, birds, shrubs and inj
a hr *ad are not all killed
sect.-.
by any means, j
1897..
044 n
There remains the Rainbow, or other j
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Moriey, John. Lite of Burke.
scho.mers. and although England, Scot- !
(English men <>f letters ).B. B 91
Ireland and Canada have all hud*
I land,
‘Moriey, John. Life of Walpole.
j their turns, it has been hinted that the 1j
(Twelve Engl ’-.h Statesmen.)
present herraau Emperor would not be
l's;"
* laKing
.It. W 17
! a\ri.-r
try ior me rropnv. and
‘M-*rris. William O'Connor. Naperhaps terms might be arranged to suit
Linv
The statement made bv some, how- I
poleon: warrior and ruler, and
ever, that no yacht which is obliged to
the military supremacy of revolu*
cross the ocean under her own
power can
,
tionary France. (Heroes of the
ever sad to win this match,
is taken by j
nations...B. N Hi m man*- t< have not a little
*
F uruishetl l>>
S|.trial ( m
weight, and
♦Morse, John T
Life of ThomJ the Front
<£%*><;
there remains only one choice—to have a
as Jefferson.
(American Statescrai: built in Canada that will do to chalIt is true that the only
men.).
B. J 35 tu lenge with.
challenger which ever ame from Canada
♦Point, Edward. The Englishman
wasn’t much of a sailer, hut she was built
at home. His responsibilities and
on the Lakes and that was
twenty years
all Important u.n new* of the 1 a
> .tliti..
privileges.. iiws.i;
or more ago.
Nor have the Canadians
Speeial <li*patehe* up t.» tlu- hour «»! puhlii .it ion.
Quigley, Dorothy. What dress
( aretul attention will I
now
the wealth or spirit to enter the 1
yiven to I'urm ami I a in 1
hipn-, I
respoiideiice. .Market lleport*. ami all ueneral new* ot the W
makes of us. 1897.
1953 28 contest alone.
But it is conceivable that ;
Nation.
some wealthy
♦Rosebery, A. P. P. L r<I. Life
English, Scotch or Irish
of Pitt.
yachtsman might have a yacht built at one
(Twelve English statesWe I nrnisli The New-hak ’Weekly
I'rihiim
anil nim
paper.
men). p,. x> c,8 of the Canadian ports on the Atlantic and
j thence easily fetch her here in racing trim
Sheldon, Henry 1. Notes on the
That is a
| for a regular good match.
Nicaragua canal.
548.14
possibility of sport that cannot be over‘Smiles, Samuel, *?<Ufor.
James
looked for the future.
Or perhaps some
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Nasmyth, engineer. An autobiof the British West Indies might develop
"•end all order.* to The It. piihlh an .In
l.«
ography. B. N 17 ! yachting spirit of international caliber.
Stanley, Henry M. Through South
[Marine Journal.
Africa. With map and illustraj ♦♦♦
In the Youth’s Companion for the week
tions. 1898
524 x
of August 11 is a first-rate story by John !
Story, Alfred Thomas. The buildL. Spears, called '‘Dick Cary’s Panther.”
j
lug of the British Empire: the
Among
appreciative newspaper men Mr. !
of
story
England’s growth from
is
best
known
his
tine
as
work
!
Spears
by
Elizabeth to Victoria. (Story of
a writer ior the New
York Sun.
In the
the nations.)
1898 2 v.
451; 7
early days of the war with Spain he acWard. Mary Augusta
Helbeck of
compauied Admiral S impson's tleet in its i
hunt for the ships of Cervera, and his
Bannisdale. 1898 2 v... w 21 h
letters from the front to the sun and his
Wist-, John Sergeant. Diomed; the
articles
in Scribner's have been models
life, travels, and observations of
of correspondence.
There is not a boy in
a dog.
327.28
"’e test the »u-> I'KKi:
the land who will not read with delight
»■%
gk
£■%
♦Young, Charles A. The sun. (In(Guarantee to l-’it <;la**e* *at ist'aet or
Cl t
W I
his story in The Companion, which tells
ternational scientific series.) 1S9»>.
045.2s
♦Required and suggested reading for stu- how a young Ohio chap spent his last live
dents of the Massachusetts Institute • I
cents for buckshot, hoping to kid a deer
with it, and brought down a panther for
Technology.
.k
whose pelt he icceived a s^O bounty.
Scrofula, salt rheum, erysipelas and other
distressing eruptive diseases yield quickly
.

feared: I'll take you out all
see any of those
chaps least his
off ( bebucto Head.”
eyes on the graceful marble statAs he snoke he brought his baud down uary, drink in the iutoxicating
fragrance
on my shoulder with a thud that I felt in
of the flowers, and forget f. r the uouce
boots.
IDs
my
confidence, and mv faith
in the man, determined me to make that there is anything lmt the beautiful
the attempt, .'some friends and English and poetic in this land of ours.”
V>t
officers were on board to the last; and as less
beautiful, but different, is Point
w e hove
up the anchor and started ahead
Pleasant Park, which none ot us found
leseue.
Ii
outrages were committed, at midnight, they left us with hearty good
they were committed by foreign sailors wishes. The moon was old and waging, time to visit.. This is the property of the
with dark clouds rapidly chasing one an- 1 Town and lies at tlie entrance to the
among the steerage passengers.”
j
other across its face from the southward.
ilia; this was not a
Northwest Arm.
It lias a tine growth of ;
together satislacSteaming slow ly out. only the dark shores
toi\
from
of
the following later of Mac .Sab’s Island on one
miles
ij-pears
carriage roads and paths,
side and the trees,
cablegram.
mainland on the other could be seen, but beaches, rocks, and charming views of the
whether a stone's throw or a mile distant
l:,sbay and Arm.
!>
M. Edouard could not be discovered.
pi.'
Once or twice
la
As one journeys through life and enters
KI, > minister of maiine. has decided Fleming appeared lost, but it was
tocpbi a 11. si implies into the loss of
only
foi a moment. At the sharp twists in the upon the down grade there are always in
thi' steansei I a
and
it it is
1>c»nlgogne,
channel J sent a boat ahead with a light recollection a few friends who are as no
11
that any t li
:ew failed of their
to mark the turns.
At one place, by the other in that
llut> ;i:eyw-:i be punisaed. M. J.nckroy lead, there was
category. Out of a whole
hardly room between the
11 ■>l'
b < ,-.i d to fi;i not to the
Cliamher keel and the bottom for
city full there may he only one thus disy«»ur open hand.
o? a)( put'n s a bill
pio«iiing measures for In an hour we
opened the two lights on tinguished, and tile number is never large. nnd permanently to the cleansing, purifying
tin
cttei sato-giiari jul »*i iceaii
naviga°
Devil s Island, and the channel broaden- Friends of
tion.
boyhood or early manhood, j power of Burdock Blood Bitters.
en and deepened. Soon we felt the
pulsat- those who stick to you closer than a
Just before
bosom
of
the
old
ing
the
Atlantic, and were
reaching
Xariows the
Death or Capt. Hark Gray.
safe outside, leaving our waiting friends brother, iu prosperity or adversity, fair
steamer was headed down the
harbor, and miles to the westward.
weather
or foul.
In
with
two
:
company
Fleming dropped
1 line view
m-CKSPOKT, Aug. 17. Captain Mark
of the city and the his boat
alongside, and with a hearty such friends part of the afternoon was Gray, tlie well known citizen and retired
town ,.f Dartmouth
opposite. Two tor- shake of the hand, and an earnest God- most
ship
master, died at his home on upper
pleasantly spent. We suppose we
pedo boats were flying ibout the bay on speed, swung himself into it, and was
Main street at an early hour this
morning,
must write ot one as Augustus Allison,
soon lost in the darkness.
He had kept
after a long and painful illness of
peacetu! -minds, but reminding one of
complihis word, bringing us out without feeling Esq., as he is now a substantial citizen cation of diseases.
devil's darning-needles. At anchor in
the the bottom—a real achievement.
Years with silvered hair,
was fa years of
still youthful
Captain
find
Gray
although
age
harbor w;s a .Spanish bark, a
good look- after X often met him, and there was iu spirit; but we used to kuow him as Gus leaves a wife; one son, Hugh Ross of
ing iron c aft,which had made a port here nothing in the old man's life he was so
and two daughters, Mrs. Alice K.
Boston,
fond of relating as how be piloted the Allisou in the days wlieu we went trouting
and was waiting for the war clouds to
Flint, of Spokane, Wash., and Mrs. Annie
roll Tallahassee
throu gh tiie eastern passage together. The other is Alpiu (Gant, a
Nicholson of Bucksport.
Captain Gray
byj
by night.
was born on
veteran printer and journalist; and we
Cape Rozier, but all except
Soon we came to
the early years of his life were spent in
Georges Island, near1 he Tallahassee sailed from W ilming- should have
considered the journey a
ly in tl e centre of the harbor, almost ton. Y. I
Bucksport. His loug aud eventful career
and returned there after a failure had we not been afforded a
glimpse as ship master, builder and owner was
round and rising
from
the
water.
month's
abruptly
cruise, running the blockade out of liis
face and a grasp of his gen- marked by many
kindly
It was iorrnerly crowned
vicissitudes, and his
by a martello and in. In tins time she made thirty-five erous hand.
strokes of enterprise and perilous ventures
tower, but that has been removed, and captures, about Half of which
make up the history of a remarkable man
were
After dinner, or supper, by iuvitatiou
—oue known all
here as elsewhere modern
along the Atlantic coast
guns are taking square -rigged vessels, She captured and of J. J. Jaxon.
manager of .Jaxou's Opera in his day and a rare type of a genuine
Ibe j u
e! the old-fashioned breecbbonded for *10,000 the Belfast bark Suit is estimated that
Co., and II. 11. Clarke, manager of the Yankee skipper.
ioaders.
Over on the Dartmouth shore is liute,
captured and burned the Thomas- Academy of Music, we all witnessed the during his life Captain Gray has sailed,
fort ( !i.rence, also without its old-time
built
or
been
owned,
in a
ton bark Glenarvon, and
captured and presentation of “The Daughter of the hundred different vessels interested
and at the time
martello tower : and lying across the scuttled the
ship James Littlefield of Ban- liegimeut” by an excellent company. The of Ids death owned in a dozen or more.
'£ the harbor is NeNab’s Island,
gor, the lattei bound from Cardiff for theatre is one that- would do credit to a Captain Gray served his town acceptably
"bit!. has two works, Ives Point
one
term in the State
battery Yew York, with coal.
legislature anil
much larger place and had just been
nil hint Mi Nab.
always took much interest in matters
At this point one of
Yow our steamer is heading down the
witli new scenery.
equipped
to
the
pertaining
good of the town, where
the ] uity enquired as to a Confederate
harbor, ior the martello tower and lightOn returning to the hotel a
meeting lie will be greatly missed.
u ssel n
aking its escape from the harbor house at the end of Maugher’s
Beach, was held in the parlor at w hich the usual
oi
l.tig ilit war (if the rebellion, and an- while on the
The Military Commission.
right, perched high above vote of thanks was extended to all who
otbd suggested that it was the
Alabama, the water, looms up York Redoubt. bad contributed to our comfort and pleasThe Presibut a member of the Nova Scotia Tourist
Wasuixutox, August Ri.
ure; and then good nights were said and
dent to-day appointed two commissions to
Rounding the buoy tbat marks the outer all
that our too brief
Association, hearing the question, replied end of a chain of
retired,
regretting
adjust the evacuation of Cuba and Porto
ledges making out from visit to Xova Scotia’s
tliat the Alabama bad never visited Halicapital had drawn Rico. They follow:
Point Pleasant the steamer enters the to a close.
For Cuba—Major General James F'.
fax and that the craft in
question was the Northwest Arm, an arm of the sea exWade, Rear Admiral Win. T. Sampson,
Tallahassee, boon after returning home
the
“Prospecting
Klondike,” and Major General Matthew C. Butler.
tending st me two or three miles inland in
we read in the July
Porto Rico—Major General John R.
Century an account of rear of the city of Halifax. On either “Who Discovered the Klondike'.”’ are the
titles of two richly illustrated articles
the 1 aliahassee’s cruise, by her commandBrooke, Rear Admiral Winfield S. Schley,
side are more or less pretentious summer that will appear
in Harper’s Weekshortly
Brigadier General Win. W. Gordon.
er, John Taylor Wood, Colonel, C. 8. A.,
Gen. Wm. Gordon, one of the commisresidences, and the facilities here for boat- ly. They are written by Tappau Adney,
w bo is now, and lias been since the
the Weekly’s special correspondent, who sioners for
close of
Porto Rico, and the only one
and
are unsurpassed.
ing, bathing
fishing
has
been
in
the
the war,a resident of Halifax. The Tallagold regions for the past of the six appointed to the two commisA little beyond the point where the steamand
has
had
therefore
year
ample oppor- sions who is not widely known, is a wellhassee put into Halifax for coal and for a
er turned to return is Melville
Island, the tunity to study his subject.
known citizen of Savannah, Ga.
He is
new
mainmast, in place of one lost in col- site of the old French
the senior colonel of the
prison, and which
Georgia state
lision with the ship Adriatic off New
militia
and
served in the ranks of the
contained American prisoners in the war
York. Our Government had been notifiConfederate army. He is 01 years old.
of 1812.
Possibly the excursion manHe belongs to one of the wealthiest famed ot the Tallahassee’s whereabouts and
agers thought that this might excite unilies of the State, and is conspicuous
a number of vessels liad been
ordered in pleasant memories.
Bright’s disease is casocially there. He was largely indorsed
pursuit, and some of them were off the
tarrh of the kidneys, other
in the State for brigadier general.
On the return we passed quite near to
harbor before the Confederate craft was
similar troubles are also
the club house and moorings of the Royal
of a catarrhal nature. Peready for sea. An experienced pilot was Halifax Yacht Squadron at Freshwater.
ru-na cures such affections
secured, and the rest of the story is thus This we understood to be the successor to
in a remarkable manner.
told by Commander Wood:
the old Royal Halifax Yacht Club, which
For Infants and Children.
One case is that of C. K.
Mai Nub’s Island divides the entrance
C.~Cc»5y
had a club house at Richmond.
The
Cogbyi 0{ ya,e Mil)gi
to the harbor of Halifax into two chanfleet of to-day, as we saw it, consisted of Tenn., who writes: “Five years ago I
nels. The main, or western, one is broad,
developed a bad case of
trouble.
deep, and straight, and is the only one half a dozen knockabouts, a nonde- Iwas expected by all mykidney
friends to die.
used, except by small coasters. The script looking craft built from a Clap- To the surprise of all, I still live, thanks to
eastern is just the reverse, without
buoys ham design, two typical English cutters Pe-ru-na.” All druggists sell Pe ru na.

right: you won’t

Year.

Thomas Li ptou, a
man who has made fame and
fortune in
the tea business, and who of course expects some inevitable return through
advertising of the great expense he is
under, but none the less appears to be a
sportsman of proper caliber and equal in
The
every respect to the task of a trial.
challenge has been sent through the Royal
Ulster Yacht Club and the challenging
yacht is to be built iu Ireland and named
the Shamrock.
It had been currently reported a short
time ago that the new English schooner
yacht Rainbow would be the next contestant for the famous trophy, but it seems
that that idea has been waived iu favor of
the Irish, and Lipton will take first inning. The new yacht will be a 90-foot
cutter, it is stated. She is being designed by Wm. Fife, whose results as compared with Watson's will be carefully
criticised, and will be constructed by Ilarland A- Wolff of Belfast, who, although
they are now building the most massive
steamship that ever boated, have never
before tried for fame iu fast sailing
yachts. Captain William O'Xeill is to be
the sailingmaster of the Shamrock, although the owner will be with him, aud
it is announced that Secretary Kelly of
the Ulster Yacht Club will come to Xew
York to help
arrange
preliminaries.
Doesn't that
sound
genuinely Irish

1898. 915.25 b
The
♦Couch, Arthur T. Quiller.
blue pavilions. A novel. 1898.. 118 4
♦Couch, Arthur T. Quiller,
The
splendid spur. A novel. 118.7
Davis,
Richard
Harding. The
king’s jackal. 1898.D 29 k
♦Gibhins, H. de B. The industrial
1897

Next

We are to have another boom in yachting next year and that with another series
of challenge races for the America's
cup.
There is no doubt about it this time, and

Books added during August, 1898:
♦Ball, Sir Robert S. Time and tide:
a romance of the moon.
1895
910.2
♦Balzac, Honore de. The Chouans:
Brittany in 1799. Scenes from

history
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The fighting iu the trenches was most
fierce. Fifteen minutes after the Spaniards were driven to the second lire of
defences they were forced to retreat to
the walled city, where, seeing the uselessness of resistance,
they surrendered and
soon afterward a white
flag was hoisted
over Manila.
The Belgian Consul at Manila, M. Andre. boarded the Olympia and returned
with au American Lieutenant to the Spanish Military Governor, who agreed to surrender.
Geu. Merritt proceeded to the
palace at 3.30 anil there found the Spaniards formed iu line.
The troops sin rendered their arms, but the officers were
permitted to retain their swords.
The American loss is reported to be six
or eight killed and
forty wounded. The
Spanish loss was considerable, but the
exact number is not obtainable.
The
trenches were filled with badly wounded

supplies
of

the whole

Torpid liver and constipation are surely
speedily cured by Dr Pierce 's Pleasant
They never gripe. They regulate,
tone up and invigorate the liver, stomach
and bowels
No substitute urged by merand

Pellets.
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people

.im.hj

were

ready

building

for the journey.
iman, six miles from Lake
were as many more.
Horse Kapids,through which
seeker passes with fear,
‘.-•at loaded with supplies,
tiy after leaving Lake llen.pids are rather dangerous;
perhaps Od feet wide, and
iieular cliffs.
Many have
1 re and their bodies never
II. T. Woodcock, who
i.ind went from Uipley,
'•;netion ot being the lirst
i uited States lo pass
ipids witii a boar.
i:i s and hardships the
aDawson June Id and
f quite
a
number
of
•se
abodes consisted of
here
and
placed
eif.n-t, apparently to ob•-.The city is located upon a
1 embracing twenty acres,
being of muck and the
ig ri middles where the ice
been acted upon by the
O’
ause it to thaw,
i 1 ti'«-1 -*nt from what it has
T1 ough gambling places
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; ice <if a drink, the city is
In he twi» weeks passed
-Yu', not witness a dispute
talk.
In fact, the town
a s.mio of the
sleepy places
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beeu made for many
direction from Dawson,
iiiese drawings are in the
pold commissioner, who
s f*>r any work that he may
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n regarding claims
iry, it is the fees lirst and
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a license and >lb to
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recorded.
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of some
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bank
along
n.lingjback to the high land,
is but a few rods away.
take up one claim in a
You
only four, anyway.
u claims three months out
they revert to the queen,
iaims on a creek can be
i<>spective miners and the
the queen.
> do
any mining in summer
The work is \ erformed in
urine the summer months
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ami everything made
There is
winter’s work.
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members of the party that
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their homes again will
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^ave gone through and what
■^vcaait
I wrote
1Ccompli8hed
far.
so

you

of Manila Fell.

so

doctors in the vicinitv
but
in relief. I s
eil
>w
Mates were good enough
worse
Mv father received a book from Dr.
.rued about. Stephenson
Pierce in which 1 re 1 of a case -imilai to mine,
n arrival at Lake Benand decided t
writ-- to Dr. Pierce
He recommended me to take his C,olden Medical Di--. v■rc « th another,
*rv
kfter
of this rein
v I
takiug
to Lake |
the
:an recommend it as one of the best medicines
::>!ance of
milles cost j to bti’l 1 up the system. I am now euioving
h-.-.dih
go
and this distance was

the work <>i building
•need with a will. It was
•nay be readily imagined
Lts that the largest logs
:ii\ from lu to lb feet in
butted, with numerous
-us were finally cut a short
•he scene of our boat builded by means of ropes to
mounted on diockyard.
ne man could stand beneath
: stood on the log and the
the handles of a saw similar
\ though having teeth like
wn >aw in a saw mill, proV
It
the logs into boards.
ins an easy task and the lirst
it*red lit for nothing. The
lily built and launched and
a meed.
When we left our
hundreds of boats sailing
diet of the lake, and on its
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llaugh

i’l-yond Skaguay aud to
i_h elevation over which
there, realizing someand tribulations in store
e
eaching Daw son City,

ying part

how the

whole soul immersed in I
j Dewey’s Guns blazed out the pathway for
business and money-gettTit' Soldiers, who charged irresistibly.
ting is like the miser
Host, Kong, Aug. 17.
whose spring door shut
The American
to and locked him in forcollier /afiro, from Manila, which arrived
ever.
Men
here yesterday, is anchored in Junk
Bay.
work and slave
She left Manila on the 14th.
A typhoon
and worry and
is raging, and it is impossible to land the
get sick and
mails with further details of the Battle of
broken down,
Manila.
forgetting all
It is learned, however, from an Amerithe time that
can
naval officer that when Admiral
health is worth
more
than
on Aug. t), demanded the surrenDewey,
pold, and
that a happy,
der of Manila within 4tS hours the Spanish
cheerful
home is rather
commander replied that, the insurgents
to be chos
en than great
being outside the walls, he had no safe
til they hear
riches, un
place for the women and children who
the trap
door of disease
were in the city and asked for 24
spring io ana snut tnem ott from all the
hours
bright hopes they labored for.
delay. This Admiral Dewey granted.
A sick man cannot be happy; he cannot
At the expiration of the specified time
accomplish the work he has to do in this
Admiral Dewey and Gen. Merritt consultworld; he loses the very money he is strived and decided to postpone the attack.
ing for ; his ambition defeats itself. Any
man who discovers that his
FLEET’S HOT FIRE.
strength and
energy .ire giving way has an unfailing
On Aug. 13 the American squadron
means of regaining his physical health and
formed iD line off Manila.
The Olympia
stamina in the simple yet all-potent restorfired the first shot at the Malate forts. I
ative power of that wonderful "Golden
The
shots
of
the
Americans
fell
short and
Medical Discovery
originated by Dr. R V.
some time was
Piero. of Buffalo. N. V
the world-famous
occupied in finding the
Then the Callao, one of the gunspecialist in diseases of the nutritive orrange.
boats captured by Admiral Dewey from
ganism.
1the
who
the
thousan
have
consulted him
Among
Spaniards, got under the fort and sent
;w mail 'the case of Mr Newton R Blake, of
iu a hot fire.
Great destruction was done
Tip'.e-r.-ville. Tippah Co Mis.-, as shown in the
with the rapid-fire guns.
foil .wing enter indicates the remarkable effenev
The fort failed
of hi- treatment
In December
to reply, but fired on the American
,5 my health
troops
began to tail. I tried many di.Terent kinds of
that were storming 'he Spanish trenches.
medicines and tht mort I took the worse the disThe large American ships were ordered
\v
ease ,Finally in April when I was bu-v
with the fan 11 work my health g. -t
had that I
to cease firing after an hour's work, owcoul 1 u
h >1 1
it to w. .rk om hout
Mv bn ath
ing to the failure of the fort to respond.
becaim short ami I was weak and nervous, and
cite ntin:-.
would -pit blood. I was unable to
WHITE
FJ.AG GOES FI'.

Manv
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cenary dealers is

as

good.

short letter from Fort .Selkirk about
fifteen days ago. which was sent out over
the Dalton trail.
I have had success from
the start, from Linderman, where I built
Boats were selling all the way
my boat.
from *200 to *GG0.
I got a job building a
cabin twenty-six feet long for the owner
of the saw mill.
1 worked only three and
a half days and was told to take what
lumber l needed for mv boat.
It took me four and a halt days to build
aud launch her, and I tell you 1 felt proud,
she sat as trim and pretty as the little
woman 1 named her after.
I called her
Sadie, because 1 love you, and I felt sure
she would carry me safely through the
dangers 1 knew were to be encountered
between Lindermau and Dawson. And I
found it no child's play by any means.
We left Lake Liuderman on Sunday, June
12, at 1 o'clock (a Mr. Craig and family
left on Monday, were wrecked and lost
everything). We sailed the whole length
of Lakes Lindermau, Bennett aud Taggish in three days and were two days on
Lake Marsh.
We caught a big salmon
aud it was quite a treat.
June 17th we passed through Miles
Canon and White Ilorse liapids.
Here
the water runs so swift that from the entrance to the outlet a vast white-crested
wave
runs through
the center.
This
crest is what you must keep your boat <>n
or be dashed to pieces
against the rocky
sides of the canon.
We ran the canon,
a distance of foui miles, in
eight minutes.
My partner had inquired bow far it was to
White Horse Rapids and was told four
miles.
Well, after emerging from the
canon he said:
Now boys, watch yourselves, here is another little place,* and
before we knew it we were tossed high in
the air two or three times and all was
smooth again.
We had made the famous
jump of the White Ilorse Rapids! We
learned next day that eight scows and
Cnee boats were lost and two men drowned near those same rocks
\\
had gone
about two miles from the rapids and inof
a
man
on
shore
far
how
it was to
quired
W bite Horse Rapids and he said we had
di«-;eC passed through them.
You may
be >u;e we felt thankful because nearly
all boats had to be brought through
light, everything taken out aud packed
across the trail
live miles, but we went
through O. K. with everything we owned.
In my estimation, 1 don’t think the
White Ilorse liapids are ‘in it- with the
Thirty-mile river—swift, hidden rocks,
sand bars, sunken snags of trees and
treacherous shoals.
We had only gone
live miles down this river when we saw
ahead
of
us
a
man
just
clinging to a rock,
with part of his boat stuck fast, the other
part gone to pieces and his outfit lloating
swiftly down stream. We could not do a
1
thing to help him, but steered clear «>i that
rock.
There must be lifty just such
: dangerous
places ou Thirty-mile river,
One hundred and lifty boats have gone to
and
four lives beeu lost in that
I pieces
river in the past two weeks.
Five-finger Rapids was the next place
to go through, and we went through June
17.
Arrived in Dawson on Saturday,
June 25, and on Thursday, June Jb, I got
a job on the Klondike Nugget, the best
little newspaper in the Yukon district.
J have made so far one ounce of gold a
day. That is sib a day. I have my gold
sack with gold in it, too. On the Sth I
; purcnaseci claim \ >. ./j aoove Discovery,
j on Ophir creek. The creek is directly
j! south of Eldorado creek over the divide,
and empties into the Indian river. 1 paid
£500 for the claim. It is clear, no inI cumbrance, and fully registered at the
gold commissioners office.
My two
partners start Tuesday to sink a shaft to
find
bed rock and
out what there is in it,
while 1 remain at work here, and if anyturns
up I will give up my
thing good
job here and go up to the diggings.
There are about 15,000 idle men here at
The output
present, and more coming.
of gold is very much exaggerated.
I think
I
hear from reliable sources
from what
that £2,000,000 in gold will cover the entire amount that will go out, instead of
£20,000,000; but this is a town of lies and
fraud from beginning to end.
In a postscript written July 12, at 11
o’clock p. m., Mr. Matchett, among other
I things, says: Just as light as in the day1 write this part of my letter above
I time.
I the Sadie and under our tent.
Lights are
not used iu Dawson now the whole twenty| four hours. Meals are from £1 to £2.50;
Hour, £7 for 50 pounds; bacon, 25 cents
j per pound, beef and moose meat, £1.50
A
per pound; eggs, £2.50 per dozen.
great many people are going out.
They
have not backbone enough to stay awhile
and see what’s in the country.
The
diggings are from fifteen to fifty miles up
the Klondike river and over a very rough
country. Only a very few claims have
been opened up, although thousands have
been staked out.
a

j

|

j

DISAGREEMENTS AND DISB AN DM ENTS.
San Francisco,
Aug. 17. The
schooner Frank A. llackliffe is offered for

Cal.,

sale

the Eastern gold hunters who
her from the Atlantic coast. The
llackliffe came from Gloucester, Mass.
She was owned by a company of 20, and
intended to carry the owners to
was
Alaska, where they hoped to make their
fortunes, but a general disagreement has
resulted in a decision to sell the vessel
aDd allow each member of the party to do
as he pleases.
The expeditious coming from the Atlantic on the schooners Charles Levi
Woodbury, Abbie M. Deering, Hattie I.
Phillips and Reuben T. Richardson, have
all met with the same fate, and the company of miners that started for the Klondike on the steamship City of Columbia
was disbanded before the voyage was half

by
brought

over.

Spaniards.

l'XI»ER
is now

.MARTIAL

AW.

Manila
under martial law, with
Merritt as Military Governor.
The
California Red Gross Society rendered
valuable aid to the sick and wounded.
Perfect order prevailed in Manila on the
evening of Aug. loth. As the Americans
marched in guards were placed around
the houses of all foreigners iu order to
prevent their being looted.
The insurgents were not allowed to
take part in the attack upon the city, but
were kept in the rear of the Americans.
In order to prevent bloodshed they were
forbidden to enter the city after the surrender unless they were unarmed.
Before the surrender the Spaniards
; burned the transport Gebu in the Pasig
It is supposed that
Admiral
i River.
Dewey was unaware of tiie departure of
Gen.

j

|

Geu.

Augustin.

The ZaMro’s officers first heard the news
of the Governor General’s Might on their
arrival here.
Geu. Vugustin’s escape is
considered to have been prearranged, as
he brought with him lus family and suite.

|

AMERICANS

HOLD TH 1=1

WILL

FORT.

Washington. Aug. IT.
Secretary Aij ger lias received a dispatch from Gen.
of
Merritt announcing the surrender
Manila and asking for instructions.
He
asked whether there should be a j <int >ucupatiou of the city of Manila by the
Americans and insurgent forces.
The
secretary of War, by direction «»f the
has
sent
a cable dispatch to
President,
;
Gen. Merritt saying that there shall be no
! joint occupation whatever, and that the
| city, bay and harbor of Manila shall be
held by the United States forces.

|
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j

j

A blessing alike to young and old; l)r.
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McKinley.

No other counWashington, Aug. IT
try evei did, and it is rot likely that any
»ther country ever will, in the short space
of three months and a lalf light 'such a
remarkable war as the U. S. lias just
fought to a successful close. It. was one
line of successes, without even a single
set back from Dewey’s victory iu Manila
Bay to the acceptance of the terms of
peace by the French Ambassador, authorized to act for Spain.
Without detracting in the slightest degree from the houors a grateful country is paying the heroes
who partiepated in the lighting, it is well
to call attention to the fact that there is
a man in Washington, to whose iron
will
and sleepless energy more credit is due
for the glorious results and ending of the
war than to any other single
individual,
That man is William McKinley, who has
shown himself worthy to be the Ghief
Executive of the greatest and strongest
nation that the world has ever seen, by
gaining the admiration, love and confidence of our own people, and the respect
or
the entire civilized world.
He has
raised the United States to a higher position than it has ever occupied in the eyes
of the world, and yet he is to-day as unostentatious as he was when serving in the
House and has no pride other than that
which every man has who conc ientiously
performs his duty. Every American can
point with pride to President McKinley
and sj\y to less favored nations: This is
the sort of man that a free country produces at need.
[Special correspondence
Portland Advertiser.
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at Santiago.

Fought

Saw Muoli of War in
Time.

a

Short

small quantities though.
This morning had fresh beef for breakfast, the first we have had for over a
month.
It is hot here now, but at night
the air is cool. The 7th are encamped up
on a
high hill. I think higher than any
other command. Rumor says we go back
to the States inside of five days.
Surely
I am not sick
we are no use here now.
but the heat lias more than knocked the
life out of me, and the same with most of
the boys. Received letters of July 7 and
S yesterday. You wrote of seeing but oue
of the 7tli, J-wounded. He is a Co.
<
man.
In our attack upon the first
blockhouse a bullet struck a fellow’s pipe
which was in his shirt pocket and then
struck J.’s ear.
He was lying down at
the time, not more than
yards from me.
He came crawling back, shook hands
with the 1st sergeant and said, kkI am
g«me for,” and struck up a clip for the
other end of the island.
The sergeant
told him he was only hit in the ear, but
he went “all to pieces.
lie is not a recruit, but an old soldier. He probably is
at some
hospital waiting on the wounded.
I suppose you did worry a great deal
about my wound: the list should have
been more in detail.
The next war arrangements will be different; that was
just a less.>n to the American army. Our
loss was heavy, but not nearly as large
as the Spanish.
The wounds caused In
the Manse, bullets were clean wounds,
not ragged, consequently the danger from
wounds w 11 not be great. Mine does not
show much, in fact you would not notice
the “check mark” j or 4 yards away, but
it was a close shave.
1 he company is being rapidly filled up
from the hospital (fever patients). This
fever is more ike the grippe, although
1 have never had occasion to sample
either.
\Ye understand new uniforms are on the
road and will soon be issued.
The army
clad in any old thing is a sight. It
don’t
seem
possible that the Army
>f the Potomac, after the Wildness
could
nave
oeen
in
a
campaign,
worse condition
regarding clothing. In
marching through the bush, etc., the
men
threw away everything, that is
many of them did. I managed to keep the
most of my outfit, but I was loaded down
so much the more.
We have made some
pretty bard marches in the heat. The
day we marched to reinforce the Rough
Riders was one of the hardest—never was
so fagged out in my life
but I got a good
rest, a cup of strong tea aud cool bath and
l felt much better.
I really think we
have seen the hardest lighting whether
win-runs along or not.
At El Caney the
Spanish backbone was broken.
1 am glad that I enlisted in the regulars,
for I can now feel that 1 have seen active
service at the front.
If I had enlisted in
the volunteers and had not seen service I
should always have felt as though 1 had
enlisted just to have my name ou the
rolls
Now that l have experienced a little of real campaigning, have been on the
1 ling line, exchanged shots with
Spanish
chivalry, I can feel a satisfaction.
Well, i guess our usual afternoon shower is coming up and 1 must
prepare for it.
1 hope you are not worrying about me. I
am as safe here as
anywhere, only conveniences are not the best: good as can be
expected, however, and i should like to
see the •-sweet land of
liberty” and “the
little home so far away.”
Roy L Ff.rnai d.
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Fifty l'ears.

Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been used (or
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is pleasis the best remedy for Diarrhcea.
ant to tlie taste. Sold by druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
An

terror if you’ve a botDr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in the
Instant relief in case of burns, cuts,
sprains, accidents of any sort.

Bodily pain loses its

tle of
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[ PILLS

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve T stress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness,
Nausea, Drowsi
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth. Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose
Small Price.

TRY GRAIN-0 !

TRY

GRAIN-Ol

Ask your Grocer to-ilay to show you a package
"f GRAIN'-O, the new food drink that takes tli
place of cotfee. The children may drink it without injury as well as the adult. All who
try it
like it. GRAIN-0 has that rich seal brown of
Mocha or Java, but it|is made from pure grains
and the most delicate stomach receives it without
distress. 1-f the price of coffee and 25 cents pe

package. Sold by all grocers.

ip

Tvorine!'

Soap
package

of

THE

are made in all
styles—t >
suit any purse. Ask your dealer for
'./A 1
and look for the trade-mark. A book on the

W1I. AYRES & SON'S,

Maine Central R,R.
time-table.
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Scrofula is t he most obstinate of blood
troubles, and is often the result of an

9 0"
8 30

"

A M

1- M

7 00

12"

.* '•“*
o 4"
AM
02

4 30
I 3
!' M
4 3d
4 47
5. i>,>
5 22
5 32
5 3'*
5 52

inherited taint in the blood. S. S. S.
is tin* only remedy which goes deep

Citypoiut..
Belfast, arrive.
Flag station.

reach Scrofula; it forces out
every trace of the disease, and cures
the worst cases.
to

! '12
45
;
11
1 1 35
II 5"

*
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l’uit>.

Thorndike.
Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

s

S

2*j

-~*7

9 18

12 15

*29
9 40
9 45
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12 33
5-n
ion

13
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Li mi tod ickets for Boston are now s* *!*l atj5.no
front Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets r<» ail points 'dost .mil Northwest, via all route-. l'*u sale Lv L. N. Ci"Kor.
«*L* ». F. EVANS.
Agent. Be-fast.
Vioe Ptesi-n-nt a id Com-ra' Manager.
F. K. Bi > ru 1: .ili'id Bass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 16. 1898.
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New England Fair

Steamer SALACIA
I leaves Franklin wharf. Portland. Tuesdays and
m.
Touching at Squirrel
Saturdays ar d
Inland. Koekland. Camden. Northport, Pellast and Rucksport. arm ingar P.ongorat 7 c m.
Returning—Leave Bangor Mondays and Thursdays at r» a. M., making above landings. Arriving
ar Portland at about '» r. m.
Lands at Lewis wharf. Belfast, Tuesdays and
Saturdays at 3.30 v. m. ; Mondays and Thursdays

I

at S

a.

Portland,Aug;22-27
ADMIRAL DEWEY

m.

<'oiineciions—At Squirrel Bland for Bo-ithbay
| Harbor, Heron Islam;, Christmas Cove andc l'ema
quid. At Roekland for Y ii.aiha.ve i. Nor! Havei
At Belfast with Maine Penira
ami Stonington
j Railroad, and on Mondays am! Thursday-, vitl

for Islesbuio ami Castine.
lAlllS PROM PORTI. \M» TO
Squirrel Island. ..s .75. round trip. .SI .2?
2.5t
Roekland or Camden...
1.50,
3.51
Belfast. 2 oo.
4.5(
Bangor.2.5<>,
Weat her i enni'l it a
O.i
LI VHR, President,
2d
( HAS. R. LKW IS. Treasuier.

is all

I
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so are the Attract.or.s
for the BIG FAIR.

Reduced rates on Railroads and Ste:>
boats. Excursions from all parts of New

steamer

••

right, and

England.
For further details,

see

local columns.

..

••

GEO, F, EAMES, M, D,,D,D,S.
The Nose and Throat,
INo. M-tl>

Newburj-

Street

Near Corner of Fail Held Street)

MASS.!

BOSTON,

Hours, 12 to 2. Others hours
by appointment only.
October,* 1897—1 v45
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Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

MAINE

OASTORIA.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

loss

less t!• a11 *20,000 articles,
or.ml of the greatest use in am-w. rdi_ :
sands of quest oris tha
:>t
to dates, places, pers< n». mcid.-n:-.

O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

h

r.

no

Navigation Co,

Commencing Tuesday,

ft

2

White and Colored

1

noiu oils no

H Hi: K.

PORTLAND AND BANGOR.

2(«

;;

•j

Maine Coast

I

Hats, Caps,

Neckwear,

i>\

From Boston, daily except Sunday at 5 <> r. m.
From Kockland. via Camden anil Northport.
daily except Monday at 5.o<> a. m.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Kucksport.
Mondays at 32 00 noon, other days, exrej't Sundays, at 2.00 n. m.
1 CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent. Belfast.
1
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen'l. Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen'l Manager, Boston.

|

2
3
3

to
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and
read
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Furnishing,

S a’.*

<

|J

...

circulation, whn

enormous

IVm
Commencing .Tunc 24, isos. ~Uan
scot anil City of Hanger v. iC Uav.' ih .Lot. alicinately:
For Boston, via Northport. Cann'en :u «l K
('ti er lay" v
land, Mondays at M.Ou c. m
Sundays at ;"!(•(» r. m.
For Bueksporr, Winterport and Bangor, dadv
T'
except Monday, at about 7.45 a. m.
For Searsju rt and Hampden. Tuesdays. Tburdays and Sundays at about 7.45 a. m.

latest

trie
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which are me q .d e l
1'rmiiuen: am.
mentioned the Farm

t

hold Features, etc.
Farm ani< Home is piiUlr-!’ -i send-monthly,
w
thus r.Vina \,ui 24 numbers a year,
f oior 50 > pages, t«
vdlmm
n
: .rr.i.
with .ill the iitest uni nn»st r«- in hi*\
that experience and -.-ience .-r.i
| >

a

jj[

seen

.•

a

many departments may be
and Harden, Market Reports, Fruit Culture, Plans
and Inventions, The Yplary, Talks with a Lawyer,
Around the lilobe. Live Stork and Dairy. The Poultry Yard, ((uestlon Box, The Veterinary, Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, House-

the

Women notice a man’s way
of dressing, and are quick to
appreciate good taste. That’s
what makes so many of our
customers successful wooers.
Come iu aud
thing in

doth

inscription

i■
a
>p.ii
Fa km AM'
c\.'d!fiii:o,
;iii'l
t'«*r v.nrien
.q

for ::nai

a:-

Do not delay
remarkabh iibeial "ilei, which w
limited time only, bv special arra’

$ft

•)

I.,,• 1.

tents

_\.

ft

2

1

]‘i;hiieation. The Kn ii.n
full year tor only $2.00.

1is

SIX THUS .1

by

•

Fakm

family
lereby
journal,

scinim: to rents
an
m.uiinu expense-. nmkim; $‘2.10 In all,
St-1:d chamber's Popular Kncyrlopedla,
1.000
70(» pages and
Klicy» !o|,fdi.l. wllicli ii;i< 'i»*\er

<•

•)
•)

d

one

least one m-ai agn.-r.in
r. n .* i:
nts
journal, wo have pern- ted
we can send tliat pramiealand uis'r::,--ive
at

A 700 PAGE BOOK FREE.

reaches all deep-seated cases which
other remedies have no effect upon. It
is the »>nly blood remedy guaranteed
purely vegetable, and contains no potash. mercury, or other mineral.

•)

in

Immediately

S.S.S.rfrhc Blood

s

Believing that every
have

[.fin

For real blood troubles it is a waste
of time tu expect a cure from the doctors.
Bh> -i diseases are beyond their
skill. Sw ft’s Specific,

If you want to make a good
impression WHEN YOL GO
TO SEE HER.

Family Paper

and

*•

hr had t.-i k• ■;i a dozen bottles, m> one who knew
of his forni 'r dreadful condition would have
rreugfiized him. All the sore^ on his body
havr liealr.
his skin Is prrfrrtlv rl.-ar anil
smooth, ami he has been restored to perfect
health.
Mns. S. s. Maisky,
360 Elm St.. Macon. Ga,

u

Farm

FOR ONLY S2.00.

A M

...

Bangor

The Best

tlie l' i.ited States, Both One Year

A M

Inheritance.
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Philadelphia.

FARMiNDttQME,

,4 "7
4 25
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5 32
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Portland. 11"*
Waterville.

]Look Here,
lYourig Man!

free.
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Scrofula,

fit

Biggest Offer Yet!

On and after June ‘27,1S9S, trams connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville. Pm:land and Bos

....
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<§) BIAS GIRTH

Horse Blankets

s

•)

B. WILLIAMS

J

GLASTONBURY. CONN

On the Bias.

..

S

it in your

rinoul loixi loin

A M
ceives attention in Mr. Smalley’s second
7 <0
Belfast, depart.
paper on Mr. Gladstone; and in “Social Citypoiut. t7
Life in the British Army,” illustrated by Waldo. 7 15
7 2d.
lb Caton Woodville.
“The Romance of a Brooks
Knox
7 38
Mad King” is a vivid sketch of the life of Thorndike.
7 45
7 53
King Louis II. of Bavaria; Sidney Whit- Unity.
8 15
man, F. R. G. S., writes of “The Turk at Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.
8
35
Home," and “Days in the Arctic” are Benton.
45
notes from the journal of Frederick G.
Bangor.
A M
Jackson.
Part I. of “An Angel in the
8 52
Web,” a novel by Julian Ralph, four Waterville
P M
short stories, including one by Frederic Portland.
11 50
4 on
Remington, and the Drawer conclude the Boston, iE.D..
402
j w D.
number.

>

neyv.i^Try

kitchen and prove it.

That's the secret of the 5/A Pins < li.-th Horse
Blankets. The <jirths <i>-e on tht <• m,«—that means
they are crossed. They work automatiea'.l> The
blanket nm t lip. If you pul! one -de the other
side keeps the blanket from 'iidim.n and
yet 't
doesn't bind the hor>e. He can't ru i; loose. He
couldn't displace it if he rolled in it.

The September number of Harper's
Magazine will be unusually cosmopolitan
in character.
The timely subject of the
outcome of the war with Spain will be
treated in three important articles: “The
Future Policy of the United States,” by
James Bryce; “The United States in
Foreign Military Expeditions,” by Professor Albert Bushnell Hart; and “The
New Fiscal Policy of the United States,”
by Worthington C. Ford. England re-

H. H. LAMSON,

P-

Toilet
every

The midsummer number ot the Metrois one of the most attractive of the
year. A richly illustrated article on “The
Seaside and the Bathing Girl,” affords
glimpses of life at the leading resorts of
America.
An article of much interest is
contributed by George W. Ralston on
“The Paris Salon of ’US.” The article is
profusely illustrated with half-tones of
the leading paintings. Among the re“East
maining illustrated features are
Side New York Types,” “The Ancient
and Royal Game of Golf,” “Sunday
Amusements in New York,” “Our First
Invading Army,” and “The American
State, Home and Abroad.”

•

■ IVER

as

Glycerine

politan

Books mailed free to any address

CARTERS

FREE-A

for it removes every particle of grime or grease
cake of and makes them as
bright

the purest and whitest

of free trade—the blessings
of protection,” is the title of a document
issued
just
by the American Protective
Taritf League. This document
clearly
demonstrates the effect of the system of
Free Trade the under Wilson Taritf, and of
Protection under the Dingley Tariff.
It is based on the result of the Tariff
League’s Industrial Census, and should be
in the hands of every voter.
Seven copies
to any address for six cents.
Address W.
F. Wakeman, General Secretary. No. Ido
West 23d Street, New York.

Swift Specific Co.. Atlanta, Ga.

■ iTTLE

Washing Powder

blight

iml Mrs.

Bangor and spent
last Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Rebecca
Harriman. ..Mrs. Mary Smith returned to
Bcfast
last Wednesday.... Mrs. George
Hawse of tpiincy, Mass., who is visiting at
North Prospect, visited Mrs. Levi Berry in
this place last Sunday_Capt. W. 1).
Harriman has had a very serious attack of
rheumatism the past two days. He is attend
ed by Dr. Erskine of Frankfort. At this
writing he is somewhat better.... Wilber
Ridley aud Simeon Littlefield of Stockton
Springs are uo ng the stone work on Capt
W. H. Harrison’s new house....Mr. and
Mrs. Shepherd -f Belfast visited Mr.
and
man

THE POTS V PANS
COULD TALK
theyd sing the praises of

Ivorine

The true story of those 27S days of suffering by Greely’s heroic little band of explorers in the Arctic region lias been told
by General Greely himself for the first
time, for the October Ladie’s Home
Journal.
For years General Greely has
kept an unbroken silence about his" fearful experience and that of his companions, as they dropped dead one by one at
his side, and it was only after the greatest
persuasion that the famous explorer was
induced to write the story.

.John Harding and
My '"!i. Charlie, was afflicted from infancy
Daniher,wlio have been visitwith -M-rnfula. and he suffeml si> 'ha: it was
tie Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Heagan, returned
to d i■••>s him
ini
t.c
heir home in Natick, Mass., Aug. tilth
for three years.
His
Mr Richard Ellis, wife and daughter and
head and h iy were a
w
sens of Blue Hi’i, arc
visiting Mr. and mass of sores, and his
Mrs. George 1. MVescot*
Miss Nieia Kingslt'it also became
ey■
bury of Frankfort is visiting Miss Orianna ! affected. No treatment
w as spared that we
Harding. ...Several families from this place
i thought woul 1 relieve
were at Mrs. Thomas Heagai s
hi hi hut he frivw worse
last SaturI until las condition v. as
day evening and hail a lam stew and picnic ! indeed
1 had
pit,a; !>•
entertain- | nine 'St d. -r ;,j red ot la*
supper. After supper they v ert
ever ! i-.o ,.urt ,i, when
ed by v< eal ami instrumental music, ami
by the advice of a friend
s.
ail went l.o.ne feeling that they had enjoyed I we irave him s.
(Swift's speci tie >. A dea pleasant evening.... Miss Martha Hardci
lrinr.-vi-m. nr was
rne rr<uit. ami :it'.«r
r’i:<

wife

Bristol,

For Over

The Cosmopolitan for
August contains
illustrated articles on “the U. S.

The following letter has been received Department,” “To the SummitTreasury
of Jit.
from Roy L. Fernald of Winterport.
Hood,” “Francis Joseph, the Beloved
“The
Romance of the KlonOutside of Santiago De Cuba, Monarch,”
dike, “Richard LeGallienne as a Literary
July 20, 1898.
also
Man,”
1 have just learned that the mail goes
interesting stories by Mark
out at 1 o’clock and will go without my Twain, Harold Frederic, MaryE. Wilkins
and Anna A. Rogers. There are besides
dinner to write you.
Have just been issued rations. It seems as able articles, not illustrated, on prominent
topics.
though rations were issued every lift.eeu

The New Cup Defender.
K. I., Aug. lb. Capt. Nat
Herreshoff still refuses to discuss the
matter of a cup defender to meet the
challenger from across the water in a contest for the America’s Clip, saying that
nothing has been settled yet. There is
little reason to doubt the truth of the assertion, that the matter has not been settled, as Capt. Nat makes frequent trips
between points where lie holds interviews
and discussions with interested parties.
There are many here, however, who are
very close to the shipbuilder, who express
the belief that the preparations an well
advanced, aud that the work will be begun on the vessel very soon.
A man well known in shipping circles
visited the Her re shod works yesterday.
He claimed to have seen the plans and
model of the boat to be built for the great
race.
Those plans are for a boat very
much after the style of the Defender in
The lines of the new craft are tiuer
1890.
than those of the Defender, and show a
hull cut away a little more in the fore
foot. She is to be a keel boat, with a little broader beam than the Defender.

News and Notes.

OuUUN 10

DIOOnilMTO
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cal Books.

Free.

J
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Mechanical. Industrial and Techniand Discount Sheet
WILLIAM T. COMSTOCK,
23 Warren St., New York.
m

Catalogue

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Cam]
Ground, 135 acres land, nice buildings, largi
orchards, 350 bbls. apples last year. Good soil
never failing water. Will be sold very low and oi
easy terms.

40tf

M. C. HILL,
39 Miller St., Belfast.

Engine
FOR

and Boiler
SALE.

A six horse power engine and horizontal tulml
boiler, but.little used, are offered tor sale. For
further particulars apply at
BELFAST FAKMS ( REA M Eli V,
28ft
Common St., Belfast, Me.

NORTHPORT
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J Bus®els°Ma!iager

16th annual session of the TempU
Heights Spiritualist Campmeetiug closer
last Sunday. Throughout the entire nin<
days the attendance averaged well witl
the preceeding years. Financially the. so,
ciety succeeded beyond their expectaThe

tions, having in the treasury a respectable
i sum after paying their speakers aud other
expenses. Aside from the receipts at the
gate the society received from the ladies’ aic
the sale of fancy articles, ice
cream and entertainments foV the benefit ol

society, from

§150; a

the association

very

gratifying

result

the ladies from the fact that this sum was
raised in small sums. This shows that there
was uo time wasted by the ladies in their
efforts to raise this amount, and for all their
trouble the society feels deeply indebted to
them aud expressed their appreciation by a
vote of thanks. The officers of the association
are to be congratulated upon their good fortune in securing such a splendid quartet of
speakers; as good no doubt as could be
to

found

REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS.
FOR GOVERNOR,

LLEWELLYN POWERS
FOR MEMBER

EDWIN 0.

sons

CONGRESS,

BURLEIGH

OF AUGUSTA.
WALDO COUNTY

NOMINATIONS.

.Belfast.

FOR REGISTER OF PEEPS,

GEORGE

M«-CHILLIS.Belfast.

I).

COURTS,
TI LEST! 'N WA DLIN..Belfast.
‘R

NT V A 1TORN EY.

1

ELLERY BOWDEN.

...Winterport.

or COU NTT

i»i..NER,
WILLIAM A. BRAGG...Lincolnville
1

the coals.

Wonder if he has

ever

over
seen

With the rest of the fanners President

good

poitiait of

claims to have found

George Washington

productive

be

obtained

of

a

on

The paper
knot in a tree in that city.
which set this story alloat did not dare to
cherry tree. [Biddeford
say it was a

Temple

at

much good,

friendly to
and forgiving

one

neighbor

our

Heights,

to

and women, to become

men

charitable to

more

McKiiile> has been making Hay. He has
made him Secretary of .state to succeed
Day. It is customary for night to succeed
day, but this time it is Hay.
man

availed themselves
of the
No doubt these social oc-

many

opportunity

have

the “tvvofei nve” species?

A Portland

and

them

become better

in the Brunswick Teledude”

themes lor
ail well at-

And now,as we return to our several homes,
let us all stand by tlie knowledge
we

HENRY R DAWSON.Monroe.
Hun. A. E NICKERSON. Swanville.

cent

en-

before another season rolls around the
cast abroad will find congenial soil
and the harvest will be rich and abundant.

LEGISLATURE,
MELVILLE C. HILL.Belfast
GEORGE E. BRYANT.Knox.
FRED E. SPRATT. Palermo.
EMERY N. BUNKER.lslesboro.

ten

new
were

that will

seed

FOR R1T RI SENTATIYES If* Till'.

Pender,”

least,

another,
and

more

more

loving,

those who are opposed to
us.
Let us ’practice these things for one
year at least, and when we a'l meet again
next season on the beautiful shore along,
side the placid
the
waters of
Penobto

was

one

The First Maine

of Portland’s hoax.

Infantry

dered to Augusta and

has been

or-

broke canlp at
The boys

Chickaruiiuga, Ga., Tuesday.
have

seen no

lighting,

but

they respond-

ed promptly to their country’s call and
deserve to be received with honors.

Taking

Changed by

Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a
blood purifier for several years past with
most satisfactory results.
It always
builds up my system by giving me a good
I
have been afflicted w ith nerappetite.
vousness and could not
sleep. I had a
tired, miserable feeling and work was a
burden to me. I bad no appetite and no
strength and I could get no rest. I began
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and occasionally used Hood’s Pills. In a shqrt time
my nerves were very much improved. I
could sleep all night and get up in the
morning feeling rested. I could work all
day, had a good appetite and felt like a
new person.”
Mss. James Irish, Stow,
Maine.
Be sure to get Hood’s, because

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Is the Best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier.
$1; six for $5. C. I. Hood ft Co., Lowell. Mass.,

---

HnnH’fi
PilIc
iv/v/vi
o ■
iii9

■

Liver Ills; easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

cure

The sloop yacht Sigdrifa, Capt. Coombs,
returned to Vinailiaven last Thursday, after
a stop of two weeks in this vicinity, during
which time she took out a number of excursion

parties.

The following Belfast party are at Never
Cottage: Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Swift, Mr.
and Mrs. J. G Aboru Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Webber, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Webber, Lee
Patterson, Miss Marie Kingsbury, Osborne
Lord and Miss Lord.
Rest

The steam yacht Gyda came in last Thursday with her owner, Edw. Dow, and triends
of Woburn, Mass., on
board.
They are
cruising all along the coast and, finding
Nortliport an attractive place, make fre-

Among their
week

were a

more

and

a

The last week before Campmeeting the
made daily trips from
Bangor and the river landings. Sl-ie brought
from 40 to 75 passengers each trip. The
Sedgwick also made an occasional call,
landing some and taking others along to
Camden.
steamer Tremont

guests at Mrs. J. W. Emery’s cottage
Maple street this week include Misses
Ettie Bridges and Adelaide Clements of Penobscot; Mrs. W. T. White and Mrs. Robert
Joseph of Waterville. Mrs. Blaisdell, Mrs.
The

on

there last week.

ance

of

again

yen

in

telling

the nobler duties of this

that which is to

life

and

come.

NORTHPORT CAMP GROUND.

Harry Wilson

of

Dixmont is stopping at

J. W. Harding and wife of Dixmont

are

at

Brown’s.
Mrs.

Elizabeth Hardy of Dixmont is at the
cottage.

Stevens'
John

Gray

and wife of

Dixmont

are

at

the

Ferguson cottage.
Mrs.

and

Clough
the Chick cottage.

family

of

Baugor

&re at

trips the past
on the Glide

lobster-broil party on the
Meehan Saturday, both to Gilkey’s Harbor.

Friday,

Mason and Mrs.

will

we

notable

chicken-fry party

what

scot

Brown’s.
it

How This Has All Been

another year has done for us. By so doing
Temple Heights will thus become a retreat
to which every human soul will receive a
hearty welcome and draw new aspirations
and receive new inspirations f"r the perform-

a

•Journal.
Pt-ihaps

Miserable,

Could Get No Rest

keen

and

ALFRED.A. SMALL.. Belfast.

‘A

making

casions will

FOR COUNTY TKKAM RER.

graph^ hauls “the

logical,

! Sleepless, Tired and

socially the most enjoyable part of the exercises.
Everybody with- quent calls here.
out distinction of religious belief was at
The yachts Glide and Hattie C. Meehan
liberty to give expression to their ideas, are doing a line business this summer.
ed in

FOR CLERK OF

1

able

tended, and the social meetings prior to the
regular observances of the day were largely
attended. Great interest was manifested,
everyone seeming to be particuarly interest-

FOR SHERIFF.

NORT< »N

aud

impressions,
gender in their minds
thought. The meetings

SENATOR,
ALBERT l’EIRt E. Frankfort.

G.

brains, practical

of

to say the

FOR

SAMUEL

spiritualistic platform—all

the

and sharp; graduates from our best educational institutions, and fully alive to the issues of the times.
Hence they do not fail to
interest and instruct the large audiences
that greet them whenever they appear, aud
those who had the pleasure of listening to
them last week, whether spiritualists or uot,
will carry with them for a long time to come

OF HOULTON.
of

on

and powerful speakers in their expressions
and excellent exponents of the religion of
Spiritualism. The lady and gentlemen who
graced our platform this season were per-

i

Wentworth of Orlaud

were,

The annual

Fine Cottages at North Shore. The attractiveness of the North Shore has lately
bee enhanced by the erection of a large and
handsome cottage by Messrs. S. S. Brown
and A. W. Flood of Waterville and E. O.
Howard of Boston. They have bought a lot
containing one and a half acres, with the
highway on one side and driveways on the
other three, and a right of way to and all
the usual privileges of the shore. The cottage is 30 feet square, two stories high, with
hip roof and cupola. A piazza 12 feet wide
extends across the side facing the bay and
one 4 feet wide across that facing the road.
The front room is 13x30 feet and faces the
bay. The rear of the house is occupied by
the cook room and dining room and their
appliances. The stairs from both front and

ample, yet so arranged as to take
but little space from the rooms. A fireplace
of rough rock laid in colored cement is built
rear are

in the southern corner of the front room.
There are six rooms, practically 10x15, on
the second door, while the attic is roomy
and affords ample space for storage, etc.
The floors are of hard wood, the rooms
sheathed with North Carolina pine and the
doors are of Oregon cedar. The windows
are 4-light, 18x32 glass.
The view from this
cottage is one of the best to be had anywhere in this section. From the piazza the
whole upper part of the Bay can be seen,
with Belfast and Searsport harbors, Sears
Island, the mouth of the Penobscot river
with its constantly changing panorama of

passing vessels, steamers, yachts

and

barges,

and the mountains of Frankfort and Blue
Hill in the distance. From the cupola the
\iew is enlarged towards the southeast, and
takes in the islands of the lower bay and, on
a fair day, the Mount Desert hills.
The cottage will be occupied by the families of the
owners and will
be ready for occupancy
very soon. Mr. A. G. Bowie of Waterville
is the contractor, and he is to begin soon on
another large cottage near by for the Messrs.
Roberts.

Obituary.

night

Vinalhaveu,

Mrs

Adams

was

native of

a

maiden name was Merrithew
She was the widow of Joseph
Adams of Belfast, aud for many years carried on a hair woikiug business here.
She
leaves two sisters, Mrs. Louaiana Robinson
and Mrs. Hosea Robinson, both of Morrill,
and two brothers, Riley M. Merrithew of
Morrill and James Merrithew, who lives in
California Her only son, Eugene E. Adams,
recently moved from Whitman, Mass., to

Nortliport,

and her

and she

was

intending

to go to

house yesterday to visit him and assist
him in getting settled in his new home. I)*
ceased was possessed of many good qualities,
was a faithful wife aud mother, a kind friend
his

camp-meeting is progressing
favorably with a large attendance at
all the meetings
The services by Mr. H
and a good neighbor.
Her loss will be felt j
L Gale, the evangelist, are very largely attended, the auditorium being crowded to fts by a large circle of friends. The funeral
will be at her sister's home in Morrill, at 1
utmost capacity at every meeting
The
o’clock this, Thursday, afternoon
The inprogram is being carried out as announced
terment will be in Grove Cemetery, Belfast,
in a previous number of The Journal.

most

The illuminations along the water front
very pretty as seen from passing craft.
Every evening a number of cottages and
lawns on North and South shores and on the
grounds are brilliantly decorated. Tuesday
evening there were a number of such illuminations, tire-works were sent up, there
was a big bonfire on the
beach, and a balloon ascension.
are

of
°?r midsummer clearance sale begins to-day, and we otter you many bargain sr,..
nearly every article lias been reduced another notch, and many new goods have -m,’. 1
make up the wonderful array of values that will greet
Thus far this month our sale has mad!
you here this week.
business better than we could anticipate, and we know we must
give extraordiu ary values in order to keep busier..

THE LAST WEEK

wants.
buyers
anticipate
REMEMBER THE SALE IS ON AND THESE LOW PRICES CONTINUE ONLY UNTIL AUUUST 31
stock contains hundreds of equally good bargains not priced here.

There

were

live

new

arrivals at the

White

--i

HOSIERY.

SHALL WARES.

Fast

Black, Seamless, 4 patterns, per pair...
Fast Black, spficed heels and toes, double

3 for
25
Black boots, fancy tops, fast colors, dropped stitched, always 25c., now.15
2 pairs

for.y.25

Jersey ribbed top fast black, very wide tops,
never sold less than 20c., now.15
2 pairs for.25
An out size fast black hose, very nicely finished, high spliced and double feet, always
15
25c., for this sale.
2 pairs for.25
10 doz. Hermsdorf Black, high spliced heel
and toe, double sole, extra long, very
heavy and durable, an excellent Hose for
autumn and the late fall, never sold less
than 50c., our sale price.25
A tine 42e. Black Lisle Hose, fast colors,
Hermsdorf dye, high spliced heels and
.22

5

pairs for.•.£1.00
1 lot Black Ingrain Lisle Hose, white heel:and toes, high spliced and double feet,
never offered less than 6()c., now..
.;{?
Fast Black dropped stitched, four thread
double
now
1M
cotton,
feet, always 20c.,
2 pairs for.
.25
50c.
Hose, plain, fancy, striped, plaid,
Any
cotton, lisle or silk plaited, on the line
over our Hosiery dept., for this sale
:!7
75c. Fancy Lisle Hose.
55
...

1

department we have many new and choice The hats we offered last week t.l..r
especially for the vacation s*-,,.
things, ami to price them all here would not
with ready sale and the custon
allow us space to mention any other articles,
them just as advertised. T
so we quote but few' for comparison.
low prices we quote two nmm
3c. Wire Hair Pius. 2 bunches for.$ .01
No. 1. Dress Hats, trimmed wit
.04
Hump Hooks and

Eyes.r

10c. Side Combs.
.03
25c.
silver tops..10
...

25c... 2<>e.. 17c.. 15c. and 12c. Side Combs...

.10
10c. Horn Hair Pins, per doz.05
42c., 37c.. 33c. and 25c. Hair Pins, per doz.. .17
37c. Horn Hair Pins. 4 in. long, per doz.12
Regular 25c. Dressing Comb..in
15c., 12c. and 10c. Dressing Comb, .03
50c. Shirt Waists Sets..33
75c. and 50c. Metal Belt Buckles.
.17

Fancy Bows, all colors (made up)

1H
25

.in

3 for.
.25
Leather Belts, that sold for .*1 on, 75c. and
60c., we fell now for.
.33
42c., 37< and 25c. Leather Belts.15
Our Leather Belts are extra good patterns, and we have a good assortment
..

left for you

to

choose from.

materials, that sold for
No. 2. Short back white sailor Ha
med with quills and all silk ri1

HANDKERCHIEFS^
We have received 100 dozen li
and placed them on our com
so

low that

In 10c.

they won’t

reman.

Fancy Embroidered Hai

we show you this week ten n.
and sell them during this >a
1 lot fancy embroidered, with i

bargian at 25c., our price.
2 for..
15 doz. Dents' Hemstitched, very
a

Children’s Handkerchiefs at !
job lot Ladies' Leather Purses that were
and loc. each.
20c., 26c., 37c.. 5n<-. and 75c, each, we
ll'er to close, at (each).05
Brush Binding Braid, all colors, per yard.of>
*
LACES
Dress Stays, all colors and all sizes, per doz..
.(>0
We have in stock at all times everything
ORIENTAL, POIN 1 D PARIin small

and every article is
low in price.

wares,

spondingly

Former

price,12 l-2i ., this sad
Former pi ne 20c.. this sale
Former price 37c.. this sale...
Former price 42c this .-ale

SHIRT WAISTS.
All waists that sold for Sl.n0.87c., 75c. ami
07c.. we now sell for.3S

W e

can’t say much about these goods for
have but a few left and
feel

\

TORCHON and COTTON LACI

corre-

All waists that sold for si f>n, *1.37, *1.25
ami SI. 15, w sell now for...05

CHILDREN’S HOSE,
Sizes 5 to tO, inclusive.

...

1

New line Children’s Hose, all sizes, in 2"(

quality, now.
2 pairs for.

MILLINERY

In this

.05

feet.
10
Black seamless and stainless, spliced heels
and toes, dropped slitched..10

st

Our Lace bargains
ever ottered by

are
us,

the
and

m e

terns have been added
the last week of the sale.

we

we
assured
BABIES' BONN!
In
styles, regular 15c. quality.
these prices will close them out entirely
3 pairs for.25 \
I One lot at 15c. each t. dose,
,i.q
Regular 20c. quality.
these goods wen 75.
5<
2 pairs for....
25
BUNTING.
but we do nor care to can
Regular 33c., 2'Jc. and 25c quality, per pr.. .22
another season.
Red, white ami blue Bunting, 24 inches
5 pairs for.
$1.00 I
In higher priced Bonnets we anwide, per yard.... ..03 |
cept ional bargain- ai d h;e.
10 yards for.
.25

3

••

FANCY RIBBONS.

All 07c., 50c. and 47c. Fancy Trimming and
Tie Ribbons we have marked per yard;..

to

VEILINGS.

.2'*

All

87c., 75c. and 07c. Ribbons at (per yard) .25
Remnant Ribbons, always 8c. and i<>c. per
yard, now.05

Great

select from.

TOWELS

variety of patterns in black ami colors, plain and fancy chenille dots, for! 10x40inch.es,
mer price 25c., choice, per yard.1(> 18x27 inches, Linen Hm k,
**

...

beside her late husband

Mrs. Viola J. Knight died at her home in
Belmont Saturday after a long and very
painful illness, which she bore with true
Christian fortitude. During her last illness,
as through her whole life, her first
thoughts
were for others; and no matter how great
were

her

family

own

sufferings

and

troubles,

Every lady should
will contain

a

read

our

surprise

advertisement in next week’s issue of this pa pci r
well as good news for all admirers of genuine \ 11

WELLS & C0„

her

uppermost in her mind. No one
could be more devoted to her family and
friends than she. Mrs. Knight was a daughter of the late Thomas and Eliza J. Carter
was

:

as

-

103-105 Main Street

Last Sunday brought the usual number of
ber of the Methodist church and a regular
Sunday excursions and visitors, yet. everyattendant at its services; her life was fully
body was quiet and orderly. The Maine
Itock Tuesday.
of Belfast, and wife of Henry F. Knight. in accord with her profession, and all who
Central R R. had an excursion from Dover,
knew her held her in the highest esteem as
Mrs. Lull of Great Works is occupying her
Her husband, four sons and one
daughter
Foxcroft
and
Waterville
to
and
Belfast,
a true Christian woman.
gold reserve is neailj £200,000,000, and cottage “More Light."
The funeral will
thence to the Camp Ground by steamer Cas- survive her. The children are Herbert W.
there is plenty of currency to meet the
F. Young anil family of Winterport are at
Knight of Boston; Frank C. .-f North Vas- he held at her late residence this, Thursday
tiue with schooner Maria Webster in tow.
afternoon at 2 o’clock.
demands of business.
sal boro; Ralph J
Indeed, it is said the Goodspeed cottage.
of Albion; Elmer F. -f
Conductor Clements and engineer Wade
tl»at the United States could embark on
Belfast and Mary L. of Belmont. Of her
--—aFred A. Harrimau and wife of Baugor are
brought the train <>f six cars to Belfast.
Isaac Burns, one of the oldest farmers in
father’s family there remain her step-mothanother wai to-morrow without any fear at Mrs. Fellow’s cottage.
There
were
201
railroad
excursionists
from
I
Waldo,died at his home m that town Aug. It;
of running short of money to pay the exer, Mrs. Caro Carter of Malden : three brothJ. W. Peabody and family of Thomaston the terminals and way stations, and when
Thomas Foster Carter of Newport. aged b\ years, 2 mouths and 15 days, lie was
penses as they were kenned.
the hour to leave the wharf arrived the ers,
are spending the week here.
a native of Union ami came to Waldo about
R l : Richmond of Utah; and Walter P of
had been re-iuforced by Belfast peo45 years ago. In company with his brother-inRev. S. L. Hanscom and family of Thom- party
It begins to look as it, before all the
First Quality, Thoroughly Prepared C<
and one sister, Mrs. Esther
Malden,
Mass.,
ple until both the steamer and schooner
the late Miles Luce, he bought the Little
Carter of this city.
The funeral was held at law,
questions arising flora the war with Spain aston are here tor the week.
were loaded.
The Castine made two other
tie
LI
which
farm,
they divided between them
Rev. W. J Wilson of Iliugham, Mass., is
her late home in Belmont, Mr. John Sim-;
are
settled, we shah have a large sized
trips from Belfast during the forenoon and
and lived the remainder of their lives there.
mens, a neighbor, officiating. The flowers
bone to pick with Germany; at least, that spending his vacation here.
w’as loaded both
trips. Site returned with offered
Mr. Burns was married twice. His first
were very beautiful and came from
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Boothby returned the excursionists in the
country should be given to understand
afternoon and the
wife was Sally Burns of Union, and his seca large number of friends and relatives.
that its disposition *:o intrude and inter- home to Waterville Monday.
train left at 4.30. The Salacia
brought 500
Prices at
1>* ..
ond, who survives him, was Tryphosa
Whan.
I'i.iuM
from
fere in our affairs, it persevered in, will
M:«s Grace Goodale of Bucksport is a
passengers
up-river and the Gov. BodAlexander of Morrill.
He leaves three
Susan E., wife of Charles F. Ginn, died at
Chestnut
Coal.
S»5.s,_
well
200
from Rockland and Camden. There
$5.60
provoke retaliation. It may be necessary guest of Mrs. H. W. Brown.
and
one
son—Mrs.
G.
HardJames
her home on Church street in this city Tues- daughters
Stove
was also a large number of arrivals
5.60
5.JS."
land
by
to give Germany a lesson similar to that
F.
W.
Rich
and
Mrs.
daughter Grace of
ing and Mrs. Nahum E. Clary of Waldo,and
after a long and very painful
5+0
Eg*
3 0.conveyances—buck-boards, backs, carriages, day afternoon,
Leroy Burns of Waldo and Mrs. Barak A ; Furnace
illness.
Mrs. Ginn was a daughter of the
Spain lias received.
j Greenville are at E. H. Haney's,
etc.
5.+0
50;
late Samuel G. Ellis and was born in Hatch of Morrill. Mr. Burns was a firm
Mrs. R. G. S. Caudageof Brookline, Mass.,
The police force, though smaller than
The Associated Press report of the rebeliever
in
ami
was
active
in
PROMPT
Spiritualism,
DELIVERY,
CORRECT
but
is stopping at the Northport Hotel.
came
to
Belfast with her fathWEIUHT, CAREFUL DE
Brooks,
usual, finds uo difficulty in keeping the best er's
cent fire in Pugwash, Nova Scotia, which
family when young. Her life has been the interests of the Temple Heights meetings.
Fred Timm and family of Belfast are of order about the
The
force is in
grounds.
He
was
out
the
and
honorable
in
all
containhis
upright
practically wiped
place,
chierty devoted to her family. Her husband
spending the week on the grounds.
charge of W. H. Toothaker of Dixmont, and two
ed this significant sentence: “The town
daughters, Misses Isabel and Erne- dealings and had the respect ami esteem of
Blethen of Dexter made a tiying who has served here faithfully as chief of
Henry
all
who
knew
him. The funeral, which was
was little insured,
roy, remain to mourn the loss of a most
owing to absence of visit to the
Camp Ground last week.
police several years. His men this year faithful
33 & 37 Fixrnt St., Belfast.
and affectionate wi fe and mother. held at his late home Thursday, was very ,33,
fire protection.”
Places without fire
TKI ,.
are
D. V. Nickerson. Brewer, and I. E.
Mrs. Eleanor Oreutt and Miss Cassie CurShe was a sister of the late Alfred G. Ellis, largely attended, and the floral offerings
protec tion should make note of this. And tis are at the Hill and
at
Swett,
the
Bangor,
wharf; E. B. Mad- her husband
were numerous and handsome.
Haney cottage.
Wi ndermere Park and Tr
s former partner in business,
Meeting of Waldo County Grange.
of this also:
I
docks, Hampden and Samuel Morse, Belfast,
W. H Toothaker and family of Dixuiont
and leaves a step-mother and one half-sister,
1898.
The
at
South Shore and gate; J. F.
Kingfield, Me., Aug. 17,
After long desire I have
Waldo County Pomona Grange met Aug.
Elizabeth, wife of Angus Nicholson, died j
Partridge, Mrs. Minnie Lane. She was a faithful memare o< oupving their cottage on Park Row.
new water works paid for themselves last
Aug. 18th, at her home on lower Mam street, Kith with Hillside Grange, East Thorndike, iting the Troy W. C. T. I
Bangor, at North Gate; C. W. Mears, Belafter a long illness, aged 72 |
Bucksport,
Mrs. Horatio Twitchell of Dixmont is
Tuesday morning by saving to the town
fast, at the auditorium ; A. J. Mason, Belfast,
There was a good attendance ami the hall tend their meeting at Wind
years. She leaves besides the husband, two
its principal industry.
spending the week at the Ferguson cottage. at the main entrance; Frank Rackliff, Linwas well tilled.
The officers were all pres- loth, I went on and rem o:
sous, Capt. Thomas M. of Bucksport, and
Samuel of Boston, and one daughter, Miss ent
Charles Miles and wife of New Jersey ar- colnville, night police. H. W. Brown is a
At the launching, or attempt to launch
Gate Keeper and Flora. The to visit every member, ex
except
have
v
made
j
The
M.
of
Boston.
funeral
took
Annie
you
the Rachel W. Stevens, Wednesday noon, rived last week and are occupying their cot- special policeman, appointed by the town,
(following granges were represented: Hill- who were absent when f vplace Saturday.
when the carpenters had knocked about tage.
The drive up was very
and serves through the season.
up your mind to takes
side, Harvest Moon, Rising Sun, Sunlight,
half the blocks out, a workman at the
meeting was a success. T
Misses Dora Hayes and May Anderson of
Thorndike.
There
was quite an excite- S Star of Progress, Sandy Stream, Sebasticook,
The
Glide's New Ensign. Captain Elday schools had been in\
bow put his hand fiat on the forefoot of
Union Harvest, Equity, Seaside,
in
the
east
of
the
town
last
from Pittsfield and Earn:.
are stopping at the White
ment
week.
Dirigo,
Mass.,
part
Roxbury,
I
mer B
Decrow of Belfast was pleasantly
the schooner “to see if she had any signs
South Branch, Frederick Ritchie, Northern The forenoon exercises
Mr Fred Cole turned his horse out in the
of life.” We have attended several hun- Rock.
surprised last Thursday by the arrival from
tioual meeting, Mrs. Newdred launches but never saw that trick
pasture, aud at night he did not come home Light and Morning Light. A class of If* was in- the afternoon recitatious
Miss Isa A. Luce of Waterville arrived Boston of a beautiful ensign for his yacht,
done before. The second a ship begins to last week to visit her
for
structed
in
the
fifth
Remarks
for
the
as
so
Mr.
Cole
went
to
look
him
and others, an essay by M
degree.
usual,
parents, Dr. and Mrs. the Glide. The yacht is well known, bemove—“show signs of life”—a tremor
and found him dead with a bullet hole in I good of the order were made by A A. Ginn, marks by Pe\ Mr. Hunt
P. E. Luce.
ing built after the fashion of the famous DeKev. J <’ Lamb, and
11
runs through her and can be felt in the
think
the
his breast. Some
horse was shot J. G. Harding and B. F. Foster. The afterhours allotted. At Troy
Police officer Erastus Bickford and wife of fender and is a fast sailer, having won one
palm < i one’s hand it it be laid against
others think it must have been a
noon session was opened with mush by the
purposely;
or boys tilled a rack w
race
this
season.
the keel.
The captain and his
this summer.
[Batli Independent.
Bangor are guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. prize
with evergreen, suspen 1<stray bullet from so m e hunter’s gun either choir. The address of welcome was given by
brother, Walter Decrow, are deservedly
Toothaker.
Get tliee to Longfellow and read his
Endeavor banner, and rh
Then look for
Mr.
Annie Gordon, ami the response by .1. Ellis.
way it is quite a loss fur Mr Cole
the summer visitors at
popular
among
vicinity rode in state,
of
the
Gen. H. H. Mitchell and party of Bangor
Launching
Ship:
of
his
The
“How
shall
we create an interest
has
white
Richard
C.
Higgins
disposed
topic,
meeti ng a success, and si
this picture on
Northport Camp Ground for their unfailing
“She starts, she moves, she seems to feel
arrived here last Tuesday in their yacht,
the cordial kindness of n
in a grange library .’" was discussed by J.
horse “Jim” to Mr. Ed. Huut of Unity....
courtesy and good seamanship, and the
The thrill of life along her keel.”
a
the
In a iiiwiitb our State
and made a brief stay.
wrapper,
Miss Carrie A. Ferguson, who has been passEllis, Irving Fogg, I). Dyer, J. G. Harding held at
Glide is in great demand this season by
Bar.gur Sept. J'
man with a big
The. following
The sloop yacht Jennie Lee, with a party pleasure
ing the summer with her mother, Mrs. Joseph and Hugh D. McLellan.
member w ill pay her d ;•
We are a nation of coffee drinkers; half
parties who appreciate the fine
in
Minneto
her
home
returned
so
on
that Waldo county u
of young men from Ellsworth
board, ar- class of boats
Higgins,
program was furnished by Hillside Grange:
j fish on his back.
the coffee grown in the world is consumkept by the Decrow brothers
the book of tlw State Tr.)$ apolis, Minn., Aug. 24.Mr. Richardson Rec.,
rived here last Thursday.
Merrill Peavey; rec., Emily Brown;
and the careful attention bestowed upon
close a week before the
ed in the United States. Our purchases
to
c
let
talk
Do
not
anyone
and sister of Bangor visited Mr. J. R. Gross
;
Blanche Fogg; soug, Hogan sisters,
A party of 8 went to Hurricane, lishing, in their customers. The new flag was presentevery union also plan t"
since 1890 have averaged 890,000,000 per
/ you of something “ just C® last week_Mr. Joseph Hubbard, formerly rce.,
her of delegates. Will \
rec., Beulah Robbins; rec., Emma Gordon.
steamer Laurena Tuesday.
They got about ed by Mrs. George L. Elwell of Boston, and
annum in value, but it was reserved for
one from
> as good.”
is
every union
of this town, now of Lawrence, Mass
B. F. Foster, Frank Clements and C. A.
(>0 fair sized cod and haddock.
is a regular yacht ensign of the finest quality
of the Missouri W
president
3
t he fiscal year 1898 to show the largest
When you want cod
visiting friends in town-Mr. and Mrs. Levanseller were made a committee to ar- llice of Massachusetts, a::
Mrs. Edith Graves of Belfast aud Miss of bunting. It is 4 by 0 feet with a foul an< liver oil and the hypo- /©
aud Mrs. Lake are to b.
Beuj. Ames are passing a week at Nortliport range the meetings for the next year.
imports of coffee in our history, bringing Helen Graves of
Marblehead, Mass., are chor in the Union and adds much to the
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Palmer
want the
the average per
The next meeting will be with Harvest education to attend th.es.Campground....
IS
you
phosphites
capita consumption
of
the
as
Glide
she
graceful appearance
we must not miss the cha:
stopping at the Tuttle cottage.
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
You will find \g
Grange, Morrill, Sept. 27th, with the follow- near. Yours for work
among our population up to the highest
skims like a bird over the waters of PenobJ. F. Parkhurst and family went home to
22nd....Mrs. Lottie Files ing program: 1st, opening exercises; 2d, Sept. 20th.
Aug.
Higgins
one
3®
in
ever
known.
The
coffee
only
place,
point
importascot Bay, passing swiftly in and out and
Bangor last Thursday, on account of illness
returned to her home in Bangor Aug. 21st. conferring fifth degree: 3d, address of welEmun *
t>s Emulsion.
tions for the fiscal year 1898, just ended,
eg
manoeuvering in a highly artistic manner
of Mr. Parkhurst. They will return later.
of
Waterville
aud
.Mrs.
B.
come
Grade
Bowen;
Emery
daughters
4tli,
by
by
response
tere is no other emul- /f
were 870,514,215 pounds, which is nearly
only to be accomplished by areally fine boat
Deafness Cannot *'
A good job has been done the past week
like it; none other )® visited Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Higgins last F. Foster; 5th, report of granges; Oth, elechandled by an experienced hand. The Glide
20 per cent, greater than in 1897, 50 per
week_Mrs. K. J. Kuowlton and daughter tion of officers; 7th, appointment of commit- by local applications as they c.i
in trimming up the trees and cutting out
the same work; and
cent, greater than in
1893, practically undergrowth in many places on the grounds. has come into possession during the past
eased portion of the ear. Then
of Bangor are visiting at J. H. Stevens’.
tee on time and program ; recess ; 8th, music;
week of a beautiful tender about 9ft. by 3ft.
>ther has the same
double that of 1880, and more than three
cure deafness, and that is b>
Howard Littlefield of Boston is visiting his 9th, installation of officers: 10th,
question,
The steam yacht Gleam of Boston was in 6 designed and bnilt by Mr. I. W. Parker of
C®
dies. Deafness is caused by an
rd of cures.
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dainty affair,
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11 Druggists, sec. and $i.
V. N. Niggins was in Bangor Aug 21st and farmers of the State of Maine to use their
fore, to know that our new possessions, sisted of Mr. McCloud, her owner, J.«M. Mc- with bright finish, is copper fastened and
r & Bowne, Chemists, N. Y.
When this tube is inflamed ><•
1®
22nd.. Addie M. Higgins received a pleasant
dressing on their hay crop; aft'., D. Dyer; sound or
Cuba, Porto Rico, Hawaii and the Philip- Carthy and Chas. Clements, all of Boston.
imperfect hearing.
riveted, of superior workmanship, and corcall from Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heath August neg., J. Ellis; 11th, remainder of the proall
a
that
of
fine
coffee
pi nes,
ly closed, Deafness is the re>
grow
quality;
in beauty and style with the Glide
22ud_Evelyn C. Higgins, who recently gram by Honesty Grange.
Mr. and Mis. Wm. Swett of Bangor, Mrs. responds
inflammation
can be taken
her
of the Philippines equalling Java and
herself. The following note accompanied
joined the Grange, has already met with
Dr. Benjamin of Carmel, Mrs. Weeks and
rr Ward_Joseph Higgins & Son are makstored to its normal condition
our townseven comparing favorably with Arabia’s
Montville.
the
Centre
Among
flag:
Miss Wood of Old Town are at Mrs. Coning some nice improvements on their farm.
the North port campmeet- stroyed forever; nine cases on:
world-famed Mocha.
Bert Stevens, too, is sinking rocks, cutting people attending
Captain Elmer B. Decrow, Belfast, Maine.
t
ant’s on Broadway.
ing are Mrs. Freeman Johusou, Misses by catarrh, which is nothing
Dear Sir: Having enjoyed many pleasant
bushes, etc
Madge, Edna and Bertha Thompson, Miss dition of the mucous surfaces
sails in your beautiful yacht “Glide” it gives
New Yorkers May Swear.
Miss
The following guests are at Oscar Hills’ me
We will give One Hundred I'
May Mason, Miss Mabel Pentecost,
great pleasure to present her the accom- PORTLAND, AUGUSTA AND HOULTON, ME
OASTORIA.
Groat and Mrs. Hannah Whitten-Mrs. T. of Deafuess (caused by catarrh
William panying flag as a slight remembrance of the
Actual Business by mail and railroad. Office
New York, August 16.
The hoard of farm: John and Helen Batchelder,
A. Cushman and daughter are attending
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and
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under
for
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able
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Bookkeepers,
Always
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beginners.
Bought
spent
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Bean the
aldermen to-night killed the Guggenheimer Benton, Edgar Cook, Marie E. Peck, Annie happy
.^The
campmeeting in Washington-Miss Marstenographers furnished to business men. Free
Very truly yours,
ordinance against swearing in public places Scofield, Boston; Ralph Blethen, Dexter; management.
F. J. CHENEY S"1
3m33
catalogue.
garet Dunton of Boston is stopping at Mr. free.
Mrs. George L. Elwell,
it
on
the
table
an
almost
unaniby laying
by
lyp-Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Lennox, New York.
F. L. SHAW, PHn., Portland, fie.
Ralph Mason’s.
Boston, Mass.
mous vote.

the Government is in “easy
street.” The tariff and the war taxes
are bringing in abundant revenue, the

Financially

'*’■ i,

goon standard of the past few weeks. We are determined to have no dull days here and we expect the store to he in,I"
from day to day during the rest of August as it has been even in the so-called
busy season —because we have preua
tensive purchases aud deep price cutting to make this the banner
bargain month of the year. We want the n.
the goods, consequently we name prices that induce economical
to
their

toes.

Rhoda M. Adams, formerly of Belfast, died at the home of her sister, Mrs.
Louisiana Robinson of Morrill, Tuesday
She was in her usual health up to 4 o’clock
in the afternoon, at which time she was attacked with paralysis and did not recover
consciousness
She died at 11 o’clock the
Mrs.
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Two false alarms of fire have been caused
the telephone wires, which the
linemen were stringing, getting crossed
with the alarm wires.

OF BELFAST.

tHE NEWS

baud concert this week,

no

meeting of Waldo District Lodge
:iiiilars has been postponed from
us 1 y announced, and will be

The 26th Maine reunion at Winterport was
specially reported for The Journal by Mr.
Henry R. Dawson of Monroe, and by request

10th.

her

of

Belfast Kindergarten

1 the

.■r-

(•

4

roe,

The Carmels and Winterports had a red
hot game of ball at Carmel last Saturday,
which was won by Carmel, 18 to 15.
Winterport could not hit McLaughlin at the
while
the
bunched
hits
right time,
orphans
and stole bases at will. [Bangor Whig.

J. B. Peaks of
Danforth of Gardiner and
irne of Biddeford, with Chief
■s
L. Dunn and Koadiuaster
mi of the Maine Central, made
-it to Belfast Friday by special
C.immissiouers

The Sunday schools of Penobscot, Castine,
Brooksville, Bluehill and Sedgwick will
hold a Union picnic at Norton’s Grove,
South Penobscot, Tuesday, Aug. 30th. With
favorable weather it will be the largest SunState C. E. Union will be held
day school picnic ever held in Hancock
0th, 7th and 8th. The full

>

Sept.

published

; be

in

our

county.

next issue,

The August term of County Commissioner’s Court was short, and but little business
came before the court.
One highway petition, which is published in our advertising
columns, was received, and the term bills
audited. The Commissioners adjourned to
the second Tuesday in October. The pay
roll is in the hands of the County Treasurer,

be given, and all applientaimnent should be made to
lingold, Gardiner, chairman of

kets will
■

entertainment.

n

been granted as follows:
low's, etc.. Lizzie F. Wellingriginal, George H. Demmous,
increase, Geo. A. W. Hooter,

have

|

>17; original, widow’s,
Lawrence, Bucksport, >8; inher H. Emmons, Belfast, >12 to
Mason has put in a
of Main and Church
Opera House block. The
the corner which it was feared
_• and unsafe is found to be in
on and will be left standing.
f the walk on the Church street
the westerly corner, has been
tnd granite steps put iu where
changes in front of this block
.ssioner
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The Manhattan S. S.

bist ami
1'

lie

meeting with a ready
sale, aud in isles boni, the home of the author, several hundred copies have been disposed «-f. The Bangor Commercial of last
Saturday devotes half a column to ('apt.
Farrow and his book, giving a portrait of
the author and a specimen cut from the
volume, and according the work very high

Wilson their

began his duties

company has sent him the
company, for which a staff is

tlie storehouse on Lewis
'Vntagoet is still running alone
•m

but

the

company expects to

boat

soon.. .The presper week on the Boston and
will continue until September

•u.ger

on

Master Ralph Sargent,
years old, of Searsport, reports a
strange animal, which acted still more
strangely. Ralph was going across a pasA

trips per week will go
That arrangement will be in
'be. latter part of September,

trips

per week

The steamers

ir.

unzed this

will be

summer.

mal

year will go into it

s

those
more

Bouney sailed last
trip since repairing,

exten-

one

the

against l.er amount to over
dollar the schooner is
Lucia Porter arrived Monday
u for
repairs and re-elassing.
»
W Day arrived Aug. 23 with
go from Boston; to load hay at
ms

every

-r'-r’s.

!'kcital.

The violin recital by
Robbins at the Baptist
g- 17th was a success despite the
Uvorable weather. Miss Robbins
filially received and applauded.
H. lfast friends appreciate her efwish her success in the year’s
which she will enter this fall.
K.

'Dg program

was

thoroughly

en-

}li
Burald
bobbins, Messrs. F. W. Chase
aud F. A. Johnson
'■
•►■tte,
Page. White, Chase, Pitcher
Flower Song,”
Lang
Miss Robbins
Mrs. E. P. Frost
Selected,
I

>-niorrow

at

Ten,

Littlefield
The Spanish Gipsy,”
Watson
Mr. F. W. Chase
War Songs
Page, White, Chase, Pitcher
Miss Lu

Marseillaise
Finale aus dem Streichquartett
Miss Robbins
,!'ts,
Faust
ns, Messrs. Chase and Johnson ;
ists,
Fletcher, Miss Maude Johnson
La
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Improvements.

lephone

&

The

Telegraph

New

!

Co. has

n’erhauled aud made many irns
to the service in this city this !
Pbief Inspector Clias. E. Bailey !

,

irical
1

^

department

his work

on

the

has

nearly

inside wiring.

-mh.i every place
having telephone
111 inspected all the instruments,

’'

L

I

wiring aud replaced with new
fully up to the requirements
‘sh service and the
regulations of
t
Exchange. The insulation
specially looked to and all !
F*lf,i
nre made by soldering the wires
|^. vv*ter pipes. The inspectors make
'"its to every place served by the
^
(ll;' and Mr. Bailey thinks that with j
:;gli work this
ear the system
^
n,-ed but little change in his line
q J"
hine to come. Another crew of
strung a new copper wire between
"Il,i Camden on the
y
long-distance
ihHelfast exchange now has 75
t
!it
tioiis and there are three pay sta*"r‘g distance service with automa,r
^ 'nients, besides the central office,
at the Revere and Windsor hotels
'8. Lord’s
ship chandlery store.

L.

l.;;

drt

not

k“‘,,;rance

^

j^-

off with her clothes, she was raw all over.
Cdticura Soap cured her in three weeks.
Mrs. ELIZA ROVE. 1219 4th St., Wash., D. C.
Our little bov had Eczema in the most horrible state. His face was full of scabs, and
parts of the flesh were raw. We used Cm.
Cura Soap ami CmofRA (ointment), and
in one week he inis us good as ever.
Mrs. J. c. FREESE. 300 So. 1st St., Brooklyn.
I noticed a ver\ red roughness on my boy’s
face. Doctors did no good. After using one
box and a half of Ci'TicuRA (ointment) and
Coticura Soap, he is entirely cured.
Mrs. W. G. LOVE. 1913 Wilder St., Phila., Pa.
came

manufacture on the card of dances for
the hot weather dance Friday night.
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
Belfast post office for the week ending
Aug.
20: Ladies—Miss Gertrude Bingham, Mrs.
Mane Russell, Mrs. Sidney Sidelinger. Gentlemen—Mr. J. Dunlin.
Seaside Grange had a tine musical program last Saturday evening. Next Saturday
evening they will have a pie supper. Each
member who can will bring some kind of
pie, and the grange will furnish coffee, etc.

UnTlICDC
IflU I flCUd

Yachts and

Arthur

The steam launch Leola was launched last
the shore of Goose River, where
she had been laid up for three years, aud

Friday from

Burns of East Belfast

taken to

Dyer’s dock. Her new owner, Capt.
Arey of steamer Laurena, ha9 made her bottom tight and is now painting the house, etc.
W. A. Kimball is building au addition to and the waist with a
dainty sash fastened at
the Passagasswaukeag Yacht Club
buildiug the side of the back. It was simple, yet
in Carter’s yard, and will build a knock- graceful and most
effective and becoming.
about there this winter. E. L. Maccmber The
Episcopal service was used, Mr.
has made the model. It is probable that George F. Reynolds
giving away the

large

as

a

big

cat,

three
the

Band

town but

a

Excursion

few
to

Bangor on the
Sedgwick

Don’t for-

mate made

assured

swift and

good

a

ciuamou

a

good

store

a

few

El well,

changed

roof.

The buiidin g is 40x42 feet, with
and 25-foot rafters. It contains

Montreal, August'P1
A meeting of the
saii-ng committee of the Royal St. Lawrence
Yacht Club

was

was

held

to-day

to consider the

conditions under which challenges would be
received

for

the Seawauhaka-Corinthian
challenge cup for small yachts. After careful consideration it was
•unanimously resolved to return the cup to the Seawanhaka-

Corinthian Yacht Club.
This st ems a very proper tiling to do, in
view of the fact that in the recent races for
this

cup

the American

against a catamaran. It
been a steam launch.
A

to sail
yacht
might as well have
had

bride.
After
the
was
conceremony
cluded a reception was held at which
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Reynolds, the parents of

Mr.

George

F.

assisted

in

Geo. F.

Reynolds,

and

Mrs.

Reynolds, the bride’s sister,
The wedding rereceiving.
freshments were served in the beautifully
decorated dining room and the bridal cake
cut

was

morning

\

£

early

as

at

9.30

o’clock.

The guests from

as

|

$5.00
w
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There

f

all wool clay worsted frock suits,
single and
double breasted sack suits, stylish covert top
coats, handsomelv tailored, simply odd suits and coats
placed at an
absurdly low price to clean up stock.
We will press, free of charge, for a season, all
clothing bought in this store.”
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JOHN W. SLEEPER, rianager Retail
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race

are Ellsworth craft; the Hazel hails from
Lamoine. The race was over a course five
miles in length, sailed twice. The race was
won by the Hazel.
The Annie Lee, finished
second and the Empress third. There was

discharged.

good sailing breeze and the
pretty one to see.

a

hile

race

was

a

the

this vicinity
yacht races are practically unknown we
m*t:ce that the third annual
regatta of the
China Lake Yachting Association took
place recently on the waters of China lake,
and extended over three
days. The lirst
boat race was fur boats designed and built
outside of China. The e; tries were the Genie
aic
the Lillian, G. A. if etcher, won
by the
former. The second was for boats built and
owned on the shores of China lake, for the
“china cup” prize, the entries being. Ethei,
J. O. Fiske; Florence, S. J.
Brown; Hazel,
H. B. Wallace and the Ariel, Wm. Rhodes.
The Ethel won on this and the two succeedon

sea

coast

in

\

William A. Clark,

}

1 LISTEN! I

pioneers of Lewiston and a man of wealth
and influence. Dr. and Mrs. Stevens left on
the night train for Boston and will lie absent
about a fortnight. They will be at home at
84 Church street, Belfast, after Sept. 14th.

IS.
5

I

A. Littlefield

*:

W oulcl

J

lie that he has taken the

respectfully

announce to

the

>

pul

>

I
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The following transfers in real estate Were
in Waldo County
Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Aug. 24, 181*8:
recorded

^

(formerly occupied l»y the Express ('“inpauy where you will find an entirely new

4:

stock of

|

BOOTS,

Benj. L. Lancaster, Burnham, to Win. E.
Lancaster, do.; laud ami buildings in Burnham. Alfred E. Trumly, Searsport to Chas'.
A. Colcord, do.; laud in Searsport. Thomas

l

Ayer, Montville, to Alice M. Bickford, do.;
land and buildings in Montville. Chas. E.
Littlefield, Rockland to Clara A. Haney, do. :
land in Islesboro.

J

Martha Sylvester of Castine visited
her brother, Capt. Thomas Burgess, last
week and left Monday for a visit in Burnham. Mrs. Sylvester is ><1 years old, but is
smart ami active.

J

sur

prised.
to

go

„______

DURGIN, M. D.

ot Glasses and Diseases ot
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

4

|
f jSEARSPORT,
|
i

Office hours until !) a.
From 1 2.30 to 3 and 7

|

SLUMBER ROBES,

T

T

j

Ofli

T

the ah<oe irooils will be sobl at
prices to suit the times. His motto:
“Quick sales ami small profits.” Remem:’r.a
her the place am! jtive him a cal!.

+
>

to

8 p.

m

MAINE.

('io.Nl ili>N.
be in Belfast every Tuesdai frot 1 ! : 4
,1. \V. Ferguson^ r
Mam street

ce over

DR. W. L.

^

m.

KI.KPHONK

\N ill

All

^Veterinary

WEST,

%.

Surgeon.-^

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary college.
(Milre and

Band Excursion

Pliurmary

at Belfast Livery d o.
Hospital 17 Congress street.

Residence and
Ofliee

Telephone 8-2

Itesi-i-mce

Telepb

.>•
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itching piles*.’

enough

vault*.

Belfast at Last.

in

It is hard to always be pleasant.
Good natured people are often irritable.
If you know the reason you would not be

Not sick

^

STAND SCARFS,

4c

an

vault i< umupialed 11: Eastern Maine
UNEXCELLED in security against tire

E. H.

|

by

CARPETS, RUGS,

i

$3, $5. $6.50

ear.

* and burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes* can have the exclusive
[ privilege "f taking their boxes to and from the

an,

line of Domestic Goods woven
Mrs. Littlefield, Cedar street, such as

a

Our new
am 1

I

a

|
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Ever had

Also

tor rent at

$''
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^

Supplied

deposit boxes
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SHOES

t

4c

t
4c

It is

DEPOSITS SOUK I TED

^

store at.

J 36 High St, Belfast, i

Estate.

Real

Mrs.

Memohiam. A few friends of t ie late
Mrs. H. P Thompson, who had been ass »a large hay loft, two box stalls, carriage and
harness rooms, office and all convenience of dated with her in tilt work of the Children’s
a modern stable.
It is surmounted by a Aid Society, met at the Girls Home, Nort'ugilded weather vane in the form <>f a running port Avenue, last Sunday afternoon and
horse. The grounds are to Vie neatly graded, held a memorial service. The exercises were
and when finished this will be one of the conducted by Mrs. Florence C. Porter
;
most attractive and conveniently arranged Caribou, Field Secretary of the Children’s
places on North port avenue. The work is Aid Society. She first called upon Rev. L.
M. Burlington, who read
superintended by Jordan W. Coombs.
appropriate selections from the Bible. Mrs.
Burrington folA Serious Affair.
A case was tried iu
lowed with remarks. Mrs. Sanborn, matron
the Belfast Police Court Tuesday which
of the Home, spoke of her relations with Mrs. I
ing days. An exchange says: “The associawill result, if the State makes out its case,
who had been the chairman of
tion is an incorporated body and
in sending the defendant to State Prison for Thompson,
although
j
the home committee, and read a selected of small
membership it owns a tine wharf on
a long term of years.
The complainant is
Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury and Miss A. F
poem.
which
it
has
recently built a club house. Mr.
Aaron B. Snow and the defendant is Frank
South worth spoke briefly but feelingly of R. M. Jones’
generous offer of the cup as a
A. Stevens, both of Jackson. The complainthe deceased. Mrs. Porter then made aL
perpetual challenge cup for boats built and
ant came into court with his head bandaged,
address and offered prayer. The children, desigued exclusively on the shores of Chiua
as he says the result of the loss of his right
mmaies oi the Home, recited the 23u
psalm lake should give an unusual impetus to boat
ear, which was bitten off last Thursday by
iu concert and sang “Shall we Gather at the
building dur.ug the coming year.”
the defendant. Several witnesses for the
River.” The exercises closed with benedicState were examined, and their testimony
tion by Rev. L. M. Burrington.
The Churcnes.
wa§ that Stevens came into Snow’s field last
The Boston Sunday Herald of Aug. 21st,
Thursday, and during a dispute about a difThere will be no services this week or next
ference of S3 in an account betwreen them has an illustrated account of the Battle of Sunday at the Methodist
church, on account
El
Stevens pulled off his coat and threw his
Caney, near Santiago de Cuba, from or the pastor and others being engaged at
which we take the following iu relation to tae Northport
arms around Snow in such a way that the
Campmeeting.
|
latter could make but little resistance. It a young man whose death was noted in a
The Baptist Y. P. S. C. E. will hold their
recent issue of The Journal :
was testified that Stevens got Snow’s ear beregular monthly consecration meeting next
Some time toward the latter part of the'
tween his teeth while they were thus en- 1
Sunday evening at 0.15. Subject, With your
A. H. Packard, company G
engagement,
and
when
gaged
they fell the ear was bitten had been
might. Eccl. 9:11: John 4:27 35.
instantly killed. To make this
completely off. Dr. Kilgore of Brooks tes- death more touching was the inconsolable
Trie regular Thursday evening prayer
tified that the ear was severed close to the ! anguish of his younger brother, who was
also a member of G- company, and cold was
meeting will be held at the North church
head leaving only a small portion of the the heart
that did not feel a sharp pain as this
evening, as usual. The topic for next;
lower lobe. No defense was put in. Judge j the lonely boy cried, “Arthur, brother!
Sunday evening service at 7.15 o’clock, will
come
back
to me!” Just before leaving
“found
cause”
and
Rogers
ordered
probable
Springfield, the dead boy’s widowed mother be: “Practical uses of the Bible,’’ Ps. 119: 97the defendant to give bonds in §5,000 for
ap- j went to Col. Clark,
telling him how she los-, 105.
pearance at the September term of Supreme
her husband in the civil war, and with tears
in
Two Doctors of Divinity officiated at the
her
eyes, sobbiugly asked if it was her
Court, which he did. McLellan appeared
to again give up her loved ones to the
North church last Sunday. Rev. E. P. Parkfor the State and Duntou for the defendant. duty
horrors of war. The colonel told her it v as
er, D. I». of Hartford, Ct., read the opening
a matter for her to decide, f >r her to obey
Chat. New sills have been put in and
the dictates of her own heart. Love for Scripture, Rev. W. C. Pond, D. D. ot San
other improvements made at the L. A.
her country overcame mother love; the Francisco preached an
interesting and able
Knowltou store-Juliette Robinson has boys—her only children—went to war, and
sermon from Acts 1:5
been appointed postmaster at Ellingwood’s now iu that little Springfield home, a heartbroken woman mourns the loss of her eldest
Rev. E. A. Capen of Watertown, Mass.,
Corner-A new asphalt walk has been laid
son, he was the stay of her declining years
father of the pastor, Rev. R. T. Capen, occuin
the Unitarian church grounds from
New Advertisements. The last week of pied the Baptist pulpit last Sunday. He
Church street to the main entrance_E. R.
has preached^iu Watertown
twenty years,
Conner is building an awning 12x30 feet in the great midsummer clearance sale of Wells
and his audience
Sunday saw some of the
front of his store for protection of teams & Co., 103 and 105 Main street, begins toqualities tLat hold him to his people. Rev.
loading and unloading there in stormy day, a fact which those in quest of bargains
A. T. Ringold of Gardiner assisted in the
weather-The owners of the Lewis wharf in the various lines carried by the firm
opening exercises.
property are righting up, re-silling and should bear in mind. The sale has been a
The sloop yacht Mabel was in port Tuesotherwise improving the corn-house at the great success thus far, and our lady readers
southerly corner of the wharf... .Mrs. L. F. are advised to look for next week’s an- day night, with her owner, George O. Curtis of Boston, and two
McDonald has a dahlia 8 feet and 3 inches nouncement by this enterprising firm...
friends, on board.
tall....W. H. Arnold broke ground last George A. Bailey, 52 Main street, wishes it They left Boston eight weeks ago and are
week for his new houseon Northport avenue. understood that he is still in the hardware cruising aloug shore. They will spend the
....Sch. Mary of Swan’s Island was in port business, and that until he finds a customer remainder of the week at Northport. They
last Thursday selling pickled shad_ to buy his whole stock the public will find will cruise until late in October, going
Smelts are taking the hook quite briskly in all kinds of hardware at his store, at the w’herever inclination and favorable winds
Swan Lake. They are of good size and as lowest cash prices... .The new proprietor of may carry them.
firm of flesh as in winter_Monday night’s the Commonwealth Hotel, corner of Main
Following are the Baptist church notices
shower did not extend much below the foot and Pleasant streets, has a card in this issue. for the week: The
weekly prayer meeting
of the square, while
quite heavy in Mr. Knowlton has had experience in cater- this evening at 7.30 o’clock. Those who are
the city....Sweet peace prevails over the ing for the public, and will spare no pains to
not teachers but interested, will also be
land, and sweet peas perfume our gardens. piease his patrons-See announcement of welcomed at the Friday evening teacher’s
to
excursion
Band
Bangor
1st..
-Work on the Brown house, Northport Belfast
Sept
meeting. Next Sunday Rev. E. A. Capen of
The new Chase & Doak,25 Main street, have a full Watertown, Mass., will preach. The
avenue, is progressing rapidly.
young
and
house will be of the same dimensions as the line of photographic supplies
areselliug men’s Bible class, led by the pastor, is growa few cameras that are a little out of style,
one destroyed by fire, but with some changes
swell
its
come,
numbers.
The
ing;
praise
but do splendid work, for about half price.
in the interior arrangements-Albion C.
service of the Sunday evening meeting will
G. Small, at the F. G. White Co.’s
....T.
has
Otis
M.
Whitmore’s
Braley
make you glad all the week. The music for
bought
public carriage business. His order slate is at wharf, Belfast, gives notice of a row-boat the
morning will include a solo by Miss Kate
adrift.
up
D. P .Palmer’s
picked
P. Bickford.
In

i

between

ter

M

city were Mr. Wescott, I)r. William C.
Libby and Benjamin P. Hazeltine, Jr. Dr.
Stevens is a young and successsful physician |
of th.is city, a graduate of Bates
college, and j
stands high in the estimation of his brother i ♦
MANUFACTURER, PHENIX ROW, BELFAST.
1
physicians and the general public. He lias
a host of friends here who
sincerely con- j
gratulate him. The bride is a Lewiston | r,**+.*****4.*+**4*+***+* *
++1
young lady of social prominence, of distin- j
as
a
>f
ability
guished
teacher,
admirable]
qualities of heart and conscience and of 1
many accomplishments. She. is a member 4c
Established injl*36.
J
of the Auihemarghe, the Spinet, Sorosis and
other clubs. She is a descendant of the old
capital stock, $150,000
family of Hollands, her grandfather, Capt.
SURPLUS,
$33,000
Daniel Holland, having been one of the

Transfers in

four crack yachts took
place at Curtis’ Cove, South Surrey, last
week. The boats
participating in the race
were the Empress,
Capt. Lord ; Old Comfort,
Capt. Sowle. Annie Lee, Capt. Whiting,
and the Hazel, Capt. Holt. All but the lat-

that he ordered Richards out,
the latter refused, claiming that the store,
which is also the post office, is a publicplace. Elwell then struck him as alleged.
Judge Rogers ruled t hat the business which
called Richards into the store—to
dispute*
some statement which
he overheard the
proprietor make—did not. justify his act, and
respondent

f the camera; as the
show. We are under

print this very interesting article.

testified

the

use

many tine

time.

days ago and was ordered
who at the same time struck

good

obligations

The

The Sedgwick is
equipped with a search light and her officers
are familiar to th- river, so that there need
be no apprehension of detention or accident.
The Sedgwick will leave Lewis wharf, Belfast. at 7.do a. m., and wifi leave Bangor on
the return at 7 p. m., giving opportunity to
see the afternoon races at the Eastern State
fair. Tickets for the round trip only >1 ; for'
a

winter.

illustrations
to the Rudder Publishing Co.
f'>r the use of tin- cuts and permission to re-

commodious steamsale of tickets is limited,
so that the boat will not be
crowded; you
will have good music, good
company and
are

coming

build knockabouts

\V< print this week the conclusion of “The
Cruise of the Seamlia.’’ the illustrations including a map showing the course sailed
over.
The skipper of the Scandia handles
the pen as well as lie does the tiller, and the

get that on Thursday next, Sept. 1st, the
Belfast Baud will make an excursion to
er

four others will

come to our store to-morrow

this

miles from Belfast

Bangor

or

Charles B. Harrington of Batli’is building
live boats for the Payne yacht, now under
construction at the Bath Iron Works. They
are of cedar and finished with
mahogany.
The yacht will also carry two naphtha
launches, which are being built iu New
York.

city
only receives the premium agreed upon but
accrued interest.
Another satisfactory
feature is that the missing luo bond of the
issue of 1882, to meet which a deposit of 8125
had to be made, has been found.
It was
a

Boats.

Charles R. Coombs took a party of friends
down the bay in his sloop Eagle Saturday
and returned Monday. They were Arthur
and Fred Hollings of Rockland and Messrs.
Hale and Abbott of Dexter.

an

held in

bath with Ctrrt-

The steam yacht Day Dream was in port
with a party from the Point Lookout Club, Isle au Haut. They left at 2 30 p.
m. on the return trip.

Burnham.

1

you can and take vour pick of fifty and odd all wool
plain and fancy cassimere, serge, clay worsted and cheviot ♦
suits for men, size
to >0 breast.
You can have your X
1 pick of anv in the lot for
*

Thursday

The Prohibitionists have placed the following ticket in nomination in this county:
Senator, Edward Davis, Burnham; Clerk of
Courts, Hiram F. Erskine, Montville;
Sheriff, Geo. E. Files, Thorndike; County
Commissioner, James B. McTaggart,Brooks;
County Treasurer, Wm. E. Lancaster, Burnham ; Register of Deeds, George F.
Sherman,
Accidents.

warm

1 hen

|

cora Soap, and a single anointing with
Ci’TicORA, purest of emollient skin cores, will afford instant relief, permit rest and sleep, and point to a speedy
cure, and not to use them is to fat* hi your duty.
Bold throughout the world. Pott*h D. ft C. Cobp.. Sole
Props., Boston. AH About Bsby s Skin, Scalp ft Hair, free

Mr. H. L. Woodcock has many visitors at
his studio in the Savings Bank
building and
has made a number of sales. His water
colors of Maine coast scenery are
charmiug
souvenirs and have only to be seen to be
appreciated. Visitors are always welcome at
his studio.

stuck

To know that a

Stevens-Holland. Dr. Eugene Leslie
Stevens of this city was married in Lewiston, August 17th. to Miss Alice Maud Holland of Lewiston. The ceremony was performed at 8.30 in the evening by Rev. Geo.
M. Howe, pastor of the Pine street
Congregational church, at the residence of the
♦
bride’s sister, Mrs. George F. Reynolds, on
Main and Frye streets. The house was
very
prettily decorated throughout with white
♦
and pink, the flowers being
chiefly sweet
peas and hydrangeas.
White hydrangeas ♦
banked the wall behind the preacher from
floor to ceiling, and in the reception room
sweet peas filled the fireplace, draped the
chandeliers and stood in vases on the mantels. The dining room was also elaborately
decorated with dainty white ribbons with
true-love knots, and sweet peas fairly burdened the sideboard, mantels, etc.
The
chambers, stairways, and all parts of the
house were full of the most lovely of midsummer blooms.
At 8 25 o’clock the orchestra gave notice of the approach of the wedding party by the wedding march from
Lohengrin. Two young ladies and one
gentleman preceded the wedding party as
ribbon bearers, and separated the way
along |
which the groom followed, leaning upon the
arm of his best man, Mr. Clement W. Wescott of Belfast, and followed by four ushers.
The bride was accompanied by her brotherin-law, Mr. George F. Reynolds, and followed by the maid of honor, Miss Mabel Divoll
and two bride’s-maids, Miss Rose Little and
Miss Mary Angell. The bride wore a gown
of white taffeta with a garniture of rnousselin de soie. It was cut in Paris mode with :
full train and veil, the veil caught with a
diamond pin and a spray of sweet peas, a
notable feature was the tucked silk guimpe

to

bed

or

not well

enough

to he about.

Nothing will annoy you so.
constant itching sensation.

1

The

Hard

to

bear, harder

to

get relief.

Keeps you awake nights.
Spoils your temper, nearly drives you crazy.
Isn’t relief and cure a long felt want?

I

u

•v

his

the

15-foot posts

Thu ra-

salvage and other claims. It
essel is only worth about $ 150,

*et,b
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out

and made more convenient,
stairways improved. The stable
has been rebuilt on new foundations, considerably smaller than formerly, and under
and

p t

|

as

came

be laid in hard woods,anil additional open
fireplaces put iu. The old fireplaces and
mantels are to be replaced on account of old
associations. The arrangement of the cham-

■

j

about twice

pail

a

of the
He describes the ani-

animal

to

packet business... .Schs. Henry
Levi Hart discharged coal the
W'-ek for Swan & Sibley Co. from
■■Sch. Sarah L. Davis arrived
ght, from Saco... .The wrecked
M. Seaman is being discharged
She lias been placed in Admi-

]

My little sister liafl cow-pox. She suffered
terribly. Tried everything, no good. Scabs

process for
of their

by
him
changes and improvements in the rewith a broom handle, indicting a severe
building of bis house and stable, which were
bruise. The defendant and one other witrecently burned. The doors of the house are ness

who

in

a

one

own

many

bers is

b. M.
ts t

the

Charles R. Coombs is making

Mr.

Items. Sell. Lester A. Lewis
l*th foi Bang.-r to load lumber
ork....Sell. Maynard Sumner
lsth with ice for Annapolis,

|

The Belfast Printing Co. has
making stereotypes and used

bear, but with black sale at the
drug store of Poor & Sou.
stripes down each side, with short, erect
An
Assault
ami
a
ears
Case. E. Burke El we 11 of
long, bushy tail. The animal
merely came up to him, knocked the pail | Northport was before the Police Court
from his hand with its nose,ami when he ran Tuesday afternoon charged with assault and
towards the house the animal returned to battery on Wallace E. Richards of that town.
Richards testified that he went into Elwell's
the woods.

season.

--

as

colored like

ucumbers, yet those who coniruisli them get nearly up to the
of

home, having

his

when

woods and met him.

■

Most

near

Land,

fon
Pickles. The Journal
Nig. 11th thatChas. E. Johnson,
Skilton, Foote & Co. of Boston,
Mg cucumbers for that firm’s
siness at the rate of 20 barrels
The season had just begun then ;
's now amount to from 70 to 80
iay. The cucumbers are rated
r those from 2 i-2 to 4 1-2 inches
small, under 2 1-2 inches. The
•■rage about 1500 mediums and
This has not been a very good

lumber.

Strange Animal

ture

being

are

is

praise.

live

.mlier of

England coast,

New

.»•
■

in Belfast.

Capt. John P. Farrow’s latest book, “The
Romantic Story of David Robertson,” a portrayal of the life and customs of the sailors
ami fishermen of 50 years ago along the

ami conveni-

""intetl Frank P.

Secretary.

Bells.

I nn You want to Buy a
1 "U Clothing Bargain?

Read What CUTICURA REMEDIES
Have Done for Skin-Tortured Babiea.

very

given

great im-

street.

Notes.

The Waldo County Veteran Association
wili meet with Dana B. Carter Post, Freedom, Thursday, Oct. Oth. [H. R. Dawsou,

wheel of the wagon went over his head. It
enthusiastic in her praise and
was a narrow escape from instant death
will enjoy her again. She will be assisted
Refunding- The work of refunding the
by Miss Maud Johnson, accompanist, Miss
Jennie Hill of Somerville, Mass., soloist, city debt continues to progress satisfactorily
At uoou yesterday
only $57,00 > of the ti per
and Mrs. R. H. Howes and Mrs. E. S. Pitchcent, bonds due Aug
15th remained outer in a duet.
Remember the time ami place
For the new 4 per cent bonds
and enjoy one of the Inst musicales ever standing.
issued in place ot the (i per cents the
not

corner

ienable

!

Wedding

ice-pick in his foot while at work
Musicalf..
Miss
Fannie Cliff Berry's
loading a vessel Friday, inflicting a painful
musicale will be given at' the Methodist
aud dangerous wound.... Walter, son of
church,not at the Opera House as previously Freeman
Patterson, 4 years old, was run
announced, Sept. 6th. Miss Berry is well over
by a milk team on Main street yesterknown here and needs no words of comday and his head was badly bruised. One
mendation. All who heard her last summer

"14 to

j

will close

sion next

>-nck

|
I

and 15th.

14tli

horses

The Sor.s of Veterans will make an excurMonday by steamer Castine from
Lincolnville, Northport and Belfast to the
Bangor fair. The Lincolnville Band will
accompany them and furnish music.

U. will hold its first
he summer vacation on ThursSept. 1st, at 2.30 o’clock. This
regular monthly “devotional
white ribboners and other
.•ause are invited.

,1

usual, September 13th,

as

Sept. 2d, positively.

W. C. T.

!

seut to

was

Age.

The entries for trotting

hydrangeas
;

report

Society

Larrabee has two very large
iu her garden on
Each has 30 unusually large
plants are five years old.

K

his

The Waldo aud Penobscot Agricultural
will hold their fair for 1898 at Mon-

in.

p.

Secretary Billings

the

specially requested to meet
;iter. J4 Cedar street, Saturday,
e

..

Stevens Bros, are to close out their line
of boots and shoes. Their advertisement
will appear next week.

lately by

It is

to be had for everyone in Doan's Ointment.
Doan’s Ointment never fails to cure

1st.

Many

Year,

itching

piles,

eczema or any itching of the skin.
Here is proof of it in the testimony of a citizen.
Mr. L. C. l’utnaiu of Searsport avenue, shore

road, says:
I had itching piles for twelve years,
and I doctored more or less with every doctor in
and used no end of salves and ointment, but
they did me li~tl© or no good. I saw Doan’s Ointment advertised and I got a box at
Kilgore & Wiltown

son’s

drug store. 1 got more relief from it than
anything I ever tried. It is without exception the
best ointment for what it is advertised that I ever
used. I will recommend it to my friends whenever the opportunity presents itseif. You can refer
to me for the benefit of others who are troubled
as I was.”
Doan’s Ointment is for sale by all dealers, price
50 cents, mailed by Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name DOAN’S and take no substitute.

Picked Up Adrift.

A row-boat, painted green, with a
and a rudder, was picked
up adrift in

pair of

oars

Belfast harhave the same

bor

August 22d. The owner can
by proving property and paving charges.
Iw34

Thursday, Sept.

T. G. SMALL,
At the F. G. White Co.’s wharf, Belfast.

New Attractions this

The Belfast Band will Furnish ITusic.

Bangor at 7 P. 1

Bangor and Return,
Tickets limited to275. On sale
Son’s Drug Store.

$1.00
at

towns, 20 cities and nearly 1O0
tions in the State.

Tv T TT \ AT township map, showing
IN Hu VV ap the new railroads.

CLOTH,

ovei

IK Hi pp.,

trees

Home

Grown

Bleak

New

Stock for

England.

to

diseases of

routes

aoi

Flour, Hay

<<f
I

haw

135 Middle St., Portlaud, Me.

the line of Photographic supplies? We sell
everything.
Will you permit us to supply your wants at the lowest

1In
|
♦

i

j
t

prices ?

We have a few Cameras that are a little out of
style but will do splendid work, which we are selling at
about half price.
1

$
♦

|

X

f

J
♦

CHASE & DOAk:,THE
25 Main Street, Belfast.

Xaaaaaaaaaa....

and

jewelers,

Straw.

in

store inn barrels November
Hour. Sm.w White, Albion.

18‘.»7
Hvp.uimi an.I
Pillsfmrv’s Best. This is superior to winter or
spring made flour. Also hay bv the carg >. car or
bale. Straw by the lot or bale. 1 will mike low
prices. Call.
;tltj

ground

AM, Publisher,

i_j_ j
|

nose

iy*j

planta-

ALBERT
4 Front Street ami

♦

2m31

Opera House Block.
Special attention given
ihroat.

price postpaid, $2.00.

G. M. DON II

and shrubs of all kinds
Every
article fullv warranted. Our nurseries are in RorJ
Chester ami Belmont, live miles from Boston, our
salesman is now in town soli, ting orders.

Hardy

DR. JOHN STEVENS,

Complete Business Directory
ll.-f

Jlitil Nursery Gouigaiy,

Poor &

r.SKFI I. iii every otlice and home. CONTAINS full statistics of all Maine interests.

of the

Belfast. July 28, 18'JS.—:;i)tf

BOSTON, MASS.

Leave Lewi* Wharf at 7.30 A. 1*1.
Leave

N"tuv is hereby given that a di< -Mint of 4
per
cent, will be made mi all taxes tor isos
p.,pi t•>
me before August 15th.
I shall be at the vblermen's Room in Memorial
on
and
after
Building
August 1st, daily, until further notice, from s ;?>
a. >1. to 12 m.. and from 1 ,3< 1 to 4 c. m.
(’ll .\S. II. SARGENT, ( ollector.

I>. E.

CARTER.

PITCHER’S black

lbs., 7 years old, at
riage horse. Apply to

1400

a

mare, weighs about
bargain; also one car-

W• H. WALTON,
P. o

M.

Sibley'* Wharf.

Gurney's Hills.

address, Belfast, Me.

FOR SALE.
The building ami land, No. Ill Phoenix
known as the Andrews store, in Belfast.

Row,
Apply to
JOHNSON, Belfast, Me.,
Or JULIUS ANDREWS,
GEO. E.

j
♦
A

Brick house, known as the Thurlow house, on
Congress street.
Wll. C. MARSHALL.
Belfast, June 1, 1898.-22tf

A

MESS OF COWSLIP GREENS.
I'.Y

XKLL.V

II.

Lie
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Thompson shrilly, “why

crieu

I

Vessels

\\ aier

Deep

Are We the Second Naval Power?

j

SHIPS.

.urs.

thought—I

supposed”—she stopped in sudden con
fusion and glanced searchingly at Philander.
His face wore its customary expression of go d-natured stupidity. Mrs.
Thompson rose quickly from the table,
and her voice trembled as she
spoke:
“I guess I’d better gp right over and tell
Alvira so’s she can be ready by the time I

It cannot but be gratif ying to Americans
that as a result of its fighting

Abner Cobnrn, M L Park, sailed from New
York July 30 for Hong Kong.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
New York May 29 for Sau Francisco; spoken,
uo date lat 30 S, ion 48 W.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from
Honolulu June 2 for Delaware Breakwater.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, cleared from
New York May 10 for Yokohama; spoken,
June 13, lat 7 S, Ion 28 W.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at Houo- j
lulu Juue 26 from Victoria, B. C.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed !

Meade,

urtuicj'

of

CHAPMAN.

Mrs. Thompson’s !
“’sylum boy,” turned her three sleek
Jerseys into the little hill pasture and put
up tiie bars; then, perching himself clumsily on top the fence, gazed down at the
two tiny brown cottages side by side in
the hollow.
“Them wimeu don't feel just right,”
said lie reflectively, thinking aloud, as
was his habit when alone.
“There hain’t
been n -mimin' back'll’ forth 'n’ swapfer
a
week: when
more’n
ping things
Miss A1 vira comes after the milk she hurries right home, an’ yeste’day, when Mis’
Thompson hung out the clothes ’n' she
was weedin’
her daffodils they didn’t
scuively speak; most geu’ly they’d a leaned on the gate and talked half an hour
’bout their posy beds.
“Theie’s something wrong! 1 don’t
claim to be as knowin’ as some,” he continued, “bin 1 reckon I can see daylight
through a ladder. It's them cowslips.
Kaeh one thinks the other’s been ’n’ picked Him, an’ 1 don’t see but what Philander 'll hav to turn peacemaker.”
This hist remark struck Philander as
being very funny, and he laughed so convulsively as to uearlV roil off the fence.
He looked down at the little brown houses
and up at the clear blue sky, blit no plan
calculated to adjust this unsatisfactory
state of affairs seemed to present itself.
“’Twon't do to let'um know't 1 mistrust anything, uuther,”
said he, and
getting down on the other side of the
fence he rested his elbows on tlie top
board, and leaning lazily back, surveyed
the opposite landscape through half-closed
eyes.
Here and there the sandy hillocks were
dotted with forget-me-nots and stunted
blue violets.
A belated “red Benjamin,”
struggling from the brush-heap at Philander’s feet, swayed lightly to and fro iu
the morning breeze. The budding green
of the maples lay soft and warm against
the dark pines beyond
Hi a neighboring fold a man was busily
engaged planting corn; a crow, rising high
in the air from a gaunt birch near Philander, winged its way across the pasture
and appeared to hover for a moment over
the head of the distant laborer.
Just
what this had to do with the plot that
seemed to take instant form in Philander's dull brain would be difficult to determine. but as the crow disappeared in
the adjoining woods with a hoarse “caw,
caw," Philander clapped Lis fat Lands
trimphantly and exclaimed, “Good idea,
Mr. Crow, good idea!” and thrusting his
hands deep in the pockets of his bagging
trousers he slouched across the pasture iu
the direction of Mr. Burt’s cornfield with
unusual alacrity.
“Good morning, Mr. Burt,” said he,
crawling cautiously through the lowest
gap in the barbed wire fence.
“Good morning,” returned Mr. Burt,
slurtly, without looking up.
“You’re kinder rusliin' business, ain’t
ye:’" drawled Philander.
“I don’t expect to plant two acres of
corn alone without
rushing; I never accomplished much yet”—he was going to
say
loliing around on fences, but he
thought better of it and substituted “lolling in the shade.”
cwior
saici
rniian.ier, Decause lie
didn't know what else to say, “1 should
think you’d need some help.”
“Need some help,” repeated Mr. Hurt
angrily, “didn’t I run all over town last
night, and not a man to be found for love
nor
money—and that’s not the worst of
rain before forty-eight hours; the
it,
wim! roared in Black Mountain this morning, ami that sign never fails.'1
exclaimed Philander sympathetically, “I'd help ye myself if 1 hadn’t
to town fer Mis' Thompson an'
got i"
tiviia: they might go themselves," he
added artfully, “if ’twan’t so fui for um
to walk.”
Mi. Burt was
considerably surprised at
this offer, ki owing Philanders
proverbial
distaste ik r work, but as he said, “when
Philandei did work he took right hold,”
so he caught
eagerly at the implied suggestion and said in a much mollified tone
of voice, “bee
here, Philander! you step
round to my barn ana hitch up old Jerry i
for the women folks, they can take him
as well as not: then
you get your breakfast. if you haven’t had any, and hustle
back."
right
“All light,” replied Philander indifferently, but there was a self-satisfied gleam
in his sleepy blue eyes, and he was uot
long in taking old Jeuy to Mrs. Thompson’s door.
“Why. Phi.ander,” said she, reproacli1 ully. as he iastily washed and seated
himself at t.ie table.
“Where’ve you
been all this time'.' Breakfast’s been waiting half an hour.”
“Been over talking with Burt,” answered Phil .uder, piling a piece of sausage on his already burdened knife. “He
an t find a man
nowheres, and he wants
me to help him
to-day. He said you could
take old Jerry just as well as not and
drive over to he Flats yourself.”
“Land sakes, Philander!” I never
drove a horse in all my life.
1 wouldn't
dare to."
“But Miss Elvira has,” urged Philander, “and she’s got a basket of eggs she
wanted to send, and, besides, 1
thought
maybe you’d like to drive round by the
pond and get some cowslips, seein’ the
Hanley children picked all yourn.”
Philander

Register

Shanghae July

from
New

29 for

York.

Hong Kong

and

generally
ability in

the United States navy
has made such an impression upon the
British as to cause them to rank it as

second

enjoyable

most

Ride

and

refreshing of

proves to be the
beverages, for it

after

quenches thirst and by nourishing the nerves it
a feeling of vigor that adds keener enjoyment
exercise.

Sold

by Druggists

(hivin'. Alvira. lor I’m afraid of my life
with a horse.”
Mrs. Thompson did not enjoy driving,
she often remarked that she'd “rutlier
she was large
walk than ride any time.”
and lh’shy, and the springs sagged heavily
When old
on hei side of the carriage.
Jerry walked slowly and stiffly up hill she
trembled for fear a tug might give way or
If he trotted down
the king-bolt break.
hill she was in terror lest he should
stumble: and when he “held back” she
momentarily expected the hold-backs to
snap and precipitate them, horse and all,
in the gutter.
“Isn't this nice, Mariette.” exclaimed
Miss Alvira delightedly, urging old Jerry
“I haven’t had a ride
into a dog trot.
before for more than a year.”
Miss Alvira was small and slight, and
she sat on the extreme edge of the seat
with a line in either hand like a happy
child.
“Yes,” assented Mrs. Thompson cau-

tiously, as they jolted over a stone.
•Yes, I guess L should think ’twas real
pleasurable if I got used to it.”

Philander Meade had gone to live with
the Thompsons three years previous to
He had grown
Mr. Thompson’s death.
from a stupid little boy of seven to a
stupid big boy of seventeen. He showed
little inclination for books and less for
any kind of work involving, as Mrs.
Thompson would have said, “much bone
labor.”
The stock on the small farm he looked
after and attended with the faithfulness
He
and fidelity of a shepherd dog.
“worked a month reg’lar” in sugaring
aud haying, and the money thus earned
amply supplied his simple wants. Now
and then a well intentioned neighbor ventured to expostulate with Mrs. Thompson on “keeping such shit"less help;” she
invariably replied that “Philander paid
his way, and didn't do no harm nor meddle with other folks' affairs, which was
more than she could say of some.”
Once Mrs.
Thompson conceived the
idea that Philander would be “more like
folks” if he mingled with young people.
With this object in view she urged him to
uo to a picnic, offering to pay his car fare
Jit

Hin

v.

1

iiiotu i.

••What did

for?” he exclaimed, excitedly, started out of his
usual dinwl.
•'What's the use o’ ray
spend in' two dollars and noin* sixty miles
jest to eat a lot of sweet stuff an' git all
tuckered out. when I can lay in the orchard under the apple trees all day and hear
the bobolinks sing?”
“But you'd see something new and
dif’runt,” persisted Mrs. Thompson.
“Don't 1 ev’ry day'.'" argued Philander.
“I’ll bet there won’t one of them picnickers hev ,i better time ner see more worth
seein1 ’au’ what I did yesterday.’’
“What did you see?” asked Mrs.
Tlicun pson, curiously.
“Well,” he replied, slowly, a pleasant
smile lighting his freckled face. “1 was
out lavin' under the maples by the cornbarn, and pretty soon I see a big grey
squirrel slip down a tree kinder careful,
and get one of them but’nuts 1 left by the
big rock t1 other day. and go back up the
tree with it—they’ve got a nest in that
hollow limb -and whilst he was gone
another squirrel came running along on
the wall from the grove—most likely he’d
got track of them but’nuts, but afore he
could get one the lirst squirrel came runnin’ down the tree and his mate after him,
and he began to frisk around and sass the
squirrel on the wall, and while they were
runnin’ back and forth and jawin’ each
other she took every last one of them
five but’nuts and skipped up the tree with
urn.
Now it’s plain enough,” said he
convincingly, “that when he carried up
that lirst but’nut he see the squirrel on
the wall and he said to his wife, “!See
here, Mis’ Squirrel, you’ll hev to liy round
and help er that feller from the grove’ll
and Philander
get all our but’nuts,’
chuckled immoderately at the remembrance of this small pantomine.
In relating the incident to Miss Alvira
Mrs. Thompson
remarked
that she
“guessed after, all Philander was more
than
and
I
am
not sure
philosopher
fool,”
but she is right.
However stupid he
might be there was very little that escaped his observation.
it

1 want to

noon

go

wnen airs,

mompson and Miss Alvira finished their
shopand
started for home.
The day was
ping
The
blue
with
its
perfect.
sky
fleecy,
floating clouds, the surrounding hills,
distant and delicately purple, the giant
elms and grey basswoods lay mirrored in
the smooth surface of the little pond like
a softly tinted
picture, framed in willow
bound banks of filmy gold.
“It’s real pretty to look at, ain’t it,
Alvira?” said Mrs. Thompson, clambering out of the carriage.
“We’ll hitch old Jerry right here where
he can nibble them birch twigs, and we’ll
I thought like’s not
get the cowslips.
we shouldn’t have our dinner much afore
three o’clock, and so 1 brought a lunch.
We might fill our pails with cowslips, and
then set on the bank where the bloodroot blossoms be and pick uni over,” and
they did.
Wli-n the last cowslip was replaced in
the pails ready for cooking and the remaining sandwiches crumbled and thrown
into the water for the fish, the two friends
prepared to return. As Miss Alvira looked longingly back at the little pond with
its blossom-strewn binks, she said, “I
don’t know any time when I’ve had such
a treat before,
Mariette.
I have everything 1 need, and more than 1 deserve,”
she added, humbly, “but if you and I
could ride out like this often I should be
just too happy to live.”
Mrs. Thompson did not reply at once;
when she did she spoke carelessly, as if
the subject had been one of careful conueany

get the dishes done.’’
Miss Alvira was sitting at her neat
breakfast table with Jaques, a large tiger
Her toast was cold and
cat, in her lap.
untasted; she was looking out of the window thiuking of the times she and
Mariette had gone together to pluck the
cowslips that grew by the cold spring.
"I s’pose it s just blue with violets
down there,” she sighed
regretfully, and
last year Mariette found a handful of
white ones by the elm tree, and we
put
them on the table come dinner in one of
ma s pink
teacups, and while 1 was setting the table and putting on the teakettle
she stirred up the
pudding—Mariette
always did make splendid puddings—
but it'll never be as ’twas agin, I
suppose,” she mourned. “Not that I care
for the greens,” she thought with a scornful curl t the lip, but for her to
go and
get them unbeknown to me when we’ve
been
always
together, and counted on it,
as much as
Thanksgiving Day, for these
ten years; ever since the fall ma died and
she buried Mr. Thompson.”
Two large
tears rolled down her cheeks and fell on
Jaques’ pudgy head. So absorbed was
she in these painful recollections that she
did not hear Mrs. Thompson until she
entered the room.
“Finished your breakfast, Alvira?”
asked she briskly, without appearing to
notice her friend’s tear-stained face.
“I
run in to see if you didn’t want to ride
down to the Center? Neighbor Burt sideration.
wants Philander to help plant corn today, and so he sent down old Jerry for
us to drive.
Said we could have him as
well’s not. You get your eggs ready,
and we’ll start early so’s to drive round
by the pond and get some cowslips.
Philander says the Hanley children picked all of ours.”
Poor Miss Alvira flushed guiltily.
“Of
course I’d like to go,” said she “but I—
I—you’re dredful good, Mariette,” she
stammered.
“No, I ain’t neither!” Mrs. Thompson
replied feelingly, adding as she turned
toward the door, “you’ll have to do the
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“You know that money I've been
savin' up, Alvira, to buy a paisley shawl?
I don’t
Tva concluded not to get one.
»f them shawls with great
think one
sprawlin’ red and green figures would
look well on a big, fleshy woman like me;
I’d ruther have a plain black cashmere
with a silk fringe—1 can get one for ten
dollars—and I'm going to take the other
fifteen dollars and buy old Jerry,”
“Buy—old—Jerry!” grasped Miss Alvira.
Thompson
“Yres,” answered Mrs.
calmly, “Mr. Burt’s got four colts, and
1m* said last winter he’d be glad to sell
him for that if the owner’d agree to keep
Philander wanthim as long’s he lived.
ed I should buy him then—he's dretful
’bout walkin', Philander is.”
| lazy
“But 1 thought you didn’t enjoy riding,
Mariette,” exclaimed Miss Alvira in astonishment.
“Well,” I can’t say I do as much as
some,” admitted Mrs. Thompson, “but
I presume 1 shall when 1 get accustomed
to it. and besides,” she finished hypocritically, “it’ll be be good for my
rheumatism. There’s the harness and
wagon in the barn just as Mr. Thompson
left urn, and we can ride just when we
take a notion.”
Miss Alvira was nearly speechless with
joy all the way home; and never before
had their annual dinner of cowslips proved so great a success.
The table was set
with the treasured pink and white china
with a bowl of violets in the centre, and
the pudding was, so Miss Alvira said, the
bes tMarierte had ever made.
They lingered long over their dinner,
and not till the dishes had been carefully
wiped and put away and the sun was out
of sight behind Black Mountain did Mrs.
Thompson take her leave.
Miss Alvira accompanied her to the
picker gate, followed by devoted Jaques,
and as she turned back she stooped, and,
taking him tenderly in her arms, stroked
his stubby ears—slit with the claw thrusts
of many hard won battles—and whispered, “Mariette ain’t so mean and suspicioniu’ as we be, Jaques, and if a plain
black shawl's good enough for her, my
bonnet’ll do for me.
We’ll just take
| old
four
dollars and buy her a willow rocker
[
a
for
|
birthday present.
Philander, lying at lull length on the
|
] settee in Mrs. Thompson’s back porch
; smiled and stretched himself luxuriously,
j then, as Mrs, Thompson passed into the
i house out of hearing tlie smile changed
Tf
! to a chuckle, and lie mumbled.
; there’s one thing 1 hate worse’ u another,
! it’s humpin’ my back over a lioe handle!
i but” he
added, review mg with satisfaction
I the workings of his finely-drawn scheme,
;T reckon 1 c’n stand itfer once.
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So 'f I was you I’ll tell you what I’d du;
I’d he savin' of wood’s even I could;
Extra tire don’t du any good ;
I 'd be savin’ of soap, and savin’ of lie,
And run up some candles once in a while;
I’d be rather sparin’ of coffee an’ tea,
For sugar is high.
And all to buy,
And cider is good enough for me.
I’d be kind o’ careful about my clo’es,
And look out sharp how the money goes;
Extra trimmin’
’S the bane of women.

“I’d sell off the best of

the cheese

honey,

and

the
good, nigh about,
eggs
money.
And as to the carpet you wanted new,
I guess we can make the old one du :
And as for the washer an' sewin’ machine,
And

most

is

Them

understood. It is an exact substitute for
that element in the stomach of the young
manialia which first starts the process of digestion. It is in every way a distinctly new
discovery and is of incalculable value.

’s

as

smooth-tongued agents,

so

pesky

mean,

cure

in the

be bad containing a sufficient
can
quantity of the substance to start any one

j

You’d better get rid of'm slick and clean.
What du they know about woman’f work?
Du they calkilate women
was
born to
shirk ?”
Dick ami Edward and little Joe
Sat in a corner in a row.
They saw the patient mother go
On ceaseless errands to and fro;
They saw that her form was bent and thin,
Her temples graj and her cheeks sunk in ;
They saw the quiver of lip and chin ;
And then with a warmth he could not

smother,
Outspoke the youngest, frailest brother;
“You talk of savin’ wood and ile,
An’ tea, an’ sugar, all the while,

But you

never

P
P
?

endanger the life of your child by a
which some druggist may <■
substitute
a'cheap
(because he makes a few more pennies on it),
gredients of which even he does not know.
not
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POOR & SON, Druggists.
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INSOLVKNCV,

Belfast, August 10, 1898.
In the ease of CHARLES L). WENTWORTH of
Freedom, in said County, Insolvent Debtor.
are hereby notified that the said Charles I).
yOU
1 Wentworth, Insolvent Debtor as aforesaid, has
filed in said Court for said County of Waldo, petition fora discharge from all his debts provided
under the Insolvent Law of said State of .Maine,
and for a certificate thereof; ami that a hearing

upon the same is ordered to be had at Probate
Court Room in Belfast, in said Counts of Waldo,
on Wednesday, ihe 14th day of September, A. 1>.
1898, at two o’clock in the afternoon, when ami
where you may attend and show cause, if any
you have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not lie granted.
A t testC H A S. P. H A ZELTIN E,
2w29
Register of said Court.

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

at
«.n

\y

Belfast, within and for
the secomi Tuesiias of

TILLERY BOWDEN. Administrator with tin* will
annexed t MARTIN CoESoN. late of Winterport, in said County of w'aid.,, deceased, huving
presented a petition praying that the amount
j
now in ins hands belonging to the esiaie of s;iid
I
deceased may be ordered to be distributed among
the persons entitled thereto under tin will of >;ud
deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at.
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of September next.at ten of thecloek l.efore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNS' >N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cna*>. p. Ha/eliim:, Register.
a

l'robate Court held

County of Waldo,
August. A. I). 1898.

at
on

>

;

held at Belf ast. ..n t hr semmi 1
ber next, and sin w cause, it an
the said account should not hr .,
OEo. E. J'dA true copy.
Attest
Cl!as 1 ’. H.v.
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.... 11 Tues
M. PaKTBIDGE. Ad min is;
HANNAH L. I* A KTK1D< 1.
in said County, deceased, hafirst and final account of adn
estate for allowance.
Ordered. That im?we there,
weeks successively, in the lb
printed in Belfast, in said eon
F
interested may attend at
held at Belfast .on t he seem
teiuber next, an I show ran-,
whv the said are, unt sh-mid
GEO. E.
A true copy. Attest
("iiA'. P. Ha/

L.
of

\
i
j
I

Belfast, within and fur
the second Tuesday of

A
DO SS
;i l Ttie-n
fast, on the
LI//IE M. L 1.1,1s. A tin mm;
of JOHN L. EL..IS. late t M.
ty, ilece ised, ha\ mg presented
of administration ,,t -aid esin
1

—•

certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will ami testament ot .HLIA A >l I.LIY AN.
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
t

■

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons ; Ordered, that not me there
by causing a copy of this order to he- weeks
in in.- i;.
pablished three weeks successively in the Re- printed sueeessively,
in Belfast. in said <
publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they sons interested ii;;i\ attend a:
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, it an\ they
have, why the same shift Id not be proved, approved and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest
Cm as. P. Hazfi.tlnk, Register.

NOTICE. The subscriber herd y
x
gives notice that she has been duly appointed Executrix of the last will and testament of
BE DEE LI A M. PENDLETON, late of Belfast,

IUXECCTRIX’S

in the County of W aldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
MARTHA M. PENDLETON.
Belfast, August 9, 1898.
4

Dr. Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
alisorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relict.
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and £1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ MT’GC’O Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,
or sale by R. H. Moonv.
ly 3#
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j

t>«' held at Belfast.
n
tin*
totnher next, and show ■•ansi
whv the said account should
GEO. E. J< '!
Atrueeopv Attest
Chas. !’ Ha/1'
1
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DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE

A hereby gives notice that
appointed Administrator oi
JOSHl A THOMPSON,

la-

the < omit v of Waldo, dec,
as the law directs.
All pci—
against the estate ot said If
present the same for -. tt.cn,'
thereto are requested to mal

in

ately.

Belfast..

August *J,

CHAU!.!
1 s'.'S

subscriber

hereby gives notice that she. 1ms be. n duiy
appointed Adniinistratrix of the estate of
CHARLES L. ROBINSON, late of W iuterport,
in the County of \Yaldo, deceased, and gi\eu bonds
as the law directs.
All persons lia\ing demands
against the estate of said deceased ate desired to
present the
thereto are

;

for settlement, and all indebted

requested to make payment immedi,1 I’Ll LTTE ROBINSON
ately.
Wiuterport. August 9, 1898.

At Belfast. in the
Maine, the 10th
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B. THOM P.S ot Bel la>1
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is an enemy to health, and
lead to serious disease. Hood’s Sarsaconquers this enemy and averts dan-

Impure blood
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Delivered and put in (in barrels).

ingDunip

parilla

“I had a running, itching sore on my leg.
Doan’s Ointment took
suffered tortures.
away the burning and itching instantly and
cure.” C. W.
effected
permanent
quickly
Lenhart, Bowling (ireen, O.
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fast, a: the mi e
Al.FKED E. N!CK1;KS( >\. A
\\ ALKEK,
estate of l>A V(
said County, deceased. !ia\ ing
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lor allowance.
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weeks successively. :n t!:«• K,
printed in Belfast, m -aid
interested may attend a; a F

interested

STATE OF MAINE.

Bears the

on the road to recovery.
Address Maxim
Chemical Co., Winthrop Me."
Do not forget that this is the invention of
one of the members of the great Maxim

Probate Court held
the Countv of Waldo,
August, A-. 1). 1 Sits.

At a

the
make them
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Ordered, That said petitioner gi\e notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of rlus
order t<> be published three weeks successively
in the Republican Journal, printei; v Bellas;,
!
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast within and for said futility, on
I
the second Tuesday of September next. at te: u
! thecloek before noon, and show cause, if an I they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
! not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, J ni_e.
A true copy.
Attest:
I
(Dias p. Ha/kltink, Register.
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7 Front St., Belfast, Me*
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NEW YORK CITY.

At a Probate Court held at Bel fasthe County of Waldo. ..n the >v
August, A. L». 181*8.
4 certain instrument, purportu
A will and testament <>t .losi.i
late of Searsport, in said Coun:
ceased, having been presented t
Ordered. That notice lie give,
terested bv causing a copy ..t
published three weeks success!\<
iican Journal, 'printed at Belfast,
appear at a Probate Court t.- o,
within ami for said County. ..n
day of September next,at ten
noon, and show cause if any the
same should not be prc>ved. a'ppn
liKO. K. ,1« 'H x
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/ k

Swan £ Sibley Co.
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Anthracite and

Effectually yet gently, when costive or bilious, to permanently overcome habitual constipation, to awaken the kidneys and liver
to a healthy activity, without irritating or
weakening them, to dispel headaches, colds
or fevers, use Syrup of Figs, made by the
California Fig Syrup Co.

may

Always Bought‘

BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF
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talk of savin’ mother.”

box

family.

Do Not Be Deceived.
Do

P

buy,
Enough to swamp a man, purty nigh.
Besides, there’s Edward, and Dick, and Joe
To be provided for when they go.

substance is

There is little doubt but that it is the
most important discovery along medical
lines since tiie days of Jemier.
Py the use
of the new substance the stomach is made
to perform its functions accurately from day
to day, till in about two months in the most
stubborn cases the system regains its normal powers; and digestion from that time
goes on in a perfectly tranquil, regular and
normal manner without further need of
medicine, for all digestive trouble and distress ceases and complete health is established.
The medicine is higher in price than ordinary medicines, for it is no ordinary mixture
of common ingredients, but is the result of
a radically new and most remarkable invention. It is distinctly a new substance, and
in its operations in curing dyspepsia it certainly works upon a new principle. It is a
discovery as distinctly new and effective as
that of Antitoxin for diptheria.
Arrangements have been made for supplying Maxim’s Protein directly to the general
public. There is no difficulty in taking it.
It comes in capsule form. A box containing
one gross capsules, a sufficient quantity to
cure cases of many years standing, will be
supplied for #2.50; or for 50 cents a sample
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distinctly a new discovery and operates
upon a principle never before thoroughly

bution.”
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GREAT VARIETY OF

At last between the clouds of smoke
That wreathed his lips, the husband spoke
“There’s taxes to raise, an’ iut’rest to pay,
And ef there should come a rainy day,
’Twould be mighty handy, I'm boun’ to say,
T’ have sumpthin' put by.
For folks must
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THERE IS NO KIND OF PAIN OR
INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL, •
THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RELI EVE.
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Tired and weary and weak and faint,
She bore her trials without complint,
Like many another household saint,
Content, all selfish bliss above,
In the patient ministry of love.

im-

“It will not be necessary, however, to prothis substance from the physicians, as
case of Antitoxin, tor it can be. procured directly through the medical station
now established at Winthrop for its distri-
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has home and does note bear
or
the fae- simile signature of
wrap]
This is the original “CASTORIA” which has been lithe homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty y
LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper end see tie,'
the hind you have always bought
and has the signature of
per. No one has authority from me to use my name <
The Centaur Company, of which Chas. II Fletcher is Pn
March 24, ISOS.
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A farmer sat in his easy-chair,
Between the tire and the lamplight’s glare
His face was ruddy and full and fair.
His three small boys in the chimney nook
Conned the lines of a picture-brook.
His wife, the pride of his home and heart,
Baked the biscuit and made the tart,
Laid the table and steeped the tea,

It has lately been demonstrated to the
writer that by Mr. Maxim's latest invention
a new element may Vie added to the human
system which acts in a surprisingly, almost
marvelously, effective way in offsetting the
effects of years of disease and disorder, so
that it has made the handling of dyspepsia
really an easy matter. Mr. Maxim made the
discovery while at work in Ins laboratory
in Wayne where he accidently upset a glass
of peptonized milk.
Analyzing the new
substance he at once realized the importance
of the discovery—the discovery of a vuotein,
which he calls Maxim’s Protein from Pepsinized Miik. Soon after this lie had plainly
shown by its use in a large Dumber of cases
that it. would do in curing dyspepsia what
could never Vie done before, for in every
case it certainly eradicates the trouble.
The editor of one of the greatest journals
in the West, The Western Review of Commerce, says of it: “Our opinion (based upon
the views of a large number of expert chemists and physicians and its uniform success
in curing cases of dyspepsia) is that it is a
more
oi
discovery
importance than the
achievements of the older members of the
family, the rapid tire guns of Hiram Maxim
or the smokeless powder of Hudson Maxim.”
Mr. Samuel Maxim
recent interview:

of Hijannis, Massac!,..
the originator of “CASTORIA,” the same
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portance.
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ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND

Georgia Gilkey, W R G'lkey, sailed from

here m the recent inventions of Ins brother
Samuel. Mr. Samuel Maxim of Wayne as
is well known, is a brother of the great inventors, Hiram ami Hudson Maxim, of
world-wide fame for their marvelous inventions of machine-gun and smokeless powder.
Samuel is an inventor of no less talent than
I they, as has been shown by his discovery of
the art of producing that famous Damascus
|
steel, but his mind, now turned to the solving of problems in medical chemistry, has
[ wrought achievements of still greater im-

r
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bt Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared
from Boston July 2 for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrved
at Turks Island Aug. 9 irom Barbadoes, to
load for Boston.

Aug. 17, l.v.'.s, Mr.
Hiram Maxim’s present visit to America has
added greatly to the interest already taken

j

|

irom

Boston Aug 17 from Weeliawkeu.
John C Smith,
Kneeland, arrived at
Boston Aug 5 from Brunswick, Ga.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at Bangor Aug 18 from Belfast.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Boston
Aug 17 from New York.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Boston
Aug ii irom Jacksonville.
K F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived tt Boston
Aug 9 from Philadelphia.
R W Hopkins, Hiehboru, sailed irom Port
Eads Aug 14, New Orleans tor Boston.
flaxim’s Most Wonderful Invention.
Saiiie l'On, W H West, eieared from Carl?
rabeile, Fla, July .".l tor New York.
Samuel Maxim. l»rol her of I lie (irea-t InvenTufa, A S W ilson, sailed from Pliiladeltor-. Ilirain
ami
IIikImiii Maxim.
Ila- ; phia July 21 for Santiago.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, leared from
l»i-.eo\ered a Substance of Incalculable
I Boston Aug 17 for Bangor and New York.
Value.

Wi.nthkop,

destruction

The questions of the day are treated in
able and fearless manner in the last
number of Guuton’s Magazine.
The
opening article considers the question,
“Can We Stand Victory?” and furnishes
“Industrial Danmany interesting facts.
gers in England” furnish the theme for
an
interesting paper. Two interesting
articles relative to the colored race are
contributed as follows: “Negro Life on a
Turpentine Farm,” and “Tuskegee and
Its Founder.” Equally interesting and
timely are the following papers which,
with several departments, make up the
remainder of this number: “The War
Price Bugaboo,” “IIowStreets are cleaned in Europe,” “The Nicaragua Canal,”
and “The Spaniard in History.”

Pensacola July
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Hong
Kong June 28 irom Newcastle.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
Bridgewater, N S, July 25 for Buenos Ayres.
Rose Inuis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York Aug 2 for Rio Janeiro.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, cleared from

Rajang

the

>

an

New York April 20 for Shanghai.
W J Rote!'., Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from Seattle June 4 for New York.

Natal

The London

own.

shows that the American
Navy is a most efficient fighting machine.
We did not need to be told that here.
We kuew it already, and realized of what
stuff the lion’s whelps are made.
They,
however, did not know it on the Continent,
know
it
now.
though they apparently
For ourselves, we have little doubtj that
the American fleet could face even that of
France without any great risk of disaster,
in spite of the fact that, by the rules, the
French lleet is ten times stronger.
We
believe this could be done if it were needful, but it won’t be, as America won’t be
attacked by France without our taking a
hand in the game. Sampson, Dewey and
the officers they have the happiness to
command are able to destroy French ships
of vastly superior power, just as we did a
hundred years ago.
“As for the German and American
navies, there can of course be do comparison.
The Germans are liue sailors and
brave men, but a naval struggle between
the United States and Germany would be
very short and very complete.’*
The Spectator's remark in regard to
France is reassuring, to say the least, but
in regard to Germany it must be rather
aggravating to the pompous pride of the
awful William.
Other English papers,
however, voice much the same line of
opinion. [Marine Journal.

Til lie E Starbuek, Ebeu Curtis, cleared
from Philadelphia July 6 for Portland, O.;
spoken July 29, lat 9 N, ion 26 W.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from Yokahama July 18 tor Port Townsend.
Wm H

To MOTHERS.

usually very conservative and

a

LETTER

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT T
THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “CASTORIA,” AN
“PITCHER'S CASTORIA,” AS OUR TRADEMARK.

j squadron:
“The battle

D C Nichols, arrived at Zau- I
June 4 from New York.
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, arrived at Hong
Kong Aug 1 from New York.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at
New York July 17 from Honolulu.
Josephus, J. H. Park, sailed from New
York April 16 for Hong Koug; spoken April
27, lat 36 25 N, Ion 46 48 W.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
at Hong Kong Juue 8 from New York; in
port July 9.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, atHiogo June 14 !
for New York.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from Sau
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, sailed from San Fraucisco July 29 for Com->x.
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at Honolulu
July 23 from Naniamo.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
Hong Koug May 25 for New York.
Sachem, Sewall Nichols, arrived at New
York Aug 15 from Boston.
S D Carletou, Amsbury, cleared from New
York July 8 for Hong Koug.
St Paul, F W Treat, sailed from New York
March 20 for Japan.
t>t Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
Francisco Dee 17 from Seattle.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at
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anything rather anti-American journal,
had, for instance, the following expression
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Prices at

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

We Guarantee it

A

Wharf.
Lehigh 25c. per ton extra.

CUMBERLAND COAL

i

^

Carts.

WOOD OF ALL K

All Coal

guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
t3T*Special attention given to delivery outside city limits.
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THE CRUISE OF THE SCANDIA.

shore toward Seal
Bismarck.
Harbor. This is a beautiful little harbor, and looked most attractlve
USht of the setting suu; but we wanted to get home by Sunday—and this
1?
was
For forty-one years Bismarck flourishbriday night, and we had still many miles of strange waters to thrash through. So
we kept on to
Southwest Harbor. We left Bear Island Light ou our starboard hand ed in journalistic caricature, and there is
no doubt but that it was this
aggressive
caricature that was the initial element of

•t]le

BY

F.

[From

li.

HOISINGTON.

The Rudder of

July, 1S9S.]
[concluded.]
w itli our friends we had to anchor nearly a mile off from the bridge aud
kind of boating is not to my taste—the only anchorage a mile off shore,
.id never circumnavigate Mt. Desert Island again. Yet, our friends would
nwerful magnet, if I was anywhere near them.
They gave us supper,
and ice for the yacht, and some other specially prepared good things,

publicity
large liis

that presented to the world at
character as a statesman, with
all his raults and some of his great
qualities exaggerated.
1 he first notice by the comic
papers enjoyed by Bismarck occurred away back in
1840, but it was not until 1863 that the
small cut showing Bismarck with his left
hand raised and his first
Anger and thumb
extended appeared—a rather
insignificant
sketch, but one now famous, for the tea-

way rejoicing.
M. that I pulled the anchor out of theeel
grass and shook out the
We sailed till it was dark, and then ran
iy, while the mate steered.
>
Cove for the night.
The hook on bottom, scope paid out, sails
ged our mosquito uets aud turned in to sleep, as I have seldom slept
our

li

.t

i>.

Turned out about 5

111.

a.

si.

to

find

a

cloudy sky,

little

wind,

and

Jug a trifle, boon the rain began to pour down in torrents. As there
wind, there was nothing to do but wait and eat, which we did to our
After breakfast, as the rain still continued, I had leisure to study the

Pilot that 1 had borrowed from an old fisherman.
This book was
years out of date, but its descriptions of the coast, the rocks and the
ust as good to-day as ever.
The rocks have not moved, but they are
ft' and many lighthouses have been built since tbe book was issued.
I
convenient combination n atch barometer and thermometer, which could
coat pocket, if not in a watch pocket.
I kept a pretty close watch on
ch the trip—especially when I wanted the rain to cease.
I found that,
“one
must
the
barometer a long time and take into eonsiderstudy
says,
arance of the clouds, the temperature, etc., to foretell the weather.”
tew hours of the heavy rainfall I got into my rubber boots and oilskins
1 bailed out the tender, which was half full of water that had
deck.
also took out the plugs to the cockpit of the yacht and allowed about a
Then setting the mainsail 1 got my anchor, and setting
ater to ruu out.
it to windward and paid her off, and ran aft to the wheel and trimmed
The mate meanwhile stayed below, not caring to come out in the
vets.
itely the wind was not heavy, and the yacht seemed to be driven by the
I had a beat of about five miles to Bar Harbor, and occain the wind.
n would come down so heavily it would completely shut us off from all
:igs. and 1 would stand in shore as far as I dared, and then go about and
The rain gradually slackened, though it still continued.
u.
I saw a
i to the mate for the shot gun, which she loaded and handed out. I ran
the duck over the weather bows, and bolding the wheel in my left hand
cht. and had the satisfaction of picking up the bird at once, as I tacked
t alongside.
(It was very tender aud tine the next day in Bar Harbor,
luck a la cruise an chafing-dish.) After this success with the duck I
three large loons for half an hour.
Just before I got into range they
i come up half a mile away, and so, finally, I gave it up and pursued
Bar Harbor, which was now in sight.
The magnificent “cottages," sorather palatial after tbe small fishermen’s and farmer’s houses we had
time.
some
ii we ran inshore and anchored just outside the bar that cuts off Bar
;henchman's Bay and runs oft to Bar Island.
We anchored just inside
nelits cruising like ourselves. I will state that there was only the slight
inn two hundred feet between our lengths, and several of them could
t little tcandia bodily on deck.
Three of them were the largest sized
oast

■

■

LONG PORCUPINE ISLAND.
attractive Somes sound with regret aud ran weu up into soumwest
Harbor, fully mile aud a half to windward of the sloop in whose company we had
left Bar Harbor.
We anchored and found ourselves in a goodly company of cruisers,
large and small. A little to the windward was a small schooner yacht with half a
dozen young fellows who were
apparently having a good time cruising with a professional skipper in charge.
I scornfully thought 1 had passed that stage.
We soon disposed of a
good supper, and setting out our riding-light and paying
out additional
scope on our hawser we turned in and slept the sleep of the just.
21st.
Weather clear, bright and cool.
August
Wind southwest instead of northwest, and only a little of it. I was on deck early and spliced two pieces of new line
I had aboard with a long splice for
weut aloft and spliced in the end
ami
jib halyards,
to the strap of the block and rove them off.
Then came breakfast, and then a trip
ashore for fresh cream aud
eggs, which we bought from first hands, without paying
the ruinous Bar Harbor
prices. About 10 A. m. we got under way and stood out of
the harbor with a fresh southwest
wind, between Great Cranberry Island and Mt.
Desert Island, for the spindle on Bunker's Ledge, and were soon on rolling open water
We tacked off this spindle and stood for Bass Harbor Head Light, and passed
again.
the bar at the head and stood over
by the wind across Blue Hill Bay for the triangle
on Ship and
Barge Ledge, as we intended to go through Casco Pass and Deer Island
Thoroughfare instead of returning through Eggemoggin Beach.
It was a case of a long leg and a short one all that
day till we got to Deer Island
Thoroughfare, ns the wind was just a little t >o far to the west of south to allow us to
fetch on our course. As we beat
through 'asco Pass we took in our dying-jib and
furled it.
lu Jericho Bay we found such a sea on aud the breeze freshened so as to
rttake the yacht lie down and wallow.
So we hove to off Egg Bock Beacon and reefed
without lowering away entirely.
It was a case of pull-and-be-hanged, but the earing
once out I soon had the
tack-lashing and points knotted, and we laid our course by
chart and compass for Shabby Island. The mass of low lying islands looked for all
tlie world like a solid island, and only by the chart and compass could I lay my course
from Deer Island Thoroughfare. Tilts is not a
pleasant place to beat through. There
are far too
many half-tide locks and ledges scattered through it to be agreeable to
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Bismarck's
(From

farewell to the

Bismarck

i:.

press.

Caricature.*’)

jjSi

that it was the first to bring the three
hairs into prominence, and to make them
characteristic of the man.
From that
time the three hairs have been associated
with his caricatures, says
Henry W.
Fischer, in “Bismarck in Caricature,” in
Harper’s Weekly for August 13, and his
retirement from public life in 1890, was
shown by an affecting cartoon, where the
great ex-chancellor, grip-sack in hand,
and his famous dog at his side, is about
to say farewell to the
public press
forever.
He hesitates at the doorway,
and returns to the comic editor the three
hairs, saying that, as he has no further
use for them, the cartoonist had better
keep them for a memento.
sou
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Columbus discovered America
but
I have discovered BATTLE AX!
—

There is a satisfied
glad I've got it expression
the faces of all who discover the rich quality of
—

—

on

BatUeAKfe
PLUG
It is

an

admirable chew fit for

In no other way can you get
for 10 cents.
tobacco

as

large

an

Admiral.
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you buy again.
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sions, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, ex
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box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.
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NOTICE.

Notice of Foreclosure.
iiowevei, we were quite as important in our own eyes as they
:
enjoyed ourselves more.
:
we decided to get inside the harbor near to the
regular wharf landthe choice of going between Burnt Porcupine and Sheep Porcupine
is
tlie
channel
from
Frenchman’s
regular ship
passage
Bay, and of
Bai Island and Sheep Porcupine Island, where there is only eight feet
v tide.
It was now’ high water, so we decided on the latter and made
and on in the fog, which now shut down thick, till wTe could stand
mate took the wheel and I hove the lead and got first about five
lour, and just on the bar, three fathoms, and then the water deepened
had passed between the tw’o islands, that could scarcely be seen
o il of fog, into the hirbor.
We glided on, seeing nothing as first but
rocky sides of Bar Island; but hearing all around the sound of fog
n amers and bells and horns on coasters
warning any craft that might try
iog, we crept into the fringe of a wilderness of sloops and schooners,
1: book and went ashore at this famous
watering place. Everything wTas
bly and gloomy looking. After sundry purchases we weut aboard and
bat as the fog was so thick and damp we set our riding light, locked up,
to spend the night at the Marlborough Hotel.
The next morning the
bright and changed the whole prospect. We hired a rig and drove all
e, back through the hills and along the Atlantic drive, seeing many of
We realized how very beautiful the natural
-pots so ofteu described.
recognized the red cliffs, white foam and blue sea of many a marine

f

stranger beating through with keel

T-HERE AS, CORA YEATON
tlie County <4 Waldo and

<-f Isles!.. r... in
State of Maine,
and JOHN R. YEATON, husband of said Cora
Yeaton, by their mortgage deed dated the twentythird day of May.A.D. lSlMt. and recorded in WuIdRegistry of Deeds, Book 247, Pane 144, coineyeit
to me. the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel ot'
real estate situate in said Islesboro, bounded ami
described as follows, to wit: Boumled ea-t b>
and formerly occupied by Milton \\ hit. -ud.: n
tlie west by tlie school house lot; on the -nth I y
the town road, and on the nort h hv land of Angustine H. Parker, being tin* same real estate ronveyed to said Cora Yeaton by Augustine 11
Parker by deed dated November 22. 1898. and
recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 288.
Page 491, and being the same premises occupied
by said Cora Yeaton and John R. Yeaton. as a
homestead at the date of said mortgage, containing one fourth of an acre; and whereas, the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now
therefore, by reason ot the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twentieth uav of Julv. A. D. 1898.
HERBERT E. KNOWLT‘'N.
3w32

feet under water.
However, with the
careful mate at the chart for six hours at a stietch, and a few buoys, we got along till
about 4 p. m., when we both agreed we wer. ravenous, and we ran into a little cove at
lluss Island, and anchored only : ~>0 feet from the granite shore. The hook went down
a
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o'clock

we

foraged and

sent

our

supplies

to

the boat

landing,

and after

is due not only to the originality and
the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
BLUE BILL BAY LIGHT.
manufactured by scientific processes
on a flat rock and scraped
along some distance before it caught—on some projection,
known to the California Fig Syrup
I suppose.
These islands are a solid mass of pink granite with a little earth on top
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
growing a few stunted spruces. The shore was very steep and the granite schooners
all the importance of purchasing the
haul right ’longside, and the big derricks load them without aid of wharves.
true and original remedy. As the
We stopped only three-quarters of an hour altogether, and had a square meal, and
genuine Syrup oi Figs is manufactured
best of all a couple of cups of fine coffee.
After worrying the anchor a little, and
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
filling first one way and then the other, l got it clear of the rocks on bottom and we
stood along past a quaint village on Deer Isle—perhaps where Hank Half got some of
only, a knowledge of that fact will
his lusty crew of Deer Isle boys for the Defender.
assist one in avoiding the worthless
That is the most rock-bound hole
I ever went through, and wfe had so little room that we no sooner had jib sheets trimimitations manufactured by other parmed down than it was “ready about,” “hard lee,” for the next tack. We stood withiu
ties. The high standing of the Calia hundred feet of the granite on one side of the channel, and had just time to shake
fornia Fig Syrup Co. with the mediout the reef in the mainsail before we reached the other side of this rock-walled
cal profession, and the satisfaction
canal. Then we saw a stick with a shingle across it showing above the water a little
which the genuine Syrup of Figs lias
to one side of the channel.
We asked a couple of boys in a wherry what it was. -a'
given to millions of families, makes
A big three-masted
“That’s a wrack!” they called as we tacked just short of it.
the name of the Company a guaranty
schooner was coming iu before the wind “winged out.” and just as we reached this
of the excellence of its remedy. It is
She went as near the wreck as she
narrowest part of the channel we had to pass her.
far in advance of all other laxatives,
dared and we just cleared the end of her big main b>>om to port and had only about
as it acts'on the kidneys, liver and
fifty feet between us and a black buoy on a ledge to starboard. We luffed under the
bowels without irritating or weakenstern of the schooner and made a short hitch and then stood out past Deer Isle Light.
ing them, and it does not gripe nor
Then, at last, we started sheet and kept off across East Penobscot Bay for the northeast end of North Haven.
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
It was now about six o’clock in the eveniug and we were anxious to get out clear
effects, please remember the name of
around
that
before
it
of the small islands and ledges clustering
shore,
got entirely
the Company
dark. So I set the flying jib, and though she roiled pretty well down she tore through
the long roll that was heaving in from the opeu Atlantic. We ran to leeward of Sheep
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
Island, to windward of Bald Island and to leeward of Oak Island and Spoon Ledge, which
SAN FRANCISCO, Cal.
Remarkable to state, its
latter stood out black and ragged against the twilight sky.
WWST11LE. K,.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
shape is somewhat like a ladle or big spoon. It seemed a long time before we weatherwater.
It
was
now
and
as
was
there
ed Compass Island and got clear into open
dark,
no moon and few stars visible, we should not have dared to run home in the night had
we not been familiar with the waters and rocks of Islesborough and West Penobscot
Recommend as the BEST
DB. KING’S
Bay. We had a good stretch of the East Penobscot Bay yet, across to the southern
Star Crown Brand
end of Islesborough.
I set my side lights, while the mate steered by the compass and
Before the last faint light
the peak of Mt. Megunticook of the Camden mountains.
the
on
mainland
of evening faded I had selected a peak
right over Job’s Island, and
I
Immediate relief, no danger, no pain.
we laid our course for that so that we could make the high side of that island and not
Used for year* by leading *peciali*t*. juunareu* oi «■«*•
monlula- A trial will convince you o flheir intrinsic valw
we could see it.
We
made
it
and
off
before
ashore
on
low
anc
kept square
go
any
point
in cate of suppression. Send ten cent* for sample
book. All Druggist* or by mail $1.50 box.
In some
before the wind for the channel between Job’s Island and Islesborough.
MNB MEDICINE CO., dox 1930. BOSTON, MASS.
places this channel itself is only about a hundred feet wide, but the expanse of water
is about half a mile wide. I laid out on the end of the bowsprit, with the mate at the
wheel, and dimly, very dimly, made out familiar landmarks, and finally we got into
the broader channel and soon hauled to around Spruce Island for Gilkey’s Light, and
then slid out into our bay—the beautiful West Penobscot. We now thought our
troubles were over, but a couple of miles from home the wind dropped altogether.
I got out
We were very tired with our hard day’s work, and this made us disgusted.
effectual remedy made is
in the tender and towed for half an hour.
Then—oh, joy!—a good breeze sprang up,
Isola
Bella, where we rounded to at the mooring
and we soon were in the shadow of
and
fell
astern,
picked up our home mooring. Hastily
at 10.15 p. m., dropped anchor,
In aae 48 years. Me. Aak your Druggist for It.
throwing a few stops around the bunched up sails, we rowed ashore and our cruise of
Or. J. P. TRUK * CO., Anbnrn. M«.
—

AMERICA, EUGEMOGGIX REACH.

btjj.j
ii;

hr-St

V,
b,

bit
lov.

i-iit

it in

‘'
took them aboard and had dinner, our duck forming the piece de rehe harbor was aiive with craft of nearly every
description—many finer
their paint and brasswork shining in the sun, dingy coasters, and two or
vessels, including the battleship Indiana. Near us lay the steam yacht
1
beautiful schooner Mon Reve, and the America, all hailing from Bos"ere soon
underway, the mate at the wheel till I got the anchor on the bow.
,li the
yacht and ran her through the fieet, while the mate had her camera

111,1 Kot
some fairly
“lit between
Long
K
lore t0 the westward

good photos.

I!j

Porcupine and Bald Porcupine Islands, and headed
for Southwest Harbor.

Once outside

we were

rather

ground swell, which ran fifteen feet high and about fifty feet long,
,‘r l*,e
’/ °ur careful estimate. We went out in company with another yacht about

';1 *11,

and when

we were

both in the trough of the

sea we

could iust

see

her

’’“ik of her mainsail.
As this other boat did not measure
ten feet
6retii*,'lie
11
it
duty to beat her. I swayed up all the halyards,
Miii!’ i"1',:l' kled theconsidered
and
it
the
down
the
I
halyards,
flying
stay and
jib parted
itoi,-,
Pit- (llrwd. Then I set the flying jib. We passed the Thrum Cap outside, and
“uutside
all
reefs that
smother of breakers and foam.
over

we

our

came

a

8

number of bad

were

a

day
u,rue's lhat
wind, and

were beautiful, as the sea was heaving in directly against the
as it broke over a ledge the wind made the most feathery
*'at lau to windwind with the rollers. The Mt: Desert coast is familiar
nearly
<
Worthtei? one> an,l I will not attempt to describe it. To me that afternoon sail
btL„ Koing a long distance for—and I shall cruise that way again as soon as I

v-

iQ’Portnnity.
°°" cut the reefs in the mainsail off

Otter

Cliff,

and soon made

a

bitch in-

The subscriber desires
that he has leased the

LADIES

PENNYROYAL PILES.

[WORMS
TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR

seven

days

was

over.

t

ini',

in

the

public

HOTEL MAINE
of Freedom and the

same

has been recently and

thoroughly renovated, and has been refurnished
with new furniture, and he fee!- confident the
high reputation this Hotel has sustained in the
past will he maintained in the future.
The traveling public and tourists will find here
everything which can contribute t" their comfort
and happiness. Taose who desire to take a summer vacation will find this place one of the most
pleasant and delightful villages in the interior of
Waldo county. There is good t.-hing on the lake
a short distance from the village ami
perhaps the
best trout fishing in the gravelly lomks which,
abound in this section that can be found any
where this side of Aroostook county

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS
simplicity of

already effected.

Consultation and examination tree

SS88SSS8SSSSSSS88

•adits.
mt

cures

(•

1

Sanitarium

invited to call and investi-

Over 1-V>00

break the habit!

Where the demon which controls him can (•
be overcome by the Sprinckk Method, (•
and the appetite permanently removed.

g

cure

case we

plete.

Tell him of the

S

a

accept for treatment, and
money is required until cure is com-

every

uo

ap- (•

petite for Liquor or Mor- jl*
phine, who has tried and (•
failed

Method.

Xo cutting oj>eration,
no detention from daily

Notice of Foreclosure.

Now let
ami

WILBERT CLARK of Belmont, m
the Count} of Waldo and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the thirteenth day of
September, A. D. 1895, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 241, Page 424, conveyed
to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of
land, situate in said Belmont, and being the same
land conveyed to him, the said Wilbert Clark by
Amelia A. Clark,by her deed dated duly 13.1893.
and recorded in Waldo Registry <>t Deeds. Book
238, Page 249, to which deed and record reference
may be had for a particular description, and being
tne same real estate occupied by said Wilbert Clark
prior to .July 5, 1895. ami on which the buildings
were destroyed on that day by lire; and whereas,
the condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason of tin* breach ol tin* condition thereof, claim a foreclosure of said mort-

WHEREAS,

come

me
see

say to the old patrons of this Hotel,
if Hotel Maine does not still set a

good table, have clean beds and give you
ils treatment.

Coni

and

counc-

see.

WILLARD W. RICH, Proprietor.

THE SPORTSMAN'S JOURNAL

Dated this twentieth day of duly, A. I». 1898.
1 ERBERT E. K NO WLT< >N.
3W32

Notice of Foreclosure.

Dog
Trap and
Target
Yachting
Shooting
Canoeing
Stream i a beautifully illusNature

Hunting
Camping

WHEREAS, LI Li.A M. CLARK of Belmont, in
W the Countv of Waldo and State «>t Maim*,
and WILBERT CLARK, husband ol .-aid Lilia M.
Clark, by their mortgage deed dated the thirteenth
day of September, A. D. 1895, and recorded in
Waldo Registry <>i Deeds, Book 241, Page 423.
conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or
parcel of real estate situate in said Belmont, on
the road leading from Belfast to Lincolnville. bring the same real estate conveyed to said Lilia M.
Clark by Martha E. McGinnis, by her deed dated
duly 28, 1895, and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 243, Page 478, and being the same
premises on which said Lilia M. Clark and Wilbeit
Clark lived at the date of said mortgage, said to
contain about thirty acres; reference may be had
to said deed for further description ; and whereas,
the condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this twentieth day of Julv, A. I). 1898.
HERBERT E. KNOWLTON.
3w32

The

Fishing

Travel
Adventure

Forest a\t>
trated journal, devoted t» the spoits of the
field ami the eiKMurayini; in men and women
«if a Inalthy inteiest in outdoor recreation.
Weekly, 33 pages; terms, $4 per year; $2 (or
six month'. i-> cents a copy. Sample free.
We are the largest American publishers of
works on outdoor sports. Send for our tree illustrated catalogue of books.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
34O Broadway, New \ ork.

Newton S. Lord & Co.
SAIL MAKERS.

TO COW-BOYS AND BICYCLERS

And Successors

All persons are hereby forbidden driving cows
other animals or riding bicycles upon the side
walks of the eit\ of Belfast. The law's in rela
tion tothese offences will be rigidlv enforced.
WM. H. SANBORN, City Marshal.

to

J. W. Frederick!#: Co.,

as

or

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

Belfast, July 19,1898.—tf29

AND DEALERS IN

SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.
Notice having been given that deposit book N<
1315, issued by the Searsport Savings Bank, ha
been lost and application having been made for
duplicate book, is advertised according to law.
Searsport, August 9,1898.
CHAS. F. GORDON, Treas.
3w32

Tents, Awnings, Cart Covers,

[

Duck, Cordage, Paints, die.

No. 13

Front St.,

Bslfnst, Bin

~

SEARSPORT
Capt.

Mr. E. R. Moore and wife of Belfast visited
at this place last Sunday.

LOCALS.

Ross returned from New York

A. M.

There will be

last week.

Sept.

a

in town

Stinson and wife attended the reunion
of the 2dth Maine at Winterport last week.

Ruunells of Newhuryport, Mass., is
visiting his parents.

Ward family will hold a reunion at
the Grange Hall in North Searsport Aug.
29tli.

Grinnell of Camden

Wil istou

was

A.

Tuesday.
W. F.

Herrin and wife of Boston
ing friends in town.
Carl

are

The

visit-

Mrs. Evelyn Clark of Stockton and Mrs.
Clark of Frankfort visited at A. Stinson's

The Woman's Missionary meeting will be
lield Friday as usual.
Walker of Winterport

Miss Ada I..

last.

Wellman Moulton and wife have left
this place for Eddington, where they have

guest of Mrs. Hopkins.
Hon. D. W. Mortland of Rockland spent
Sunday at his old home.

bought

F.

\V

Treat and sou Charles
at Searsmout.

Seavey,

Havener of Worcester, Mass., joined
his wife and family here Sunday.
C.

L

Mr. arid Mrs. T. Parsons and

spending

are

several weeks in

We

She

town.

Martha M

Mrs.

by

steamer

Me.rithevv
Warren
Penobscot Sunday.

Lancaster left for
take

command

Winterport

ship

Bu.movi.

Sachem.
W

monr

Wright and

II.

Crockett and wife
short stay.

are

wife
at T.

recent arrivals in

town

and

ere

at

the

Charles Barney and wife of Everett. Mass.,
Tuesday and will spend several

arrived

in

town.

a

naval

cadet,

George

and wife of Dixfield are
paying their annual visit to Mr. Merrill's
mother, and will remain several weeks.
Hutchinson of Boston are
the guests of Miss Sarah Pray, and are much
pleased with Searsport and its surroundings.
C.

Mrs

Treat has

F.

secured

the

S. E. French is

exclusive

weeks

with

Mr.

spending

and is
at the

several

and Mrs.

Desire, daughter of H. H. Granted Port
spending her vacation with her
grandmother, Mrs. H H. McGilvery. Her
grandson, William McGilvery of East Bostoij. »s also making her a visit.
Eugene Merrill of Portland is here for the
purpose ( attending the reunion d the i'.'th
id g-.ment, which
Mrs

came

are

off at Belfast

spending

a

at

Mass.

young ladies gave a very pleasant
social and dance at G. A R. Hail
Tuesday
evening. About twenty ecuples were present. The
j’oung gentleman present enj. veil
so much that
be repeated soon.

affair

may

hev

are

hoping

Ha? butt will
copy bis pulpit
the Congregational church next Sunday.
In the evening Mr. Harbut: proposes to
give
the fharacter sketches of the war with
appropriate music. This no doubt will be a
entertain-ng

Rev. T. R.

will in

service.

trips to ••amp-meeting

adilit.on to regul

ar

schedule make

trip today,Thursday, leaving.Searsport at d p*. m returning- will leave Camp
Ground about 10 f m. for Searsport via
extra

Belfast the Castine will

also continue her
regular trif Sunday Aug 28 leaving Searsport about > a m returning about 5.
The game of ball between the local nine
ami that from Stockton Springs on
Tuesday

the most interesting played
here this season. The game resulted in a
victory for our boys, with a score of live to
last

was ore

two. In ti

<-f

seventh

inning Dr. Flint retired
from first base, his place being filled by F.
Nichols, centre field being played by C. Nichols for the rest of the game. The features of
the game were two beautiful catches of riies
by Curtis and C. Nichols, and the batting of
Dow and Curtis.
e

Rev. B. B. Merrill of Brewer preached at
the Cong’l Church Sunday morning, and
assisted by Rev. J. E. Adams and Rev.
Harbutt.
The three pastors have,
occupied the pulpit at this church for the
past thirty years or more. Rev. A. J. Rackhff delivered a very fine adc ress in the evening to a large audience. Our attention was
called to the fact that at the morning service
was

R. G.

five

clergymen

present; namely, Rev.
B. B. Merrill
of Brewer, Rev. J. K. Richardson of Brockton, Mass., Rev. A. J, Rackliff of Hudson,
Mass., and Rev. R. G. Harbutt, Pastor of
the church.
J. E. Adams of

were

Bangor, Rev.

The excursion to

Castine, Friday, unforreal stormy day for

tunately hit the. only

the last two weeks ; but notwithstanding the
threatening weather about seventy took the
chances and were received by our Castiue
friends with open doors.
Odd Fellows’
Hall and dining room were thrown open,
ami as the rain after dinner drove many of
the excursionists indoors a very pleasant
afternoon was spent there. Others visited
friends, and quite a delegation were very
pleasantly entertained by Col. Bolan at his
The party was
beautiful villa Agoucy.
given the entire freedom of the house with
the privilege of examining the museum of
rare collections which the colonel has secured in his extensive travels. The ladies
of the colonel’s household vied with each
other in the entertainment of the younger
portion of the party and succeeded so well
that it does one good to hear the little folks
tell of it. The program for the next excursion is to visit Camden, with the privilege
of going to Rockport, Rockland and Thomas ton by the electrics, with a visit to the
State Prison.
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Patch and wife of South Brooks
visited A. Stinson last week.
Ezra

to

Lorenzo Jones and wife made
North Searsport last week.

a

short visit

Edward Evans is iu Portland at-

week-James Austin
of the
week-Mrs. Lizzie Gay has returned to
her home in South China-Farmers have
had a hard time getting grain; so many
showers
and so little sunshine_Late
visited in town last

South China

was

planted

potatoes

weather

continues

in town the first

rusting

are

and

if

the

they will
beginning to ripen,

unfavorable

probably rot. .Plums are
and the yield will be above the

Susie Gordon,

camp

uroumi-Mrs.

and

Aug. 17

a

ortme.... several or our

|

j

were

Ht-

j

week.

full of boarders..

I)r.

!

hall,

young peo-

Philip H Greeley and wife of Farming
ui visited relatives in town hist week
W. G.Fuller and family, who have been stopi,ust Saturday Miss
Ruth Marden invited
ping at Wiudermere Park for some time, i friends to
help celebrate her seventh birtlihave returned to their home in Pittsfield, I day. The guest of honor was her
little cousin
R' by Gray, aged • months.
They were etiThey have rented both of their cottages..
tertained with boating, games,' etc.
Ice
Mrs. A. K. Myrick is very poorly and is micream and cake were served, and as one «>f
able to go out-Miss Mary HiF. of Concord, I the little girls said “such
nice ice cream!”
M i.\ little Ruth enjoy
N. H., is the guest of Miss AbViie Tozier
many more such liappy days....Mrs. Maria Goodhue invited in
went
from
a
number
here
to
the
trot
Quite
friends Thursday evening to
enjoy the unat Pittsfield and came home in a rain storm.
folding of a night-blooming eereus." The bloswas perfect an.1
very large_Rev. C.
Troy. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Shaw, Mr. som^
U. Kirkland of Bangor held services at the
Joseph FernaM and Milton Carlton atteud- church last Sunday evening_Willie Alien
of Chelsea, Mass., is in town.... Walter
ed the reunion of the 2(>th Maine Ilegt. in
Nickerson has returned from visiting friends
Winterport anil report a very pleasant time. |I in Bradford.... A. I\
Mudgett has returned
Luna Ferguson and Katrina from Bangor.... Frank Nickerson of Everett
...Misses
is visiting friends in town. ..Miss
Marion
visited
friends
in
Waldo
last
SaturHarding
Nickerson has gone to visit friends in Bar
day and Sunday. Monday they went to Harbor.... Several
of our people attended
North port for a day. They will return to the birthday party of Miss Florence Cole at
Farmington next Monday to resume their Gape Jellison last Monday. A clambake
was furnished for about 50
There
studies in the Normal
Dr.

|

j

yvere

numerous

presents.

A

people.

silver

t

*

!
|

...

#

Lowest Cash Prices

I

*
1

*

STILL CONTINUE AT

BAILEY’S,
|

l

52 Main

Street,

Belfast

•

♦

_

^►ALL KINDS OF HARDWARE.

*

NEWS.

R. H.

^

Sch

Emma

W

S<'h

COOMBS&SON

LEADERS I INI LOW PRICES

Day, Crockett,

We wish to call

Ht„e“oour Cottage Furniture

Twilight, Thorndike, Rock-

Piazza Chairs and

Rockers

Beds. Mattresses

AMERICAN PORTS.

the

The hotel is

out

Sch Adella Corson. Wheaton,
Aug
Suffolk, Va.; Fannie *!<; Edith, Ryder, Boston; Morning Star, Hawes, Bangor.

who
assisted
him in the work
The
officers are as follows: F. Iv. Roberts, (
C. ; F. W
C
M
M
Pingree.V
;
Colson, !'
R
E Webber, M of W; Herbert J
Smith
M. at A..M.J I)ow,M of E;Geo p,. R hierts
M of F; E. (’
Holbrook, K of R & S. ; L.
W Cook I G ; Smith, O. G
C
W JennC
t
-A. B
ings P
Stuntmi, who is
traveling for a fertilizer company, came home
Mr. and Mrs
Reuel Berry had a little to visit his family last Sunday \ Mrs. T. A
Eiliott accompanied her husband on his last
stranger come to their home the 20th. It
business trip, visiting many places of interest
s a girl.
.Prof. Lothrop of Pittsfield was
to her... .Rev.
F
S Dolliff and wife yvill
'he guest ..f J. R. Libby, Sunday... .Clair
hold their wedding reception at the parsonm Jackson afternoon and
age
our
new
is
a
evening Fi day
;
doctor,
Whitney,
having quite
It is expected there will he a
Sept _nd
practice.... Flora Watson returned from

Skowhegau

run

«

New York, Aug lb.
Ar, schs Gen Adelbert Ames, Susie P Oliver, Maud Briggs.
Bangor; Helen, Batcbelder, Rockland; sld,
schs Jessie Lena, Boston; Rabboni, Salem
17, ar, schs Lunet, Bangor; Post Boy, do; 18,
ar, seii Emma S Briggs, Osborne, Kennebec;
sld, schs Henry K Tilton, Boston; Electa
Bailey, Weehawkenfor Brewer; Id, sld, sch
Puritan, Georgetown, D C; passed Hell
Gate, schs Abraham Richardson, Port Liberty for Bangor; Jennie G Piilsbury, do, fur
Searsport; 21, sld, sch Melissa Willey. Fortress Monroe ; 22, ar, sclis Sallie I’On.Carrabelle, Fla.; Henry Whitney, Bluehill.
Boston, Aug 18. Sld, sch Henry Clausen,
Jr, Bath 20, ar,sch Jessie Lena, Devereaux,
Elizabethport; 20, sld, sch R F Pettigrew,
Kennebec and Baltimore ; 21, ar, sch Methebesec, Snow, Rirhmoud, Va; sld, sell George
V Jordan, Buenos Ayres; 22, ar, bark Olive
Thurlow, Pensacola; sell Henry R. Tilton,
Ranlett, New York.
Philadelphia, Aug 18. Chi Joel F Sheppard, Carter, East Braintree ; Id, ar,sch Eliza
J Pendleton, Fletcher, Bath.
Baltimore, Aug 18. Ar, bark Josephine,
McCiean, Punta Gorda; eld, seh Leander V
i-aw, make,

Many

mam

pickle-jar, nut picks, gold brooch set with
brilliauts, and a china oatmeal set were
among the nicest and most useful. Florence
and the genial doctor enjoy company and
spare no pains to make it pleasant for them.
Fresh water bathers found that salt water
gave them the shivers-Our Sundav school
is indebted to H. E. Greeley of Bar Harbo r
for five dollars. Although it is seldom tnat
he can be with us Mr. G. shows in this
way
an active interest in the school of which lie
was a member for so
many years_Comet
Grange indulged in ice cream and cake last
Monday evening.,. .The Sunday school
memorial services last Sunday were
impressive as usual. Never before has there been
such an abundance of beautiful dowers.
After the dowers had been distributed
by
the school Fred Cunningham
dropped a
water lily upon every grave which had not
had a Moral tribute. Just before
leaving the
cemetery the school gathered about the
grave "f Mrs. Eieazer Nickerson (the only
one called away since last Memorial
day)
and sang “Sister thou wast mild and lovely." The following poem was written for
the occasion by Mrs. Martha M, Nickerson

others from 95c. to $2 50.

Hammocks and Hammock
;

•'Hooks of all kinds and prices

quet Sets only 95c.
Have got

a

tresh lot of

35c. OAK TABLES.

EOR VO UR TRADE
WITH LOW PRICES..
and carefully attended to,
Stock always complete.
Services the best and jtrices the loo

IlftinCDTA 1/ 11| ft promptly

UllUCn I MMnU

FINE CRUISING YACHT EAGLE FOR SALK
Thirtv feet Imiir. 2 laree cabins, best ->f tittincs, new hair start. ■;
Everything in first-class condition.

for Boston.

Hong Kong. Aug

20.

Ar, ship Josephus,

New York.

Hiogo, Aug (not July ) Is. Ar, ship, St.
Paul, Treat, Philadelphia fur Hong Kong,
&c.
(The report of her sailing from Hiogo
Aug 17 for Philadelphia was an error.)
MARINE

She

launched

a-lii.-ir-

R.H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 Mr; I
Regimental Reunions.
The animal reunion "f the 2-Uh M line held
in Lewiston Aug. l.vh whs attended by
i1it*ut so members. The following nr -rs
tier P'lSwere elected: President, (’• m in n
-p*
sel of Farmington, Me vice pres:dent,
••'resVaughan of F«»x» roft, Me s< ••,.nd
Mas-.
Fail
of
C.
S.
Smith
River,
ident,
The 20th Maine P giuient Asso. it.m w
hold its reunion at Riverton, A igus: Nlrh.
Among ..those expected to be preseut are
General A. Aim-, the first, -oicnei "f the
regiment, wlio lias just "me north from toe
Santiago campaign, Major Genera: I L.
Chamberlain, General Ems Spear tnd Cap.
Prince ,'f Washington.
The annual reunion of tin- 17th Maine lb gimental Association was held a* Peak's Island, Aug 18th. Tl reunion was ittei led
go m
by about 7'1 members, ami there was
attendance of cubes. The fo 'wing w- re
W.
C.
elected officers:
President, Sergt
vice
Pr.-su lent-,
Richardson, Portland:
and
Lieut. E. 1> Duncan, Rochester, N H
Newton Wli'te, <> d Orchard sec; ctarv .arid
treasurer, George O. D. Soule, Port.and :
directors, ('apt. George W.Verrii ind Ah.
W. Roberts. Portland. G*m G. W.
West, Athol. Mass John Hab-v Sae.. M.
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We have the latest

Try

many.

me,

They
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'Charles

Poor
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BORN

Ar, seh Taiofa,
(iuautanamo, Aug 11
Fletcher, Norfolk.
Campbeiton, N B, Aug 14. Sld, bark Annie
Lewis, Park, Buenos Ayres.
In port bark WilTurks Island, Aug Id.
sell Edward
lard Mudgett,
for Boston:
Pierre Mart (ar
from
St
Stewart, Mareyes
11th) for Vineyard Haven for orders (and
sld Aug 10 for Camden and Bangori ; lb, ar,
seh Nimbus, Bryant, Buenos Ayres, to load

was

VERY

THE

FOREIGN PORTS.

New

a set

\VK ARE BIDDING

Amboy.

Launched.

Rep

iveuueuee.

tioii. Now York; Hattie McG Buck, Chandler, h>: 21, ur.seh Maud Snare, Lowell, Port
Heading; Susan N Pickering. Haskell, Boston;
sld, sehs Maggie Muivey and Lizzie
Lane, New York; 22, ar, sell Willie L N't wton, Boston sld, sehs Annie P Chase, Ellis,
Now York; Copy, Charity and Onward,
Pe ston ; Josie Honk, Beverly; 2d, id, seh
M try Ann McCann, Cates, Bridgeport
Port Heading, N. -J., Aug. Id.
Old, seh A
W Edis, Ryder, Portsmouth. N IL
Young Brothers,
j Bath, Aug l'' Sld, sehsehs
\\ m H. Sum| Washington, 1> C : 20. ar,
I i.er, Pendleton, Boston W E Downes, Haskell, Washington.
Ar, seh CharBrunswick, Ga., Aug. is
lotte T Sibley, Coombs, Portland.
Perth Amboy, Aug. D
Shi. sehs Harriet
S Brooks and Kit Carson, Bangor 21, sld,
seh Cora Green, Kendall, Bangor.
Saco, Me., Aug is. Ar. sehs John I Snow,
New Cork : Sarah L Davis, do.
C
Ar, si 1;
Washington, D
Aug 17
Celia F.. West, Bangor.
Ar, sell Star
Fernaiiiiina, Fla., Aug. 20
of the Sea, Hopkins, Baltimore 20, eld, seh
i Edward H Blake, Smith, New York.
Cld. seh
Punta Gorda, Fla., Aug. 21.
Isaiah Hart, Williams, Baltimore.
Salem, Aug. 20. Ar, seh Rihhoni, Lor i,
Perth

o<

98c.

Beebe, Daniels, Boston; 20, ehl, sell Lyman
->i

Pillows

and

The Rocker shown in fhis cut

ple joined the excursion to Xortkport last
Portland, Aug IT. Ar, seh I) il Hirers,
Misses Sprague of Rockland are visiting Sunday... .Shadrack Hall and sons have the
Coleord, Baltimore.
A.
B. Card house well along and it is now
Mr. and Mrs. Simmons-Mr. Will Langell
Ar, seh Lillian, Grindie,
Bangor, Aug Id
being plastered.... James Jewell >s putting Bever y. Maggie Muivey. Islesboro; sid,
of Boston visited fi iends here recently_
the iuside finish on to the Sargent house
sell Celia F, West, Philadelphia; Sadie CoMrs. Lois Littlefield of Milford, Mass., is in and it will soon be ready for occupancy.
rey, Lowe, New York; lb, ar, sehs George
F. H. Weii li of Belfast. District
town... Mr. and Mrs Horace Brown have
Deputy,
Cobb, New York; Nat Ayer, Hodginstalled the officers of Golden Cr- wti lodge, Gurney,
sld, seh Isaiah Iv Stetson,Trask,
kins,Boston,
in
to
returned
their home
Lawrence, Mass.
iv. of P
last week.
Hr was accompanied
Philadelphia; IV), sld. sell Yale, Coombs, New
by Win. A Kimball and Hiram Michaels, York; 20, sld, sehs Hattie M Howes, HodgUnity
Mr. and Mrs
F. I,. Ames of

Palermo. The burial services of B. F. !
Thaxter who died at Knox, Me., were held i
at the M. E. church Aug. 1«th.
The deceased was the husband of Susan Thaxter of
Boston formerly of this place, daughter of
the late Albra Marden of this town and
granddaughter of Deacon Stephen Marden
of Chester, X
H., who settled on Marden
School_ Rev. J. C
Hill in Palermo in 1792. He was a son of
Stephen Marden, who was born in Rye, N. Lamb ami family have gone to Northport to,
H., in 1730. The funeral address was by attend the animal campmeeting-Misses
Bessie and Helen Weymouth are in NorthRev. T. R. Pentecost of Montville. Those
from abroad were Mrs. Susan Thaxter, Mrs. purl for a few days-Miss Florence Cilley
of Augusta is visiting relatives in town_
Paul Klein of Massachusetts, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.M. F. Leathers went to Brooks last
Frank W. Marden of Somerville,
Mass.,
to visit her niece, Miss Edith L.
Saturday
Mrs. Lena Jones, Mrs. Lilia
and
Crosby
Forbes, who is very sick_Miss Jennie
Mr. E. F. Marden anil wife of Fairfield, Me.
Ward is visiting relatives in Peabody and
There w- re many flowers as emblems of
Boston, Mass-Arthur Woodard, who has
love for the departed one. A floral pillow
been in town for a number of months, has
had the w< rd Husband, and there was a
returned to his home in Auburn_Miss
orescent of roses, ferns,carnations and
pinks.
Faustina Whitaker will give a lawn party
The, body was embalmed and laid
away to
at her home Wednesday evening, Aug. 31th ;
rest in the cemetery at North Palermo.
if stormy on that day it will be given on
Appropriate selections were sung by the
choir. The organ was played by Ella Groat the following Friday evening-Rev. A.
Wood has gone to Northport for the week.
of Boston.Rev. E. Judson Hatch of
Wheeloek, Vermont, preached at the BapMonroe. As Miss Linda Chase was drivtist church last Sunday and gave a lecture
ing by Mr. Elijah Ritchie’s house Sunday
in the evening-The Methodist
Sunday evening her horse was frightened at a sleigh
school picnic at Trout Pond was a grand
by the side of the road and ran away .throwevent, and the sale of cake and ice cream
ing her younger brother out. Miss Chase,
netted 812.(58 towards a new church bell_
who is only 17 years old, did not let go of
Mrs. Emma Whitaker and sister visited
the horse but held on, and although she was
their cousin, Mrs. Hannah Cain, last week.
thrown out and her clothes badly torn and
Sandypoint. Mr. and Mrs. Jolm Little- her twatch broken she finally succeeded in
tield of Brewer have been visiting relatives stoppiug the horse. It was very fortunate
that neither of the occupants of the carriage
here several days.Eugene Danforth of
Birchville spent last Sunday with F. F. Per- was hurt-Quarterly meetiug will be held
kins-Misses Kate and Alice McKeag and
at the Monroe Centre Church Sept. 2d, 31
Susie Bennett of New York are at the Mc- and 1th. Rev. Mr. Whitcomb will be present
Keag cottage for their vacation_Mrs Ollie during the meeting.... Mrs. Edwin Jenkins
Bond and son Sidney are visiting here for a
is visiting relatives in Rockland and Cushweek-Alfred Black was called home from ing for two weeks.Mrs. Frauklin Chase
has returned from a week's visit to her sisBoston last week by the serious illness of
his little daughter Mabel, who at this writter in Alton—who is an invalid—and on the
ing is very low of spinal meningitis_Mrs. way visited relatives in Bangor and Oldtown.
Wealthy Watts visited in Belfast several _Mrs. Jennie Goodhue and two children
days last week.. Mrs. Margaret White, Mrs. from Massachusetts have been visiting her
mother, Mrs. Annie Ryder-Mr. Albert
Sarah Jordan and Mrs. Lydia Staples have
Plummer of Somerville, Mass., is visiting
been at Temple Heights to attend the meetings_Mrs. Harry Morse and two children relatives in town. He has been the guest
from Rosiudale are at J. A. Young's for sev- of Mrs. Freeman Atwood.Mrs. Annie
Couaut will entertain the church sociable
eral weeks-Mrs. Melinda Doe of Somerville is visiting her sister, Mrs. Lucinda Har- Wednesday, Aug. 31st....Mr. Melvin West
rirnan-George Ginn left last Saturday for and family from Farmington are visiting
Stoneham, Mass., where he has employment. his parents, Eli West and wife....Free
dance at Odd Fellows Hall Monday evening,
_Miss E. L. Maxfield is visiting friends in
Columbia... .Mr. and Mrs. William Wiley Aug. 29th.. ..The'remains of Hiram Parker
and daughter of Chelsea are here visiting
from Massachusetts and inrelatives.Rev. W. C. Curtis and wife of were brought
Brownville spent last week here-Rev. A. terred in Monroe cemetery last Sunday.
W. Young and wife of Oldtown have lately
An obituary will appear later....John C.
visited friends here... .Walter Rice left by
who lives in the edge of Winterport,
boat Saturday for Providence.The last Neally,
party at tne Hersey Retreat left Monday, an aged man, has been failing all summer
and after a few days the house will be closed. and is very ill... .Mrs. Pond of Bangor, who
...Mrs. FrankHarrimanand daughter Joseis visiting here, has had four nice stones
phine were in Bangor several days last week.
.There was a sociable and entertainment erected in Monroe Cemetery for her ancesat the hall Monday evening, August 22d.
tors who lay there...

i!

J

chased in order to sell what 1 have, because some
fast, and these are most essential. So until I can
customer to buy my whole stock I will continue to do business at
place, and keep such goods as may be found in any well regulate.
ware store. Do not understand that I have
gone out of business, bir
looking for HARD t^ARE remember that the
articles

20.

Wednesday evening, with a
membership of over one hundred.... Dr.
Cook is having a nice office fitted up over
post

*

announce to the
public that I have not been su
fill in my attempt to CLOSE OUT'
my i.
as I really intended
to, as more goods have to b.

t0

ven.

grange every

tne

si

Schs Lester A Lewis, Kimball,
Bangor; Maynard Sumner. Dobbin. Annapolis,»Md.; P M Bonney, Burgess, Vinalha-

and right out there iu the country, rods
away from any house, there is a' lively

the

$
J

Aug. IS.

a banquet room set their tables under
large tent aud had everything fixed up in
nice shape. The old Hubbard school house

and fitted up for

♦

land.

Thorndike last (Tuesday.

enlarged

J*

sailed.

a

been

I Vnf IVH
I WW Iwll

St

Sch Henry Crosby, Stubbs, New

Aug 25.
Boston.

having
has

I 111 I A II

ton.

..

waiter INeal anil two

children, Walter and Madeline,

in

Si

Aug 21. Schs Levi Hart, Pendleton, New
York; S L Davis, Pattershall, Saco.
Aug. 22. Sell. Lucia Porter, Farrow, Bos-

.Several of our Brooks peopie are members of Hillside grange in Thorndike and
some of them attended the County
grange
held there last week. The local grange not

average.

Waldo Centre. Mr. and Mrs. George EBickuell of Meriden, Ct..visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Freeman last week-Mr. and Mrs.
Cyrus Hadley of Massachusetts are visiting
Mr. H.'s parents-Mrs. M. E. Luce of
Merrimac, Mass., attended the funeral of
Mr. Isaac Burns last week. She is stopping
with her son, Dr. P. F. Luce, at North port

Joy

Pentecost preached at the church
last Sunday morning and left an appoint
ment to l»e there again in two weeks....
Rev J. Washburn returned to his home in
Parkman last week.. E. E. Hall returned
from Searsmont last Sunday.

this week leaving Sears; rt in the
morning
returning about 6 have been a great accomodation to our people, by request the steamer
an

Waldo.

tending the New England fair... .Miss Luna
Ferguson and Miss Triua Harding of Troy

cemetery on the hill by a long procession of
relatives and friends-A. F. Raynes, wife
and daughter, went to Jslesboro last Saturday for a few days. .Miss Grace Burton of
youth Jefferson is visiting friends here.... j

it

Rev. R. G.

Steamer Castine's

ami

2<).

York.

...

at

very

his

>

Our

the

cream

j*

ARRIVED.

Aug

last
week....Mrs Eli/a Bumps of Thomastou is
the guest of her brother, <> B Evans_
Muss Hattie Wiis -u
f Maiden, Mass visir.
i large attendance.
ed her nude, Fred A. Clement, last week
Boston Aug. 20th to visit her mother..
The
The funeral of John B. Stevens was at. the
Swanvir i.e. Tlie Union Sunday school
j
Ladies'sewing circle lias been revived and had :ts annual excursion and
house Aug. lbth. Rev. D. Brackett of Brooks I
picnic at the
met with Mrs. Salome Harding Aug. 24th.
Bar last Thursday, and an
unusually good
officiated. There was a very large gathering j
time
Hon. A. E. Nickerson verv kindly
It is quite liveh at Windermere Park
of people ami the remains were followed to
provided conveyance for several who yvere
now. There were picnics every day last
their resting place in the family lot in the just
I not fortunate to have teams <>f their own.

few

and Minnie Rand and

Dorchester,

Ice

Come one, come all!
_Mrs. C. H. McKinney spent Sunday in
Belmont, visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Moryill.. Mrs. Julia Young is spending a week on the Camp Ground.

of

parent*. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berry.
drove through with his team_C. L.
returned ?.> his home in Lowed Mass.,

the. Curtis homestead Misses Leila
Miss Janie Horner of
West Somerville, Mrs. Webster and Miss
Davis of Everett, and Mis. Francis Ba-m of
weeks

Sunday visiting

town

Grange.

the

cake will be served.

l'

ij

~—-

P< )RT «)F BELFAST.

....

Merrill ace-.mpanied .er
ti g
er sister, Mrs A.

ladies

in

hlnvii.ee

benefit of

SHI

guests of Mr. and Mrs.
week..
Amos Harding and wife of CliftonC. J. Bartlett Sunday
Mrs. FI. J. Howard
are at C.
dale, Mass
M. Plummer’s....
and daughter qf Waterville are at WinderDrew Chaples of Beifust is visiting lii>
I mere Park....Mr. Chas. Wellington, who
cousin, Henry McCorisoii... W. E
Berry ! was burned out at Albion, has moved in
t Auburn arrived last
Friday to visit his with his
daughter, Mrs. Geo. Mushier_

Tow It-.
The foilo-vmj

Sunday.

Halldale. Mrs. H. E. Crockett of Low*
ell, Mass., is at B. F. Foster's
Mrs. Charles
Poland and daughter, Cora Seeley, of Medford, Mass., were at W E. Poland's last

laud, is

Wednesday

and

Will Wellman of East Sears-

Xorthport Lamp Ground_Mr. X. L. Simmons had his horses badly cut
by barbed
wire last week.... Leroy Woods of Knox
began a term of school in the Robinson
district last Monday.

Loomis Fames.
Dr. Thompson and A. B. French were also
there the past week.

Mam*

Saturday

YORK.

Centre. Lettie D. McKinney arrived from Portland Tuesday to visit
her brother at Kim View Farm... There is
to l*«j a sociable and dance at the Town
House Tuesday night, Aug. 30th, for the

...

Monroe Fair.
Mrs.

was

last

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW

Lin<

past few days... Mrs. Adaliue
Labal lister is at J. R. Mears’....I. 13. White
and family are at Washington Camp Ground.
-13. O. Bowen and wife attended the reunion of the 20th Maine Reg’t. Association
in Winterport, Aug. 17th-Mrs. Eunice
Higgins of Belfast visited her mother, Mrs.
Margaret Woods, last Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs.
Ira
Chandler of New Haven,
Conn., is visiting relatives iu town_Mrs.
Robie Gray from Belfast was in town aud
at church Sunday.. ..Mrs. D. O. Bowen and
son
Ernest are at the Morrill cottage,

House,

right to sell clams at the Unity Fair,
negotiating for the same privilege

\

to New York recently to take a sea
trip with
his father-Mr. and Mrs Henry Rose and
daughter of Derry, N H., are visiting her
parents here-A. C. Yeaton spent a week
with his family recently, after a ten months’
absence. He returned to Boston Aug. 15 to
join his vessel.

..

Mrs. Lizzie

Olive the

who has

L. Merrill

Mr. and

Ferry.

Morrill. Mrs. John Wentworth of Worcester, Mass., and Mrs. Emma Hallett and
son
Freeman of Lowell, Mass., have been
guests of Mrs. Cynthia Blood and daughter

C. Bassick, Miss Margaret Bassick
and N. E. Webb are the guests of William
Bassick and wife.
spent his vacation at the Stevens
will return to Annopolis this week.

CORRESPONDENCE.

construction.

Mrs. E.

Robert Heuderson.

More convenient,
Makes the food lighter
and more healthful.

Northport Camp Ground, for a week’s outing.. .Frank Wood has built a new lieu
house, and A. F. Bowdoin has one under

Stevens House.

weeks

Pure

B.

friend L. F. Allenwood.... Miss Almeda
Greer. Miss Edith Morrill, Miss Vicie Greer
and nephew, Harry Norwood, and Mrs.
Alice Morrill and daughter Lytle and Mrs.
Aldana Morrill are at Maplewood cottage,

and Frank A
Crockett s fur a

Waiter S. Dunbar ami Miss Abbie Mott
are

E.

....

New

of

a

Lottie

Thayer.
school and Sunday
very bright little girl.
<>f

Pierce visited
her grandmother, Mrs. OrriUa Me*
Mamin, at Prospect Marsh last week....
George Brown, wife and children of Frankfort visited Mr and Mrs Willard Batcbelder last Sunday
Frauk Bassick <>f Quincy
is visiting his sister, Mrs.
Levi Berry.
George Avery aud wife visited relatives in

F. I
Rolfe of Salem, Mass., is meeting
with line sue ess in the repair <>f sewing ma
chines.

t•

our

scholars aud

Pi.ospk.

Young, who spent his vacation with
mother here, left by xteaim-r Monday for
Boston.

T.

report the death of

Mass., who

death.... Bennie, son of Howard B. Ham of
this place and nephew of Dr. Ham of Belfast, is very ill with apeudicitis and an operation was to have been performed last Tuesday-Percie Cilley aud wife, nee Miss
Miidred Stimpson <>fi Jackson, who were recently married,held their wedding reception
last Monday evening.
Quite a number of
the young people of the village attended..
Mrs
Frank York lias returned from Camden, where she went, to see her sister. Mrs.
Wiley. She, left her daughter Marion in her
care... Miss Adelaide Wescott, formerly an
assistant in the Belfast High school, has
been visiting her friend May Huxford of this
village-Miss Nellie Luce, who has been
visiting her friend Mabel Rose of this place,
is now at. the N’oithport Camp Ground....
It
is expected that Rev. F. S.
Dolliff
will exchange pulpits with Rev. Mr. Blair
of Monroe next Sunday... .The pew owners
of Union church met last. Saturday at V> p. m,
to take action in regard to selling the old
church. The general sentiment seemed to
be that it would be advisable to build rather
than to repair the old church.
The necessary committees were appointed and the
meeting adjourned for four weeks. They
wish to receive bids for the old church aud
offers for a suitable lot. upon which to build
a new church
The trustees are H H
Pilley,Ezra Carpenter and T I. Huxford. At
the parish meeting held directly after, Mrs.
T. I. Huxford, Mrs B. F. Holbrook, Mrs.
James B. McTaggart, Mrs. M J Dow aud
Mrs. I. S. Staples were appointed a committee to solicit subscriptions to aid in
building the new church. It is hoped some
former residents of the towu who are amply
able will aid m this laudable undertaking.
The spot generally spoken of is the vacant
corner in the old cemetery next to the residence of H
Pi Bey-Miss Grace E
H
Dow visited her friend aud schoolmate, Miss

ar-

W. G

Capt. Henry
Monday

of

one

COUNTY

his

York

to

sorry

was

school

Edward and J. A. Kelley of Boston spent
last week at the Searsport House.
rived

are

POWDER
Absolutely

Sunday.

last

Thayer, ,*uly daughter

Donald

son

Burton H. Robertson of Billerihas been visiting relatives in
Brooks#and Monroe, returned borne last
Monday-Herbert L. Cobb, wife and child
of Medford, Mass
who have spent a few
weeks visiting E. O- Stantial andjfamily,returned home Monday-Miss Edith M
Forbes, who for some time past has been in
failing health,at this time lies at the point of

ca,

Mr. Geo. C. Seavey, wife aud daughter
visited at the old homestead, Mr. E. W.

are

Islesboro. Our little town was greatly
shocked at the sudden death of Capt. John
S. Warren, on Tuesday evening, Aug. lbth.
He came home sick some four weeks ago, !
but no one thought death was so near
until he had a shock Monday noon from the
effects of which he died Tuesday night. He
had been a sufferer from Bright’s disease for
the past three years, but did not give up his
vessel until recently.
He was near his r>0th
birthday. He was a man of genial disposition ami kind heart and greatly beloved
by
his family, to whom he was very devoted.
He leaves a widow and six children, five
daughters and one son, the two oldest
daughters married—Mrs. John Anderson of
Dorchester, Mass., and Mrs. John Gardiner
of Castiue. He also leaves four sisters and
one brother to mourn their loss.
He was a
member of the order of Masons and was
buried under Masonic ceremony. Rev. Geo.
E. Tufts officiated at the funeral, which was
at the F. B. church, Aug. IS, at 2 p. m.
There was a profusion of flowers from his
many friends. He was buried in the cemetery near the church-Ibra Williams is
home for a vacation-Maurice Veazie went

Brooks.

North Searsport Sunday school held
a picnic iu Carter's grove last Thursday and
all had a good time.

Stated meeting of Mariners Lodge Tuesevemug, Aug. -0.
Mrs.

I

farm.

a

The

day

visiting friends

Sunday.

Mr.

the

is

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

dance at the Grange Hall
have a good time.

Couie and

1st.

Stockton Springs. Mr. George. Hicbborn
of Portland is visiting bis sisters, the Misses
Hicbborn....Miss Myra Clark of Rockland
was the guest uf the Misses Lizzie and Evelyn Colcord the past week-Mrs. Albert
Kelley and.daughter Amy of Presque Isle.
are visiting friends in town-Mrs. Samuel
Lewis of Portland, a former resident of this
town, is spending a few days with his family
at the Farnhain house_Mrs. Olivia Ryder
aud little daughter of Bangor are visiting
her brother, Mr. Willard Berry, and family.
-Mrs. Herbert Simpson and children aud
Miss Mildred Simpson left by boat Saturday for their home in Saxonville, MassMiss Melvina Patterson arrived last Thursday from Washington, D. C., for a short visit
to her brother, Capt. Frank Patterson.

OKI (dilM*
Bll.i INOS. Ill Peer Is'e. August V to Mr. inn
Mrs Mar land il. Bii I mg', u son, Gem h
C asm-: ns. In Rock land. August 11. n M* o
runMrs. • F Ca.-sei.a daughter, Bessie <
(.'ONARY.
Ill Peer Isle. August 2. to Mr. and
*u.
Mrs. Daniel I. C"iiar\.
In Stcnington, Augusts, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dow
John s*. D \s, a son.
Mr.
Lam ns. in Lowell. Mass., August 1 •"•.
and Mrs. Albert M Lames, a son.
I
to Mr.
Gray. In Stonington, August 1
Mrs. Harry \V. Grav. a son
Hi.m-klka. In Bluehill, August. 3, to Mr. and
Mrs. Merrill 1*. Hinckley, a son.
Ii Bellas*-, August is. to Mr. and
McKiruhw
Mrs.
Allien Merithew, a sou.
ott.
In Roekport. August id, to Mr. and Mrs.
Irving ott, a daughter.
Pack a ki>. In West Roekport, August 1-’. u
Mr. and Mr-. Arthur Packard, a daughter.

MISCELLANY.

The sell.

Thursday

Kaehel W. Stevens
afternoon by tlie

England Ship Building Cu. at Bath.
will he commanded
by Liu ins J.

leet long,
and is 1
Stevens of Clinton, Ct
She has
40 feet broad, aud 48 feet in depth.
trade
and
lias a
been built for the Cuban coal
owner
The
of
tons,
managing
1,800
capacity
is John H. Ferris of Norwalk, Ct., and the
cost is $43,000.
Charters. Bark Grace Lynwood, Trinidad to Philadelphia, asphalt, >1 00 and discharged. Bk Herbert Fuller, New York to
Pernambuco, Case Oil 17 cents ami free
lighterage. Sell Carrie E. Look, liondout
to Boston, cement 11 cents and discharged.
Sch Henry Witliiugton, Kennebec to Philadelphia, ice 45 cents. Coal freights: Sch.
Menawa, Perth Amboy to Bangor, 45 cents.
Sch Margaret, South Amboy to Belfast, 55

MARRIED.

TJ1

of the

-t Sw.i i! 111 e. in
.m
speet fully represent that rh*
tlie following d« serum t pu
have heretofore Been duty
lowui ot Swan vil!e.
; hat part
lo wit
r a -ci:i.
from the city of Belfast tm
Swanville aim sears;- ;
Beginning on the sou;herd Ui
fifteeu rods southerd
Ian
said Swanville: theirne
Mills r
a point a
Se.i -p.
Tli-m.as K. Niekerv:
and Dodge's Corner
Thet
that part ot a higliw i>
Milts in said Swain -.id- r■
ning ai lie interse-d m ->f
road leading t rom M-mn
house of Sy i\ anus N i-'kers.
llle. thence easterly :
Bog Hill road leading pahouse, in said Swam iilv
house i.
We therefore petition yview said premises and !•••
Bounds thereof and t-- take
may Be legal and neeessary.
ever pray.
A. H El :
M.A.cn;!
K. H. GREI
Swanville, duly 20. A. 1>
••
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DIED
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Belfast Savings Bank

ers

ton.

to

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST

Honorable Conn:
County of \\
HE undersigned, m a
iu.-.
the

o

-<

Barboitk-Coombs. m Winterport. August I,
Thomas F. Barbour and .Mis- Winnie M. Coombs,
both of Stonington.
Fo-tek-S.'1! ll. In Rockland. August 13. Geo.
W. Foster of Portland and Mrs. Belle K. Smith ot
Rockland.
Hinckley Sopek. In Norm Blnehill. August
13, Fred S. Hinckley and Miss Mary B. Soper,noth
of North Bluehill.
Leach-Stables. In Orland, August 1 >. Harvey
Leach and Miss Judie Staples, botn of Penobscd.
Lga< h-V"KK. In Orland, Augu-t 13. AA'il urn
A. Leach and Miss Katherine B. York, both of
Orland.
Stevi'-Ns-Hollanp. in Lewiston, August 17,
by Rev G. M. Howe. Dr Lugeue L. Siemens I
Belfast and Miss Alice Maud Holland of Lewis-

Sch Florence Leland, Weehawken I
Adam' In M.-rrill, August 23, Rhoda M. Adams,
Sell Electa Bailey, j
Salem, 45 cents.
Weehawken to Bangor, 45 cents. Sch Cora ! aged 77 years, 8 mouths and 10 days.
Clark. In Vinalhaveu, August 1 7, Maud HepGreen, Perth Amboy to Bangor, 45 cents. | kins,,
wife ot Roger Clark, aged 28 years.
Sch Harriets Brooks, same. Sell Henry R
Dvrit. In Easthrook. August 13, RussHl W
Tilton, Weehawken to Boston, 45 cents, Dyer, aged 71 years and 11 days.
of Melrose, Mass.
Sch Helen G. Moseley, same, 42 1-2 cents.
Fisk. In Rockville, liockjmn, August 17, Ames
Fisk, aged 00 years and 7 months.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown
MEMORIAL POEM, AUG. 21, 1808.
Ginn
In Belfast. August 23, Susan F Ginn,
week
for
the
New
&
York, reports
Co.,
Another year has passed; with heads subdued
72 years, 3 months and 7 days.
during Aug 20: Long voyage tonnage for aged
Gray
In Buckspnrt, August 17, Capr. Mark
Ajgain we meet,
to
continues
In memory of those who once were wont
prompt and forward loading
Gray, aged 63 years and 2 months.
offer with considerable freedom, ami with
To fondly greet.
Gkivhkll.
In Brewer, August 18, Addie R..
In vain wo list for footsteps in the aisle,
wife >! l»r. 1. M. Getehell, aged 47 years.
very little interest extended by case oil
The clasp of hand;
K s mu r. In Bel in->n t, August 2". Mrs. \ iela .1.
or Colonial lines the market yet
shippers
And sigh hat ne’er again we count them o’er.
exhibits an easy appearance. There is no Knight, lormerly et Belfast, aged 73 years and 7
Amid our band.
months.
improvement in the condition of the market
Nicholson. In Bueksport, August 18, Kli/.a
Of them in tears we breathe the sail word,“gune” for barrel petroleum tonnage. Orders seemhetli, wite et Angus Nicholson, aged 71 scars. 11
Fraught with such pain;
ingly are scarce, and rates appear favorable months and 1'» days.
In human weakness grieve for voice and touch,
to shippers. South American lumber freights
Roihck. In Bar Harbor, August 6, Daniel lle\\ itL» mournful strain;
tor dick, aged 30 cars.
are slow, and very little call is noticed
Vet could this mortal kon but i ieree the veil
Smith
In Vinalhaveu, August 17. Frances,
general cargo tonnage. Vessels now are
That intervenes,
wife ef L> under B. Smith, aged 48 years
more readily available, lienee the tendency
The mystery of that higher peaceful life.
In Belfast, August 10. Jane \\
Tin -UST>»N.
West
of rates is toward an easier basis.
Would charm, l ween.
Thurston, aged To years and months.
India freights, both out and home, are dull,
Would bid us hasten past the fret and strife
and with tonnage offerings moderately free,
That here annoy
Price Current.
Belfast
shippers are regarded as possessing the adTo that beyond, the loving Father’s home,
vantage. Very little demand is noticed for
Free from alloy;
FOR THE JOI RNAL.
WEEKLY"
CORRECTED
Beneath whose care no storms, no clouds are Yellow Pine tonnage coastwise. Rates arc
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